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ABSTRACT
A UNIFIED FRAMEWORK FOR PARALLEL ANISOTROPIC MESH
ADAPTATION
Christos Tsolakis
Old Dominion University, 2021
Director: Dr. Nikos Chrisochoides

Finite-element methods are a critical component of the design and analysis procedures
of many (bio-)engineering applications. Mesh adaptation is one of the most crucial components since it discretizes the physics of the application at a relatively low cost to the solver.
Highly scalable parallel mesh adaptation methods for High-Performance Computing (HPC)
are essential to meet the ever-growing demand for higher fidelity simulations. Moreover, the
continuous growth of the complexity of the HPC systems requires a systematic approach to
exploit their full potential. Anisotropic mesh adaptation captures features of the solution
at multiple scales while, minimizing the required number of elements. However, it also introduces new challenges on top of mesh generation. Also, the increased complexity of the
targeted cases requires departing from traditional surface-constrained approaches to utilizing CAD (Computer-Aided Design) kernels. Alongside the functionality requirements, is
the need of taking advantage of the ubiquitous multi-core machines. More importantly, the
parallel implementation needs to handle the ever-increasing complexity of the mesh adaptation code.
In this work, we develop a parallel mesh adaptation method that utilizes a metric-based
approach for generating anisotropic meshes. Moreover, we enhance our method by interfacing with a CAD kernel, thus enabling its use on complex geometries. We evaluate our
method both with fixed-resolution benchmarks and within a simulation pipeline, where the
resolution of the discretization increases incrementally. With the Telescopic Approach for
scalable mesh generation as a guide, we propose a parallel method at the node (multi-core)
for mesh adaptation that is expected to scale up efficiently to the upcoming exascale machines. To facilitate an effective implementation, we introduce an abstract layer between
the application and the runtime system that enables the use of task-based parallelism for
concurrent mesh operations. Our evaluation indicates results comparable to state-of-the-art
methods for fixed-resolution meshes both in terms of performance and quality. The integration with an adaptive pipeline offers promising results for the capability of the proposed

method to function as part of an adaptive simulation. Moreover, our abstract tasking layer
allows the separation of different aspects of the implementation without any impact on the
functionality of the method.
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“It is not knowledge, but the act of learning, not possession but the act of getting there,
which grants the greatest enjoyment.”
— Carl Friedrich Gauss (1777 - 1855)
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Among the cornerstones of the scientific method, is the use of experiments to validate or
contradict a hypothesis. Due to the intricacies and the cost of physical experiments, numerical simulations are often utilized as an alternative. One of the most popular numerical
methods for simulations is the Finite-element Method (FEM) [268] which is used for obtaining numerical solutions to differential equations arising from several fields such as fluid
flows, structural analysis, and registration of medical data.
Mesh Generation, i.e., the process of discretizing the problem space into primitive/simpler geometric shapes such as triangles and tetrahedra, plays a central role in FEM. A
mesh allows decomposing a complex domain into elementary elements where approximation is possible. Moreover, it enables capturing local features of the solution by altering
the fidelity of the approximation locally. The fidelity at which one captures the features
of the numerical solution during a simulation directly relates to the local size of the mesh,
thus making the need for mesh size variation a necessity. However, the locations of these
features are not always known a-priori. This vicious cycle can be broken by the use of
error-based mesh adaptation [16]. Error-based mesh adaptation modifies a mesh based on
some error-estimator so that it can accurately capture features of the underlying solution
automatically.
A subfield of physics that FEM and mesh adaptivity are used extensively is the Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) [10], which is a critical component of the design and
analysis of aerospace vehicles. CFD is concerned with simulations involving the flow of a
fluid (liquid or gas), and its interaction with contact surfaces. A primal example is the interaction of aircraft components with the atmosphere at different flight conditions. In 2014,
NASA published the CFD Vision 2030 Study [237], a technical report that includes findings
and recommendations for advancing the capabilities of the CFD simulations in the future.
Among the findings of the study is that: “Mesh generation and adaptivity continue to be
significant bottlenecks in the CFD workflow, [...] Additionally, adaptive mesh techniques
offer great potential, but have not seen widespread use due to issues related to software
complexity, inadequate error estimation capabilities, and complex geometries.” In [203] the
authors document the current status of mesh adaptation and provide recommendations in
order to achieve the goals set by the CFD Vision study. Among them is to incorporate current parallel mesh adaptation methods with load-balancing techniques in order to be able
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to achieve good performance on the available and upcoming architectures. In-line with this
recommendation is the Telescopic Approach for CFD simulations that was proposed in [61].
The Telescopic Approach lays down a design that allows to exploit the concurrency that
exists at multiple levels in parallel and adaptive simulations. The design spans across the
multiple memory hierarchies of a High Performance Computing (HPC) machine (shared,
distributed-shared (DSM), distributed with or without out-of-core capabilities) and maps
different algorithmic layers to the appropriate level of memory based on the intensity of
communication between the meshing kernels.
1.1 AIM OF THIS WORK
Our goal is to create a building block that will serve as the core mesh adaptation module
of the Telescopic Approach in the context of FEM simulations. Building upon previous work
(CDT3D) [82], we design and implement a method for parallel mesh adaptation that offers
new features in terms of functionality, performance and portability. In particular, we deliver
a parallel mesh adaptation kernel that it is designed to be a building block of the Telescopic
Approach and will run within the limits of a multi-core node. Moreover, to aid towards
meeting the requirements set in [237] and the recommendations of [203], we interfaced
CDT3D with a Computer-Aided-Design (CAD) kernel in order to enable handling curved
geometries.
Our process is guided by the following parallel mesh generation attributes [62, 250]:
1. Stability is the requirement that the quality of the mesh generated in parallel must
be comparable to that of a mesh generated sequentially [59]. The quality is defined
in terms of the density and shape of the elements evaluated by some quality measure,
and the number of the elements (fewer is better).
2. Reproducibility which we introduced in [62]. It is separated into two forms. Strong
Reproducibility requires that the mesh generation code, when executed with the same
input, produces identical results under the following modes of execution: (i) continuous without restarts, and (ii) with restarts and reconstructions of the internal data
structures. Weak Reproducibility requires that the mesh generation code, when executed with the same input, produces results of the same quality under the following
modes of execution: (i) continuous without restarts, and (ii) with restarts and reconstructions of the internal data structures.
3. Robustness is the ability of the software to correctly and efficiently process any input
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data. Automation is critical for massively parallel computations, because operator
intervention is impractical.
4. Scalability is the ability of a method to obtain speedup proportional to the number of
processors [115]. Amdahl’s law [8] suggests that the speedup is always limited by the
inverse of the sequential fraction of the software. Therefore, all nontrivial stages of the
computation must be parallelized to leverage the current and emerging architectures
designed to deliver a million- to billion-way concurrency.
5. Code Reuse is a result of a modular design of the parallel software that builds upon
previously designed sequential or parallel meshing code, such that it can be replaced
and/or updated with minimal effort. Code Reuse is feasible only if the code satisfies
the Reproducibility criterion.
1.2 OUTLINE
The rest of this document is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents the two major
pillars of our work. Specifically, Section 2.1 provides an extensive review of past and current
parallel mesh generation methods. Moreover, it suggests a taxonomy that classifies the
methods based on attributes pertinent to parallel mesh generation and in the context of the
Telescopic Approach. Section 2.2 provides a concise description of notions related to metric
spaces, a core component of our approach to parallel mesh adaptation.
Chapter 3 describes the implementation of our method in detail, highlighting the improvements in terms of both functionality and performance. In Chapter 4, we focus on
the first four of the above criteria by evaluating our method on a series of different cases.
In particular, Section 4.1 presents data on benchmarks that target a fixed mesh resolution
and compares our results with state-of-the-art parallel mesh adaptation methods. Also, in
Section 4.2, we evaluate our method within an end-to-end simulation pipeline, where the
resolution of the discretization increases iteratively and compare our results with similar
analyses present in the literature.
Having presented data on both our functionality and performance improvements we turn
our attention into the Code-reuse aspect and in particular to the question of how one can
future-proof [99] such a mesh generation application. Since hardware and software evolves
rapidly, traditional approaches to thread and load balancing often suffer a cost when ported
to a new environment. In Chapter 5, we present our attempt to solve this issue based on
the notion of separation of concerns [77]. The presented approach decouples functionality
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aspects of mesh generation codes from performance. In particular, it illustrates a method
and presents performance data regarding the use of tasking in place of manually managing
threading and load balancing.
In summary, the goal of this dissertation is to create a new parallel anisotropic mesh
adaptation method that can serve as building block for scalable parallel mesh generation.
Based on our previous experience, we will use the Telescopic Approach (described in detail
in the next chapter) as a case study. The contributions of this thesis are:
(C1 ) A parallel mesh adaptation method with high parallel efficiency on a single multi-core
node.
(C2 ) The method exhibits comparable quality and performance against state-of-the-art
methods.
(C3 ) The parallel mesh adaptation method can interface with a CAD kernel allowing to
accept a wider variety of inputs.
(C4 ) Validation of the method within an adaptive pipeline.
(C5 ) A General Tasking Framework that aids towards separating the concerns of functionality from performance for speculative parallel mesh generation methods.
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CHAPTER 2
BACKGROUND
This thesis builds on top of two pillars. First is Parallel Mesh Generation, the process of
discretizing the computation space using geometrical objects such as triangles and tetrahedra
while utilizing single or multiple machines in parallel. Section 2.1 presents a thorough
review of several parallel mesh generation methods and suggests a taxonomy to classify
these methods.
The second is that of Metric Spaces and in particular, their use in the context of mesh
adaptation. A metric space is a set of objects, three-dimensional points for example, along
with a function that defines how to measure distances between its objects. At first regard,
it may seem a very simplistic construct, however, one can use it to guide the process of mesh
adaptation. Section 2.2 provides all the definitions and properties of metric spaces that are
pertinent to this thesis.
2.1 PARALLEL MESH GENERATION PREVIOUS WORK REVIEW
There is a plethora of parallel mesh generation methods that have been implemented over
the past decades. Still, there is no up-to-date comprehensive taxonomy and classification of
them introduced over the last 15 years. In this section, we build upon previous work in this
subject [57] and extend it by augmenting more classification attributes and including new
methods that appeared in the literature since then.
There are several parallel mesh generation methods that utilize structured [45], hexahedral [195], and octree [39] meshes but these are not covered in this review neither are
mesh multiplication [136] methods [126, 193, 194, 255] that split each element in self-similar
elements. Three-dimensional parallel triangulation methods [23, 27, 93, 141, 155] that are
designed to update the convex hull of a fixed point set instead of producing a high quality
mesh suitable for simulations are also excluded. Parallel methods that rely solely on mesh
smoothing [24, 96, 112, 222] are not covered as well. Instead, we focus on three-dimensional
tetrahedral mesh generation and mesh adaptation methods and classify them according to
a number of attributes described below.
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2.1.1 CLASSIFICATION ATTRIBUTES
Our classification builds on top of the observation that parallel mesh generation is a memory intensive operation [12] and therefore communication is a crucial factor when it comes
to characterizing a parallel mesh generation method. This classification is in-line with the
Telescopic Approach suggested in [61] which applies a combination of decomposition techniques for current and emerging architectures with multiple memory/network hierarchies
as shown in Figure 1. Parallel mesh generation methods often (over-)decompose the original mesh generation problem into n smaller sub-problems, which are solved (i.e., meshed)
concurrently using n  p cores [57]. The amount of communication required when solving

the generated sub-problems defines the coupling between them. In particular, methods that

require high amount of communication between the different meshing tasks are categorized
as Tightly-Coupled (lower left section of Figure 1). Methods that reduce the coupling of
the meshing tasks by grouping them into (partially) independent “super tasks” are characterized as Partially-Coupled (middle-left section of Figure 1). Methods that decompose
the problem into (almost) independent tasks that require only minimal (or no) interaction
between them are classified as Loosely Coupled (middle-right section of Figure 1). Finally,
methods that generate independent meshing tasks where no communication is required are
categorized as Decoupled (upper right section of Figure 1).
The design of the Telescopic Approach is part of a long term goal for parallel mesh generation and adaptation at the Center for Real-Time Computing (CRTC)1 to achieve and
sustain concurrency on current and emerging systems. To accomplish this goal, concurrency
is exploited at different scales (levels) corresponding to the latency and the bandwidth of
different network/memory hierarchies in order to orchestrate communication and synchronization.
The implementation of the Telescopic Approach relies on multiple abstractions used in
the parallel mesh generation community [57]: element, cavity, data-region, and subdomain.
These abstract data types vary in granularity and complexity (i.e., type and size of the data
structures) and type/intensity of communication/synchronization required to implement
their basic operations. The type/intensity of communication/synchronization determines
their mapping to different layers of memory/network hierarchy. For example, concurrency
at the element or cavity level is permitted only in the shared memory of the cores within a
single-chip, bulk and locally synchronous exchange of data among data-regions is permitted
1

https://crtc.cs.odu.edu (Accessed 2021-06-01).
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Fig. 1: The Telescopic Approach.

only within the distributed shared memory of a few nodes and asynchronous communication of data-buffers is permitted over distributed memory of several hundreds of nodes
and/or tens of racks. Given these constraints, from the chip (lower left in Figure 1) to the
distributed-memory node levels (upper right in Figure 1), the Telescopic Approach deploys:
1. Parallel Optimistic (PO) layer [95, 187], which is a Tightly-Coupled method, and is
designed to explore concurrency at the CPU level (Node in Figure 1) within the limits
of shared memory, using speculative/optimistic execution (explained below). The
shared memory domain allows sustaining high volume of communication at low cost.
2. Parallel Data Refinement (PDR) layer [48, 62], which is a Partially-Coupled method,
and targets multiple CPUs across different nodes (Compute Blades in Figure 1). It
can exploit both shared and distributed memory hardware and relies on decomposing
the data (versus the mesh) in such a way that limits the communication to bulksynchronous steps.
3. Parallel Constrained (PC) layer [52], which is a Loosely-Coupled method, and targets
nodes across different Compute Blades (Chassis in Figure 1) and requires only small
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amounts of asynchronous communication. This method relies on domain decomposition methods for constructing its subdomains.
4. Parallel Decoupled (PD) layer [152], which is a Decoupled method, and targets nodes
across different Chassis (Cabinets in Figure 1) and requires no communication.
In summary, Coupling can be defined as:
Coupling: Measures how much the parallel tasks depend on each other. The coupling
can be Tight, Partial or Loose. If no dependency between the parallel tasks exists, a
method is called Decoupled [57].
This is the main focus of this work since it the most general and can be abstracted. The
rest of the classification attributes are defined as follows:
Synchronization: Refers to the level the execution units (threads or processes) are synchronized. It can be Local, including only a few of the execution units or, it can
be Global. Global synchronization involves barriers or some other form of collective
blocking operation. It should be noted that initialization and finalization of the parallel procedure are excluded since they are unavoidably a blocking operation. Methods
that can reach a common state without blocking for each other while still exchanging
information are called Asynchronous [52].
Granularity: Refers to the size of the atomic unit of work. In the literature different
granularity levels have been used for the same atomic units of work based on the
context. For example, the parallel Delaunay method of [95] is considered by the
authors a fine-grained approach since the atomic unit is a cavity. However, later
in [94] a finer level of granularity is exploited by introducing lower-level atomic units
within a single cavity. For this study, we will consider a single point, element or cavity
to be the Fine level while, a group of cavities or mesh subdomains will be considered
a Coarse level of granularity.
Method: Refers to the mesh operation that is parallelized. Historically, mesh multiplication was used [11], Delaunay and Advancing Front methods have also been used
extensively [247]. Some approaches (e.g., [114, 128, 181, 197]) which favor modularity
have separated the mesh generation procedure into multiple independent modules such
as point insertion, local reconnection, edge contraction, etc., while others [159] use a
single operator for all of them.
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Programming Model: Describes the main toolkit for the implementation of the parallel code: POSIX threads (Pthreads), Open Multi-Processing (OpenMP)2 , Message
Passing Interface (MPI)3 , etc.
Decomposition: An essential component of every parallel algorithm. For mesh generation Data and Domain decomposition are the most common [57]. The distinction
is sometimes difficult since a group of vertices and tetrahedra can act both as data
and a subdomain. The difference is in the way the decomposed data are handled.
Domain decomposition methods treat subdomains as meshes that can be processed
independently. Mesh operations are constrained within the subdomains and, depending on the coupling, some care may need to be taken for shared elements between
subdomains. Data decomposition methods do not take into account the geometry of
the input. Instead, they treat elements as shared data and use different methods to
resolve read-write dependencies that can arise during different mesh operations. For
domain decomposition, we have two subcategories [57].
Discrete: Refers to the decomposition of an existing volume mesh. Graph-based
methods applied on the dual mesh such as METIS [138], Zoltan [74], and Scotch [54]
belong to these. Another approach is to use general sorting-based methods such
as Cuthill-McKee [68] or more specialized ones such as Hilbert curves [206],
PQR [58], etc.
Continuous: Refers to decomposition of the initial surface mesh by creating continuous separators. It can be thought as a geometrical construction problem. If done
correctly, it can guarantee very good quality of separators (in terms of dihedral
angles for example). For two dimensions a method based on Medial Axis [31]
has been already presented in [151]. For three dimensions, to the best of our
knowledge, generating a Medial Axis object for general inputs is still an open
problem, although commercial tools for generating it exist [37, 103].
Progressive: Relates to how the parallel process is bootstrapped and how load balancing
is handled. To the best of our knowledge, it appears in its first form as “variable
granularity” in [51] and was later described in detail in [62]. A method that starts
from very few units of work and generates more upon runtime which are then shared
dynamically among execution units is considered to be progressive. On the other hand,
2
3

https://www.openmp.org (Accessed 2021-05-31).
https://www.mpi-forum.org (Accessed 2021-05-31).
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if the starting point is a mesh decomposition with a predetermined number of work
units, or if load balancing is done by globally redistributing the mesh, then the method
is called non-progressive.
Figure 2 summarizes the attributes used in this section. For the rest of the section, several
parallel mesh generation methods will be presented grouped with respect to their coupling.
Each method will be described briefly and then categorized based on the above criteria. To
ease cross-referencing we also introduce a naming scheme: Research Groupname where name
is the name of the software (if it is defined in the cited literature) or one of its distinctive
characteristics based on the above criteria.
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Fig. 2: Attributes of the taxonomy presented in this section.
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2.1.2 TIGHTLY-COUPLED METHODS
Tightly-Coupled methods are characterized by intense communication. For this class of
methods, the communication can be direct through messages or indirect through accessing regions of shared memory, which due to false sharing and cache invalidation creates
overheads. Moreover, synchronization primitives and constructs such as locks and barriers
add to the overall overhead. Many of the approaches in this section employ Speculative
execution (also known as optimistic). Speculative execution is a technique used in several
applications ranging from processors [249] to databases [143]. It allows for the exploitation
of more concurrency out of a problem by executing steps of a procedure ahead of time prior
to resolving data dependencies between the steps themselves. In the case where steps are
not needed, pre-computed results may either be disregarded or additional steps may be
required to rollback to the previous state of the process. The correctness of this scheme,
in the context of parallel algorithms, has been proven in [135] with the introduction of the
notion of Virtual Time and validated in the context of Parallel Discrete Event Simulations
within the Time Warp system.
CRTCPODM

1.0 :

One of the first tightly coupled methods for mesh generation is presented

in [59, 188]. This method is based on the Delaunay kernel for introducing new points into
the mesh. This approach exploits parallelism using MPI. The first step of this approach is
a decomposition of the initial mesh using METIS [138]. Once the mesh is distributed, each
meshing process executes the Delaunay kernel on a sub-mesh of the decomposition. This
method treats each subdomain as a Delaunay sub-mesh in contrast to other methods (see
for example [52]) that treat the subdomain as a Constrained Delaunay sub-mesh, so the
Delaunay cavity can expand between two subdomains. In this case, a distributed breadthfirst search is used to collect all the elements of the cavity. The meshing process will then
attempt to lock all the elements in the cavity in order to perform the point insertion. It is of
importance that the dependencies are evaluated upon runtime and not as a pre-processing
step. This characteristic gives this method the name speculative or optimistic. It is also
worth mentioning that the method uses locks on vertices instead of the tetrahedra of a cavity
since (a) the vertices of a cavity stay the same when a Delaunay point insertion is performed
and (b) pathological cases of neighboring cavities are avoided. Although the number of
rollbacks was low, the high number of messages resulted in sub-optimal performance. Still,
this approach acts directly upon touched data which improves cache utilization and allows
tolerating more than 80% of system latencies. The classification of this method appears in
Table 1.
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Name
CRTCPODM

1.0

Coupling

Sync.

Gran.

Method

P. Model

Decomp.

Prog.

Tightly

Local

Coarse

Delaunay

MPI

Data

No

TABLE 1: Classification of CRTCPODM

CRTCPODM

2.0 :

1.0

based on the criteria of this section.

In [93] a tightly-coupled Parallel Delaunay Triangulation algorithm was

presented. Cavity and expansion and locking of vertices are performed similarly to the
previous approach but in a shared memory setting utilizing atomic operations. Later in [95]
this approach was extended to a Parallel Delaunay Refinement method that was able to
handle medical image data and optimized for Distributed Shared Memory machines (DSM)
using a hierarchical load balancing algorithm between the threads. This algorithm was
designed to reduce the remote-memory access and allowed the method to achieve more
than 82% weak-scalability speedup on 144 cores. Although the performance improvement is
significant, there are signs that the speedup of this method deteriorates at a higher number
of cores. The source of inefficiency was not a problem inherent to the approach but rather
a limitation of the hardware. In particular, on DSM machines the cost of remote memory
access is high because the shared memory address space is emulated using low-level software.
Moreover, the physical distance between the nodes incurs unavoidably an overhead for every
remote memory access. A locality-aware implementation [87] improved this issue but only
by a moderate amount. The classification of CRTCPODM

2.0

appears in Table 2. The progressive

characteristic comes from the fact that this method uses work stealing to continuously equidistribute the load among the threads.

Name
CRTCPODM

2.0

Coupling

Sync.

Gran.

Method

P. Model

Decomp.

Prog.

Tightly

Local

Fine

Delaunay

Pthreads

Data

Yes

TABLE 2: Classification of CRTCPODM

2.0

based on the criteria of this section.
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CRTCCDT3D : The speculative/optimistic approach has been applied to operations beyond
Delaunay point insertion. In [85] the authors use the same underlying idea to parallelize a
local reconnection method. As before, the cavity is evaluated and locked upon runtime, and
if the locking is successful an appropriate topological flip is performed in order to improve
the objective function. In contrast with the previous algorithms, where the Delaunay kernel
is the only meshing operation in this work the local reconnection was only a step of a wider
set of operations, and since only one operation was parallelized this method performs global
synchronization between each mesh operation. This fact as well as the well-known Amdahl’s
law [8] that is applicable to every parallel code, constrained the efficiency of the code. Still,
compared to a state-of-the-art local reconnection approach, the proposed method enhances
user productivity by lowering the execution time significantly while delivering comparable
quality. The classification of CRTCCDT3D appears in Table 3.

Name

Coupling

Sync.

Gran.

Method

P. Model

Decomp.

Prog.

CRTCCDT3D

Tightly

Local

Fine

Flips

Pthreads

Data

Yes

TABLE 3: Classification of CRTCCDT3D based on the criteria of this section.

UBCEdge-Face

Flip :

Another method that utilizes the speculative approach for face and edge

flips in a slightly different manner is presented in [264]. In this method, the flip operation
is separated in stages which are linked utilizing global synchronization between the threads.
First, all candidate flips are checked with respect to whether they optimize the objective
function or not, in parallel, with no synchronization. A face and edge migration step follows
in an attempt to equi-distribute the load between the threads. The cavities are then locked
using an optimistic approach. A second edge and face migration step smooths out any load
imbalances and finally, the flips are performed in parallel with no synchronization. The
classification of this method appears in Table 4.
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Name
UBCEdge-Face

Flip

Coupling

Sync.

Gran.

Method

P. Model

Decomp.

Prog.

Tightly

Global

Fine

Flips

OpenMP

Data

Yes

TABLE 4: Classification of UBCEdge-Face

Flip

based on the criteria of this section.

UChileTightly : In [217] the authors create a parallel mesh generator utilizing the Longest
edge propagation path (Lepp) [214] algorithm speculatively. Lepp recursively splits elements
by giving priority to their longest edge. Each application of Lepp on an element evaluates a
propagation path that corresponds to a group of tetrahedra that are going to be split. Utilizing this approach in a multi-threaded environment can result in intersecting propagation
paths. To remedy this issue, elements contained in a path are locked speculatively. Failure
to lock any required element results in releasing all currently locked elements and aborting
the refinement of the current element. Table 5 presents the classification of this method.

Name

Coupling

Sync.

Gran.

Method

P. Model

Decomp.

Prog.

UChileTightly

Tightly

Local

Fine

Lepp

Pthreads

Data

Yes

TABLE 5: Classification of UChileTightly based on the criteria of this section.

MITDelaunay : To the best of our knowledge, the first parallel Delaunay method was presented in [192]. The input for this method is a coarse mesh which is decomposed into
subdomains using axis-aligned planes. The mesh generation process is based on alternating
between a point insertion stage and a load balancing/migration stage. For points whose Delaunay cavity is completely inside a subdomain, the point insertion is performed as usual. If
however, the cavity expands between subdomains, the process attempts to globally lock the
remote elements. If the locking is successful, a request is sent to the owners of the elements
in order to bring them locally. To reduce the idle time while waiting for the requests to be
satisfied, each process inserts a number of points up to a pre-specified limit while, keeping
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a buffer of pending points allowing thus to overlap some communication with computation.
The classification of this method is presented in Table 6.

Name

Coupling

Sync.

Gran.

Method

P. Model

Decomp.

Prog.

MITDelaunay

Tightly

Global

Coarse

Delaunay

MPI

Data

No

TABLE 6: Classification of MITDelaunay based on the criteria of this section.

2.1.3 PARTIALLY-COUPLED METHODS
Partially-Coupled methods cover the majority of the current and past mesh generation
methods. They are characterized by a moderate amount of communication, far smaller
than the one of the tightly-coupled methods. Due to this reason, the Telescopic Approach
assigns this method right above the tightly coupled methods. The reduced amount of communication they offer allows them to be implemented efficiently both at the shared and the
distributed memory level. This section will be further divided based on the decomposition
method.
2.1.3.1
GMUData

Partially-Coupled Methods based on Data Decomposition
Decomp. :

The first, to the best of our knowledge, multithreaded partially-coupled mesh

generation method utilizing data decomposition was presented in [156]. The method is based
on the advancing-front point generation method and local reconnection is used to improve
the quality of newly-created elements. Data are decomposed by decomposing the active
front using an octree. Within each octree leaf, points are generated in parallel by advancing
from the active faces. Inter-leaf faces are inactive initially. A shift of the octree along the
axes is used to transform the inter-leaf faces to intra-leaf. For edge flipping, the objective
function is evaluated in parallel for each candidate flip, which is straightforward since it
is only a read operation. The topological transformation is then performed sequentially.
According to the author of [156], this decoupling of evaluation and application of the flip
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was selected because the objective function evaluation is the most resource-heavy part of
the local reconnection algorithm. It should be noted that in this work, there is an effort
to introduce the Progressive characteristic by estimating the work imbalance between the
leaves and splitting them in an effort to equi-distribute the workload by over-decomposing
the input. The classification of this method appears in Table 7.

Name
GMUData

Decomp.

Coupling

Sync.

Gran.

Method

P. Model

Decomp.

Prog.

Partially

Global

Coarse

A. Front

c$doacross

Data

Yes

TABLE 7: Classification of GMUData

CRTCPDR

1.0 :

Decomp.

based on the criteria of this section.

A few years later, the Parallel Delaunay Refinement (PDR), (later renamed

to Parallel Data Refinement) method emerged [50, 53]. The main focus of this method was
scheduling Delaunay refinement in different regions of the mesh in a way that rollbacks were
guaranteed to be eliminated. In this way, the correctness was handled by the scheduler of
the method, thus allowing the reuse of Commercial-off-the-self (COTS) software to generate
the mesh. The three-dimensional implementation utilized TetGen [235] as a Delaunay mesh
generator and an octree constructed over an initial coarse mesh was used for data decomposition. Moreover, since the octree was used only as a scheduling mechanism there were
no artificial boundaries imposed which could affect the mesh quality. The fact that Delaunay refinement follows strict mathematical rules for the evaluation of the cavity, allowed
PDR to express the octree leaf size as a function of the element size of the initial coarse
mesh. In this way, a pre-processing stage of the initial coarse mesh involving refinement up
to a specific size, guarantees that no cavity will expand beyond the neighboring leaves in
the subsequent parallel step, thus making possible to schedule leafs that share no common
neighbors concurrently. This method utilizes local synchronization since, only the refinement of neighboring leaves need to be synchronized. Since the work unit in this method is
a region enclosed by a leaf, the method is considered coarse-grained. Later version of this
algorithm [62] (CRTCPDR

2.0 )

refines the octree as the same time with the mesh producing
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thus more work units as refinement progresses offering the Progressive attribute discussed
earlier. The PDR method was revisited as part of the Telescopic Approach but this time
utilizing CRTCPODM

2.0

which is presented in Section 2.1.2. The shared memory implementa-

tion was able to achieve about 160 speedup on 256 cores [89] while the hybrid distributed
memory implementation reached about 450 speedup on 900 cores [88]4 . It should be noted
that this method utilizes parallelism at two levels. The first is on the PDR level with the
scheduler assigning for refinement as many leaves as it is possible based on the available
work and workers. At the second level, each worker executes an instance of CRTCPODM

2.0

which is multithreaded, thus gaining a significant speedup by the combined efficiency of
both methods. Table 8 presents the classification for all three variants of PDR.

Name

Coupling

Sync.

Gran.

Method

P. Model

Decomp.

Prog.

CRTCPDR 1.0
CRTCPDR 2.0
CRTCPDR.PODM

Partially
Partially
Partially

Local
Local
Local

Coarse
Coarse
Coarse

Delaunay
Delaunay
Delaunay

Pthreads
Pthreads
MPI+Pthreads

Data
Data
Data

No
Yes
No

TABLE 8: Classification of CRTCPDR
this section.

1.0 ,

CRTCPDR

2.0

& CRTCPDR.PODM based on the criteria of

UBCDelaunay : A scheduling approach for refinement similar to PDR but utilizing global
synchronization was presented in [264]. Initially, a uniform octree is laid upon the mesh,
and elements that fall within a leaf are assigned to the leaf for refinement. In contrast to the
original PDR method, the refinement is performed in multiple passes where an independent
set of leaves is selected and refined. To exploit more concurrency, a dynamic octree is created
within each leaf, with its size initialized to the leaf itself. This “second-level” octree is refined
progressively along with the mesh in order to provide more concurrency. It is worth noting
that, the second level leaves are not refined to the desired size at once. Instead, several
passes are applied, each one targeting elements only above a specific size. The reason is
that before each pass the leaves may get split offering thus more concurrency to the system.
4

In both cases speedup is measured in terms of weak scalability.
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Table 9 presents the classification of this method.

Name

Coupling

Sync.

Gran.

Method

P. Model

Decomp.

Prog.

UBCDelaunay

Partially

Global

Coarse

Delaunay

OpenMP

Data

Yes

TABLE 9: Classification of UBCPoint

Insertion

based on the criteria of this section.

UCLouvainGmsh : In [176, 211, 212], the authors separated the Delaunay mesh refinement
into two steps: (a) point creation (circumcenter evaluation) and (b) point insertion. The
separation of parallel refinement in two steps reduces the problem to that of parallel Delaunay triangulation of an a-priori known dataset which was first solved for 2D in [30]. In
contrast to the previous methods, this approach performs a partitioning step of the candidate points by sorting them along space-filling curves. The mesh is also partitioned using a
similar approach. Each thread then attempts to insert points starting from a different part
of the curve thus, having a low probability of overlapping with another cavity. If a cavity or
a point location walk crosses the boundary of a partition the insertion is aborted. If there
are any rejected points, the data are re-partitioned by shifting and rotating the curves. This
method was recently extended to flip-based mesh improvement operations [175]. Both the
refinement and the mesh improvement operations are present in the open-source package
Gmsh [111]. The same approach was applied later to a parallel local reconnection and
smoothing method by a different group [229]. The classification of UCLouvainGmsh appears
in Table 10.

Name

Coupling

Sync.

Gran.

Method

P. Model

Decomp.

Prog.

UCLouvainGmsh

Partially

Global

Coarse

Delaunay & Flips

OpenMP

Data

No

TABLE 10: Classification UCLouvainGmsh based on the criteria of this section.
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Up to this point all the partially-coupled methods decompose the input in order to
eliminate or reduce the chance of a cavity overlap. A different approach first presented
in [137] for bisection methods, in [96] for mesh optimization methods and later analyzed
theoretically in [239,254] for Delaunay methods is to directly compute all cavities and choose
an independent set of these. Although, this approach incurs a significant overhead upfront,
the cost is amortized by the absence of synchronization during the application of the mesh
operations.
Imperialpragmatic 5 : Parallel execution in the Pragmatic library utilizes a partially-coupled
approach for distributed memory machines. The domain is decomposed prior to re-meshing,
mesh vertices are distributed to the different subdomains. The re-meshing algorithm is
then applied to all the subdomains independently. Subdomain interfaces are fixed during
refinement to prevent inconsistencies while avoiding frequent communications. Once the
refinement phase is completed on all subdomains, a re-partitioning phase is used to reduce
intersections between the old and the new interfaces. The re-partitioning is carried out using
a custom diffusion-based algorithm, where the interfaces are slightly shifted into one of its
neighboring domains. Synchronization across partitions is achieved using message passing
and is implemented by MPI. This process is repeated until good element quality is obtained
everywhere in the domain. Pragmatic modifies the input mesh through a series of local
edge-based mesh manipulations. First, iterative applications of coarsening (edge collapse),
edge/face swapping, and refinement (edge splitting) is used to optimize the resolution and
the quality of the mesh. Second, an element-shape-constrained Laplacian smoothing step
fine-tunes the mesh element shape measure. The element internal shape function that is
optimized is the functional defined in [153]. New surface points are optionally projected
onto a CAD model through the EGADS API [121]. Pragmatic aims at generating quality
meshes for a wide range of numerical simulations, notably for geophysics applications, and
it has been integrated with the PETSc library [18, 21] Pragmatic initially implemented a
tightly-coupled approach at the element level using a hybrid (MPI+Threads) programming
model [114]. However, following the essentially message passing nature of PETSc and other
packages from its environment, Pragmatic parallel development priorities have been redefined and now is relying on message passing programming paradigm everywhere. More than
crafting a perfectly scalable code, Pragmatic aims at being good enough in the various situations that arise from real-world both 2D and 3D adaptive simulations. An open-source
5

Software description reflects original author’s perspective. Received as part of personal communication
with Nicolas Barral on May 2018.
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implementation of this method is available at [113]. Table 11 presents the classification of
this method.

Name

Coupling

Sync.

Gran.

Method

P. Model

Decomp.

Prog.

Imperialpragmatic

Partially

Global

Coarse

Edge op. &
Flips

MPI

Data

No

TABLE 11: Classification of Imperialpragmatic based on the criteria of this section.

RPIOmega h 6 : Omega h is an open-source mesh adaptation library [128, 130], developed by
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute and subsequently by Sandia National Laboratories. The
core algorithm in Omega h consists of two loops: one loop of alternating between edge splitting and edge collapsing to satisfy length, followed by another loop that uses edge swapping
and edge collapsing to improve element shape. For parallel execution, each pass of cavity
modifications is executed in parallel on a distributed mesh. First, a maximal independent
set of cavities to modify is selected, using a modified version of Luby’s algorithm [168]. A
single layer of element ghosting (i.e., using data replication) along subdomain boundaries
is needed so that for every cavity there exists a subdomain with all the elements required
for the cavity computation and triangulation. After the completion of a triangulation phase
and before the creation of the next independent set, Omega h deploys an element trimming
phase where duplicate elements are eliminated. This guarantees the partial components
(i.e., subsets of independent cavities) of the next independent set are entirely within single
MPI rank. Third, cavities are modified locally within each MPI rank using a multithreaded
approach, which creates a new mesh structure to represent the modified mesh.

6

Software description reflects original author’s perspective. Received as part of personal communication
with Daniel Ibanez on June 2018.
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Name

Coupling

Sync.

Gran.

Method

P. Model

Decomp.

Prog.

RPIOmega h

Partially

Global

Coarse

Edge op. &
Flips

MPI+Kokkos

Data

No

TABLE 12: Classification of RPIOmega h based on the criteria of this section.

2.1.3.2

Partially-Coupled Methods based on Domain Decomposition

For the next two methods we use descriptions directly taken from [251] that reflect the
understanding of the original authors.
LaRCrefine : refine relies on the implementation of a partially-coupled approach that exploits coarse-grain parallelism at the subdomain level using domain decomposition and a
homogeneous programming model in a distributed memory environment. The parallel execution strategy is described in [197]. The interior portion of each subdomain is modified in
parallel while the border regions between subdomains are fixed. Elements that span boundaries and need to be modified to improve metric conformity are marked for future refinement.
A combined load-balancing and migration is performed to equalize the number of nodes on
each partition while penalizing elements marked for modification that span subdomains after migration. The re-partitioning step provides edge weights to either ParMETIS [223] or
Zoltan [75] graph-based partitioning libraries. The current load-balancing and migration
approach has improved parallel scaling properties over the transcript approach described
in [197]. refine uses a combination of edge split and collapse operations proposed in [181] to
modify long and short edges toward unity length in the metric. Node relocation is performed
to improve adjacent element shape. A new ideal node location of the node is created for each
adjacent element. A convex combination of these ideal node locations is chosen to yield a new
node location update that improves the element shape measure in the anisotropic metric [3].
Moreover, refine utilizes pliant smoothing [134] improving significantly over the results presented in Ref. [250]. Geometry is accessed through the EGADS [119] and EGADSlite [120]
application program interface. The source code refine is available at [198]. Table 13 presents
the classification of LaRCrefine .
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Name

Coupling

Sync.

Gran.

Method

P. Model

Decomp.

Prog.

LaRCrefine

Partially

Global

Coarse

Edge op. & Flips

MPI

Discrete D.

No

TABLE 13: Classification of LaRCrefine based on the criteria of this section.

BoeingEPIC : EPIC uses a partially-coupled approach that exploits coarse-grain parallelism at the subdomain level in a distributed memory environment. Given the initial mesh,
EPIC partitions the mesh into subdomains and performs a complete mesh operator pass
consisting of refinement, coarsening, element reconnection, and smoothing operations on
the interior of each subdomain while temporarily freezing the mesh at partition boundaries.
After each mesh operator pass, EPIC updates the decomposition by shifting elements between subdomains. Subdomain re-balancing uses an optimization technique that attempts
to maintain an equal work-load balance between subdomains while ensuring that frozen
mesh edges near partition boundaries are moved to the interior of a subdomain with each
re-balancing step. Multithreading can be used to parallelize the mesh operators at the subdomain level, but has only been implemented for a subset of mesh operations. This incomplete multithreading implementation has seen limited use to date. The EPIC anisotropic
mesh adaptation process [181] provides a modular framework for anisotropic unstructured
,esh adaptation that can be linked with external flow solvers. EPIC relies on repeated use
of mesh operator passes to modify a mesh such that element edge lengths match a given
anisotropic metric tensor field. The metric field on the adapted mesh is continuously interpolated from the initial metric field. Several methods are available to pre-process the
metric to limit minimum and maximum local metric sizes, control metric stretching rates
and/or anisotropy, and ensure smoothness of the resulting distribution. In addition, the
metric distribution can be limited relative to the initial mesh and/or to the local geometry surface curvature. The surface mesh is maintained on an IGES geometry definition [9]
with geometric projections and a local regridding. EPIC is routinely used on production
applications at the Boeing Company and has been applied on several workshop cases where
the parallel implementation makes it practical for large scale problems [180, 182]. Table 14
presents the classification of this method.
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Name

Coupling

Sync.

Gran.

Method

P. Model

Decomp.

Prog.

BoeingEPIC

Partially

Global

Coarse

Edge op. & Flips

MPI

Discrete D.

No

TABLE 14: Classification of BoeingEPIC based on the criteria of this section.

CEMEFEdge

op. :

In [67] and in its anisotropic evolution [76] the authors employ an iterative

method alternating between mesh adaptation and mesh re-partitioning. Each iteration
performs mesh adaptation while keeping the subdomain boundaries fixed. The re-partition
step redistributes the mesh elements by shifting the subdomain boundaries. Instead of the
traditional approach that uses the dual graph for mesh partitioning, this method uses a
diffusive algorithm that acts directly on the mesh. Weights based on the local mesh quality
are used in order to migrate groups of low-quality elements in the same subdomain. Table 15
presents the classification of this method. This method has been applied [63,64] to the opensource software MMG [183] which resulted into ParMMG [184]. A similar approach by a
different group is presented in [43].

Name
CEMEFEdge

op.

Coupling

Sync.

Gran.

Method

P. Model

Decomp.

Prog.

Partially

Global

Coarse

Edge op. &
Flips

MPI

Discrete D.

No

TABLE 15: Classification of CEMEFEdge

GMUDiscrete

DD :

op.

based on the criteria of this section.

A two level parallel mesh generation algorithm combining MPI and OpenMP

with a Parallel Advancing Front mesh generation algorithm is presented in [157]. This
method decomposes an initial coarse mesh by applying recursive bisection and space-filling
curves. The domains are refined using the parallel advancing front scheme of GMUData

Decomp.

presented in the previous section. During subdomain migration, few layers of elements along
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the subdomain interfaces, which function as “buffer zones”, are sent as well. The extra layers aid towards eliminating low-quality elements between the boundaries of the subdomains.
Finally, mesh improvement is applied in a decoupled fashion by fixing the elements between
the subdomains and applying the operation only to the internal elements. Table 16 presents
the classification of the method.

Name
GMUDiscrete

DD

Coupling

Sync.

Gran.

Method

P. Model

Decomp.

Prog.

Partially

Global

Coarse

A. Front &
Flips

MPI+OpenMP

Discrete D.

No

TABLE 16: Classification of GMUDiscrete

RPIDiscrete

DD :

DD

based on the criteria of this section.

In contrast to the methods presented so far, the method described in [4,72]

deals with parallelism by creating mesh-specific data structures [228] designed to handle
concurrent read and write access in a distributed memory environment. This method utilizes
template-based refinement and edge-face swaps for quality improvement. Moreover, it has
been extended for metric-based adaptation [219]. Each mesh operator pass is coupled with
a global synchronization step where all the processes commit and receive modifications of
the boundary elements. Table 17 presents the classification of the method.

Name
RPIDiscrete

DD

Coupling

Sync.

Gran.

Method

P. Model

Decomp.

Prog.

Partially

Global

Coarse

Templates &
Flips

MPI

Discrete D.

No

TABLE 17: Classification of RPIDiscrete

DD

based on the criteria of this section.
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For the next method we use a description directly taken from [251] that reflects the
understanding of the original author.
INRIAFeflo.a : Feflo.a employs a partially coupled, coarse-grained approach that exploits
parallelism at the subdomain level in a shared memory environment. The initial mesh is
decomposed in multiple levels (i.e., domain decomposition). The initial volume is split and
adapted in parallel while treating the interface between subdomains as a constrained surface.
Once the initial subdomains are complete, a new set of subdomains is constructed entirely of
the constrained interface elements of the previous subdomains. This process recurses until
all the constrained elements are adapted [159]. Feflo.a is an adaptation code developed at
INRIA7 that can process manifold or nonmanifold surface and/or volume meshes composed
of simplicial elements. It creates a unit mesh [158,162] in two steps. The first step improves
the edge length distribution with respect to the input metric field. Only classical edgebased operators (insertion and collapse) are used during this step. The second step is the
optimization of mesh element shape measures with node smoothing and tetrahedra edge and
face swaps. For the surface mesh adaptation, a dedicated surface metric is used to control the
deviation of the metric and surface curvature. This surface metric is then combined with the
input metric. New points created on the surface are evaluated on a (fine) background surface
mesh and optionally on a geometry model via the EGADS application program interface
(API) [119]. The classical edge-based operators are implemented by a unique cavity-based
operator [164, 165]. This cavity-based operator simplifies code maintenance, increases the
success rate of mesh modifications, has a constant execution time for many different local
operations, and robustly inserts boundary layer mesh [163]. When the cavity operator is
combined with advancing-point techniques, it outputs metric-aligned and metric-orthogonal
meshes [160]. Table 18 presents the classification of the method.

Name

Coupling

Sync.

Gran.

Method

P. Model

Decomp.

Prog.

INRIAFeflo.a

Partially

Global

Coarse

Uniq. Cavity

Unix-sockets

Discrete D.

No

TABLE 18: Classification of INRIAFeflo.a based on the criteria of this section.
7

https://www.inria.fr/en (Accessed 2021-06-01)
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RPIContinuous

DD :

Among the partially coupled methods, is also one that uses a continuous

domain decomposition scheme and was presented in [73]. In particular, a continuous octreebased domain decomposition method is used away from the boundary of the mesh while
close to the boundary the method utilized a discrete domain decomposition method. This
method generates first a distributed octree over the initial surface mesh with the size of the
terminal nodes governed by the spacing requirements of the problem. The internal octree
leaves are then refined using templates that guarantee conformity with no communication.
For the octree leaves that intersect the input surface, the method utilizes an advancing front
technique to fill the space while keeping shared interfaces between subdomains fixed. The
octree leaves that intersect the input surface are re-partitioned to make the fixed interfaces
internal but also for load balancing purposes. Table 19 presents the classification of the
method.

Name
RPIContinuous

DD

Coupling

Sync.

Gran.

Method

P. Model

Decomp.

Prog.

Partially

Global

Coarse

A. Front &
Templates

MPI

Continuous D.

No

TABLE 19: Classification of RPIContinuous

DD

based on the criteria of this section.

BrownLepp : The Lepp method is revisited in [42] where the authors use an asynchronous
method for refining the mesh in parallel. The input for this method is a coarse mesh
which is decomposed using the Chaco graph partitioning library [123]. Each process will
then alternate between two states. First, refining the tetrahedra using the Lepp method.
For propagation paths that span among different subdomains asynchronous messages will
be send to neighboring subdomains that contain the point to be inserted along the shared
boundary. During the second state, the method processes the incoming messages by inserting
the suggested points achieving thus a conforming interface. The process continues until no
further points are inserted. Table 20 presents the classification of the method.
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Name

Coupling

Sync.

Gran.

Method

P. Model

Decomp.

Prog.

BrownLepp

Loosely

Asynchronous

Coarse

Lepp

MPI

Discrete D.

No

TABLE 20: Classification of BrownLepp based on the criteria of this section.

2.1.4 DECOUPLED METHODS
On the top of the Telescopic Approach are the decoupled methods which pre-process
the initial input in a way that the generated subdomains can be refined with no need for
further communication. Pre-processing often involves refining the interfaces between the
subdomains so that they meet the target spacing. Moreover, in some cases extra care is
taken to improve the quality of the separators and/or ensure they conform to the Delaunay
property. An efficient method to produce separators in two dimensions involves the use of
the Medial Axis object [31]. In three dimensions however, to the best of our knowledge,
there is no parallel tetrahedral mesh generation method that takes advantage of it, although
commercial tools for generating the 3D Medial Axis exist [37, 103].
INRIADecoupled : One of the first parallel mesh generation methods appears in [101]. Starting from a surface mesh this method computes a separator surface S using an Inertia Axis
Decomposition method. A subset of the surface points V is then projected on S and series of operations involving a restricted Voronoi diagram, Dual Delaunay triangulation and
convex hull evaluations are used to extract the edges of the original surface that cross S.
These edges are refined to their final spacing and become part of the separator between the
subdomains. Finally, the subdomains are refined using GHS3D [108] in each subdomain.
The authors of this method note that in some cases the partitioning procedure may fail
and it has to be restarted from scratch with a new surface separator. Table 21 presents the
classification of the method.

Name

Coupling

Sync.

Gran.

Method

P. Model

Decomp.

Prog.

INRIADecoupled

Decoupled

None

Coarse

Delaunay

-

Continuous D.

No

TABLE 21: Classification of INRIADecoupled based on the criteria of this section.
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SwanseaDiscrete

DD :

In [220] the authors present a decoupled Delaunay-based parallel

mesh generation method. First, a coarse volume mesh is partitioned sequentially based on
a greedy method while making sure that no topological issues are created. While still in
the master process, the subdomain interfaces are refined and their quality is improved by
applying flips and vertex smoothing. Once the pre-processing is complete, the subdomains
are sent to the available processes and their volume is refined in parallel introducing points
using a Delaunay-based method. The final mesh satisfies the Delaunay property but only
within each subdomain. Table 22 presents the classification of this method.

Name
SwanseaDiscrete

DD

Coupling

Sync.

Gran.

Method

P. Model

Decomp.

Prog.

Decoupled

None

Coarse

Delaunay

MPI

Discrete D.

No

TABLE 22: Classification of SwanseaDiscrete

CRTCA.

Front :

DD

based on the criteria of this section.

Pre-refinement of subdomain interfaces was also utilized by the authors

of [132]. For this method, an initial coarse mesh is decomposed by METIS [138] and then
the boundaries of each subdomain are extracted. The triangles of the shared boundary are
refined to the target using a 2D Delaunay method. Once the pre-processing is complete
the subdomains are packed and sent to different processes that utilize an Advancing Front
technique to refine the volume of the mesh. To remedy the low quality of elements near the
artificial boundaries, the internal vertices of the tetrahedra attached to the boundary are
smoothed. Table 23 presents the classification of this method. Similar approaches appear
in [238] and [47]. In the former, the authors utilize recursive bisection of the subdomain
interface edges that guarantees conforming subdomain interfaces by construction and utilize
NetGen [226] as volume mesh generator. The second approach uses a surface simplification
technique on the subdomain interfaces to improve the quality of mesh around the separators
and a fine-grained advancing front method to refine the subdomain interfaces to their target
spacing. A Delaunay-based method is then used in each subdomain for refining the internal
of the subdomains.
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Name
CRTCA.

Front

Coupling

Sync.

Gran.

Method

P. Model

Decomp.

Prog.

Decoupled

None

Coarse

A. Front

MPI

Discrete D.

No

TABLE 23: Classification of CRTCA.

Front

based on the criteria of this section.

CRTCVGRID : Another parallel mesh generation method that utilizes an advancing front
technique and in particular VGRID [207, 208] is presented in [263]. Starting from a surface mesh refined at the target spacing, this method recursively bisects the subdomains by
creating an interface mesh that decouples the two subdomains. The interface is created by
instructing VGRID to generate elements along an imaginary plane that splits a subdomain
in two. The sizing of the elements along the imaginary plane matches the final spacing
and thus the generated elements can remain fixed during the rest of the procedure. The
decoupled subdomains are then packed and sent to workers that refine them independently
and with no communication. Table 24 presents the classification of this method.

Name

Coupling

Sync.

Gran.

Method

P. Model

Decomp.

Prog.

CRTCVGRID

Decoupled

None

Coarse

A. Front

MPI

Discrete D.

No

TABLE 24: Classification of CRTCVGRID based on the criteria of this section.

UChileDecoupled : Reference [215] presents an earlier version of UChileTightly . This parallel method works by (over-)decomposing the initial mesh and applying Lepp at each subdomain. Since the shared edges are refined at all neighboring subdomains to the same level
governed by the global sizing criteria and not other topological optimization is performed,
the interfaces of the subdomains are guaranteed to be conforming. Table 25 presents the
classification of this method.
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Name

Coupling

Sync.

Gran.

Method

P. Model

Decomp.

Prog.

UChileDecoupled

Decoupled

None

Coarse

Lepp

MPI

Discrete D.

No

TABLE 25: Classification of UChileDecoupled based on the criteria of this section.

SwanseaContinuous

DD :

In [145] the authors utilize a recursive algorithm that decomposes

the input surface triangulation using axis-aligned planes. The intersection of the surface triangulation with each plane creates a piece-wise linear curve which after some pre-processing
becomes a simple closed loop. The loop is refined to its terminal spacing with a 2D Delaunay
method and is “glued” back to the original surface. Having refined to its terminal size the
subdomain interfaces allows to refine the rest of the subdomain with no communication.
The final mesh satisfies the Delaunay property but only within each subdomain. Table 26
presents the classification of this method. Same method was presented in [133] by a different
group utilizing Triangle [231] and TetGen [235] for the 2D and 3D Delaunay parts of the
algorithm respectively.

Name
SwanseaContinuous

DD

Coupling

Sync.

Gran.

Method

P. Model

Decomp.

Prog.

Decoupled

None

Coarse

Delaunay

MPI

Continuous D.

No

TABLE 26: Classification of SwanseaContinuous

DD :

based on the criteria of this section.

2.1.5 SUMMARY
The different mesh generation approaches and parallel methods utilized over the last 15
years led to a diverse landscape of parallel mesh generation methods. However, the lack
of classification criteria impedes researchers from obtaining a comprehensive view of the
field. In this section, we provided an initial attempt defining a set of criteria for classifying
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parallel mesh generation methods and applied them to methods that appear in [57] and new
approaches that have emerged since then. Table 27 summarizes our taxonomy.

Name
CRTCPODM 1.0
CRTCPODM 2.0
CRTCCDT3D
UBCEdge-Face Flip
UChileTightly
MITDelaunay
GMUData Decomp.
CRTCPDR 1.0
CRTCPDR 2.0
CRTCPDR.PODM
UBCDelaunay
UCLouvainGmsh
Imperialpragmatic
RPIOmega h
LaRCrefine
BoeingEPIC
CEMEFEdge op.
GMUDiscrete DD
RPIDiscrete DD
INRIAFeflo.a
RPIContinuous DD
BrownLepp
INRIADecoupled
SwanseaDiscrete DD
CRTCA. Front
CRTCVGRID
UChileDecoupled
SwanseaContinuous DD

Coupling
Tightly
Tightly
Tightly
Tightly
Tightly
Tightly
Partially
Partially
Partially
Partially
Partially
Partially
Partially
Partially
Partially
Partially
Partially
Partially
Partially
Partially
Partially
Loosely
Decoupled
Decoupled
Decoupled
Decoupled
Decoupled
Decoupled

Sync.
Local
Local
Local
Global
Local
Global
Global
Local
Local
Local
Global
Global
Global
Global
Global
Global
Global
Global
Global
Global
Global
Asynch.
None
None
None
None
None
None

Gran.
Coarse
Fine
Fine
Fine
Fine
Coarse
Coarse
Coarse
Coarse
Coarse
Coarse
Coarse
Coarse
Coarse
Coarse
Coarse
Coarse
Coarse
Coarse
Coarse
Coarse
Coarse
Coarse
Coarse
Coarse
Coarse
Coarse
Coarse

Method
Delaunay
Delaunay
Flips
Flips
Lepp
Delaunay
A. Front
Delaunay
Delaunay
Delaunay
Delaunay
Delaunay &Flips
Edge op. & Flips
Edge op. & Flips
Edge op. & Flips
Edge op. & Flips
Edge op. & Flips
A. Front & Flips
Templates & Flips
Uniq. Cavity
A. Front & Templates
Lepp
Delaunay
Delaunay
A. Front
A. Front
Lepp
Delaunay

P. Model
MPI
Pthreads
Pthreads
OpenMP
Pthreads
MPI
c$doacross
Pthreads
Pthreads
MPI+Pthreads
OpenMP
OpenMP
MPI
MPI+Kokkos
MPI
MPI
MPI
MPI+OpenMP
MPI
Unix-sockets
MPI
MPI
MPI
MPI
MPI
MPI
MPI

Decomp.
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Data
Dis. D.
Dis. D.
Dis. D.
Dis. D.
Dis. D.
Dis. D.
Cont. D.
Dis. D.
Cont. D.
Dis. D.
Dis. D.
Dis. D.
Dis. D.
Cont. D.

Prog.
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

TABLE 27: Summary table, Dis. D. : Discrete Domain Decomposition, Cont. D. : Continuous Domain Decomposition.

Using as a guide the Telescopic Approach for parallel mesh generation, we built our taxonomy based on its defining characteristic; the coupling between the generated sub-problems.
The coupling governs the amount of communication between the subproblems which is one
of the main overheads when it comes to parallel applications in general. Synchronization is
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often another big source of overhead in parallel application and as such is included in our
classification. Incorporating granularity in our criteria allows to distinguish methods that
exploit parallelism at the element versus the subdomain level. Also, it allows to describe hybrid methods that operate at multiple granularities at the same time. The meshing method
and Programming model are self-explanatory and depend on the implementation of each
method. Finally, we used the decomposition method and the characterization of whether
a method is progressive or not. The former is an essential part of every parallel algorithm
that defines how the work units are created while, the latter indicates whether the method
redistributes work implicitly by continuously moving work units from one process to the
other or not.
As noted in the introduction, the goal of this dissertation is to create the meshing
building block for the Telescopic Approach. This means that by design we are focusing
on a Tightly-coupled method designed to explore concurrency at the CPU level within the
limits of shared memory. Moreover, we will be utilizing the speculative approach which has
been found in the past [95, 187] to perform very well at this layer of the memory hierarchy.
The speculative approach will be applied at the element and vertex level, thus making our
method fine-grained. Our programming model includes both manual methods for managing
resources such as Pthreads, but also supports tasking environments. Details about the use of
tasking environments appear in Section 5. Finally, we will adopt the Data Decomposition
scheme of the previous isotropic implementation [82, 85] that enables the method to be
progressive and extend it based on the needs of new parallel operations as described in
Section 3. Table 28 summarizes the characteristics of our approach based on the criteria of
this section. To the best of our knowledge the method presented in this work is the first
tightly-coupled speculative fine-grained method for anisotropic 3D mesh adaptation.

Coupling

Sync.

Gran.

Method

P. Model

Decomp.

Prog.

Tightly

Local

Fine

Edge op. & Flips

Pthreads/task-based

Data

Yes

TABLE 28: Classification of our method.
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2.2 METRIC SPACES IN THE CONTEXT OF MESH ADAPTATION
One of the important characteristics when generating a mesh is to keep its size low since
it relates directly to the computational cost of the solver. Orthogonal to the low computational cost is the requirement of capturing both large and small features of the solution.
Historically, the mesh would be further refined on regions of interest based on a-priori
knowledge of the problem [189]. However, as the demand for more complex simulations
arises, identifying regions of interest is not only difficult due to the complex configurations
and flows but in some cases infeasible due to the high cost of human intervention.
Early attempts to control the mesh density at regions of interest relied on re-distributing
the points of a structured grid [246]. Mesh multiplication techniques approach the problem by splitting elements into self-similar elements [11]. In [25] the authors create overset
meshes of different resolutions driven by estimates of the local truncation error. The need
for capturing anisotropic features, i.e., features with different variations in each direction,
pushed the research towards unstructured meshes. In [204] the authors drive their advancing front point creation method by producing a point spacing governed by error-estimators.
The first use of a two-dimensional Delaunay method to create anisotropic elements appears
in [177]. The author captures the anisotropy of a two-dimensional mesh using a threedimensional control surface that encodes local size and orientation via its curvature. The
Delaunay cavity evaluation is then modified to correspond to isotropic evaluations on the
high-order surface. Creating anisotropic meshes with the Delaunay method was revisited
in [109], but this time the error estimator was provided in the form of a symmetric positive
definite matrix. The use of a symmetric positive definite matrix allows inducing a metric
that can be used to evaluate geometrical quantities such as the length while taking into
consideration the local orientation and size requirements. They also introduced the idea
of the unit mesh. The crux of this approach is to transform the problem of creating the
best mesh by creating one mesh with all its edge lengths equal to 1 when measured by
the new metric. The idea of metric-based mesh generation through unit meshes has been
extended and improved over the years. Its effectiveness has been demonstrated in a wide
variety of mesh adaptation problems [5, 161, 167]. Moreover, theoretical work [166] showed
that the notion of the unit mesh, when coupled with the appropriate metric, can control
the interpolation error obtained on a metric-adapted mesh.
Apart from the unit mesh approach, there are several other strategies for generating
anisotropic meshes based on frame fields [196], convex functions [98], anisotropic Voronoi
methods based on geodesic distances [144, 147], Delaunay methods [32], and particle-based
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approaches [265]. These approaches are out of the scope of this work since many of them
focus on two-dimensional or surface meshing only, and they target mainly graphics applications.
Another approach for generating anisotropic meshes is through the use of higher dimensional spaces [41, 71, 149, 266]. These approaches are reminisced of the Delaunay-based
approach discussed above [177]. The basis of these methods is a theorem [186] that proves
the existence of a map between Riemannian spaces and higher dimensional Euclidean spaces.
In practice, this approach transforms the problem of generating an anisotropic mesh in R3
to that of generating an isotropic mesh in Rn where n > 3. Some approaches [41, 149, 266]
generate the mesh directly in Rn through the use of n-dimensional Voronoi diagrams. Others [71] perform only predicate and length computations in Rn while generating a mesh in
R3 . The latter allows to re-use all the widely-used meshing operations such as edge-face
flips and vertex smoothing in higher dimensional Riemannian spaces.
In this work, we adopt the unit-mesh approach for creating metric-adapted meshes. The
choice is based on the fact that it is more established and well-tested on a wide variety of CFD
applications [6]. In contrast, the higher-dimensional embedding method is a relatively new
approach used mainly in graphics applications. Moreover, a general approach for creating
the required mapping from an arbitrary Riemannian metric to a self-intersection-free high
dimensional Euclidean space only recently appeared in the literature [266].
The rest of the chapter presents the most important definitions and properties of the
Euclidean and Riemannian metric spaces, which provide a theoretical framework for using
metric tensors and metric-based geometrical evaluations in the context of mesh adaptation.
The material is drawn in part from [2, 20, 80, 161, 166, 171, 200] and summarized here for
completeness. Section 2.2.1 introduces the notion of the metric tensor and describes spaces
equipped with a constant metric tensor. Also, it addresses aspects related to how geometrical
evaluation such as lengths and angles can be adapted to take into account the metric tensor
information. In Section 2.2.2, we introduce spaces where the metric tensor varies from point
to point. This construction is closer to the metric-based adaptation problem where the
sizing and orientation requirements vary from point to point. Finally, in Section 2.2.3 we
present a few metric operations that are used throughout this work.
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2.2.1 EUCLIDEAN METRIC SPACES
Informally, the Euclidean metric space can be thought as a transformed space near the
vicinity of a point. In the context of mesh adaptation, the mesh in the vicinity of the
point is transformed through affine transformations8 in order to create an isotropic mesh in
the transformed space. Choosing the transformations appropriately, results in a mesh that
exhibits the desired sizing and orientation in the physical space. One of the characteristics
of Euclidean spaces is that it enables to alter the way we measure geometrical quantities by
the introduction of a new metric which is built on top of positive definite matrices.
Definition 1 (Positive Definite Matrix). A real symmetric 3×3 matrix M is called positivedefinite iff ∀u ∈ R3 , u 6= 0 =⇒ uT M u > 0.
Remark 1. For a positive-definite matrix M, the bi-linear function hu, viM := uT Mv
defines an inner product in R3 .

Remark 2. It can be shown that every inner product on a real vector space can induce a
p
vector space norm by the map kukM = hu, uiM and subsequently a metric via the formula

dM (x, y) = kx − ykM . Due to this property, the terms metric tensor and metric are used
interchangeably in the metric-based adaptation literature and throughout this thesis.

The pair (R3 , M) := (R3 , dM ) constitutes therefore a metric space. For the rest of the

chapter, it will be called a Euclidean Metric Space or simply a Euclidean Space. In

a metric space, notions such as length, angle, area, and volume, which are of particular
interest in mesh generation, can be defined by substituting the identity metric with the one
induced by the positive-definite matrix M:
length of a segment
angle between non-zero vectors

`M (x, y) = dM (x, y)
cos(θM ) =

hu, viM
,
kukM kvkM

θM ∈ [0, π]

(1)
(2)

Notice that by using M = I, where I is the identity matrix, we recover the familiar

formulas. Next, we introduce a general transformation map from the physical space (R3 , I)

to the Euclidean space (R3 , M). The first step to derive this map is given by the spectral

theorem of linear algebra [241]:
8

An affine transformation between two vector spaces can be defined as a linear transformation plus a
−
−
−
shift [241]: T (→
v ) = A→
v +→
v0 . A linear transformation is a transformation that satisfies the linear property:
→
−
→
−
→
−
−
T (c v + d w ) = cT ( v ) + dT (→
w ). Examples of affine transformations are rotation, translation, scaling,
reflection, etc.
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Theorem 1 (Spectral Decomposition). If M ∈ Rn×n is a symmetric matrix then it can be
factorized as: M = P DP T where P is an orthogonal matrix whose columns are eigenvectors
of M and D := diag(λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λn ) the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of M .
This theorem enables also the representation of the metric tensor as an ellipsoid centered
at the point where the metric tensor is defined. This representation stems from the fact
that a unit ball centered at a point c can be defined as B(c) = {x ∈ R3 : (x − c)T (x − c) ≤
1} = {x ∈ R3 : hx − c, x − ci ≤ 1}. Substituting the natural inner product h·, ·i with h·, ·iM

one gets a unit ball in (R3 , M) and it can be shown that it corresponds to an ellipsoid back
in the physical space:

BM (c) = {x ∈ R3 : hx − c, x − ciM ≤ 1} = {x ∈ R3 : (x − c)T M(x − c) ≤ 1}

= {x0 ∈ R3 : (P x0 − P c0 )T P DP T (P x0 − P c0 ) ≤ 1} where x0 = P T x
= {x0 ∈ R3 : (x0 − c0 )T D(x0 − c0 ) ≤ 1} since P P T = I3
(
)
 0
2  0
2  0
2
0
0
0
−
c
x
−
c
−
c
x
x
1
1
2
3
2
3
= x0 ∈ R3 :
+
+
≤1
1/λ1
1/λ2
1/λ3

(3)

(4)

In (3) we transform the space by applying a rotation based on matrix P . The rotation results
in aligning the coordinate axis with the eigenvectors of M. Thus, equation (4) defines an
ellipsoid centered at c with semi-axes aligned to the eigenvectors of M and their lengths

given by

√1 ,
λi

see also Figure 3.

As noted in [166] the spectral decomposition enables the definition of the map
1

D2PT :

(R3 , I) → (R3 , M)
1

x 7→ D 2 P T x,

1

where D 2 := diag

p p p 
λ1 , λ2 , λ3

This function maps a vector from the physical space to the Euclidean space induced by M.

Using the above map in conjunction with common geometric formulas, one can transform
results from the physical space to the Euclidean space. For example, notice that we can
recover the definition of the inner product in M since,
 1
T
1
1
1
hu, viM = hD 2 P T u, D 2 P T vi = D 2 P T u · D 2 P T v = uT Mv

and thus recover equations (1) and (2). Also, using the algebraic properties of the mixed
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−
→
P1
−
→
P2

√1
λ1

√1
λ2
√1
λ3

−
→
P3

Fig. 3: Visualization of a metric tensor M = P diag(λ1 , λ2 , λ3 )P T as an ellipsoid. The
orthonormal eigenvectors P~1 , P~2 , P~3 define the principal directions of the ellipsoid while the
quantities √1λi the length of the semi-axes.

product one can evaluate the volume of a parallelepiped K in the Euclidean space (R3 , M)
as a scalar multiple of its volume in (R3 , I):

 1  E
D 1   1 
|K|M = hx, (y ×M z)iM = D 2 P T x, D 2 P T y × D 2 P T z
 1   1   1  
= det D 2 P T x, D 2 P T y, D 2 P T z
 1 

 1

T
2
= det D P (x, y, z) = det D 2 · det P T · det(x, y, z)
p
p
= det(M) · 1 · hx, (y × z)i = det(M)|K|I

(5)

where |K|I is the volume of the parallelepiped in the physical space. This formula can then

be used to measure the volume of a tetrahedron in the Euclidean space since its volume is
given by 61 hx, (y×z)i where x, y, z are the vectors emanating from a vertex of the tetrahedron.
2.2.2 RIEMANNIAN METRIC SPACES
In a Euclidean space, the metric tensor is a constant matrix; if one allows the metric
tensor to vary smoothly over the computational domain, then the Riemannian Metric
space or simply Riemannian space is defined. Even though, in a Riemannian space there
is no global definition of the inner product, it is still a useful construct for mesh adaptation
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purposes, since in most applications, the metric varies within the domain. In practice,
the metric tensor is defined only at the vertices of a mesh so, to be able to calculate the
above geometric quantities at any point of the domain we need to approximate the value
of the metric tensor field throughout the computational domain. Following the widely used
approach, we utilize the Log-Euclidean interpolation framework introduced in [14]. One of
the main advantages of this scheme over the ones used previously in the literature is that
the interpolation operator is commutative, thus allowing the combination of metric tensors
in any order. Moreover, in [181] the Log-Euclidean framework was found to be superior in
comparison to the power average and the simultaneous matrix reduction methods [33] in
various numerical evaluations. In the Log-Euclidean framework the value of the metric at
an arbitrary point of the domain is interpolated as follows:
Given a set of vertices xi , i = 1, . . . , k and Mi = M(xi ) their corresponding metrics, then
for a point x of the domain with barycentric coordinates ai
x=

k
X
i=1

ai · x i ,

with

k
X

ai = 1,

i=1

the interpolated metric is defined by
M(x) = Mmean (x) = exp

k
X
i=1

!
ai ln Mi

(6)

Notice that since Mi are positive definite, they have positive eigenvalues and therefore the
exponential and logarithm of the metrics are well defined and given by
ln(M) := P ln(D)P T

and

exp(M) := P exp(D)P T ,

where ln(D) := diag (ln(d1 ), ln(d2 ), ln(d3 )) and exp(D) := diag (exp(d1 ), exp(d2 ), exp(d3 )).
The length of a segment in an adapted mesh plays critical role in the quality of the mesh
and it is one of the metrics used in this work to quantify the quality of the generated mesh.
In differential geometry the length of a vector u = xy is computed using the integral [205]:
Z
`M (xy) =
0

1

kγ 0 (t)kM dt

where γ(t) = x + t · u

(7)

However, this evaluation is expensive since M varies along the edge. In practice, we use the

variational law presented in [2]:
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Definition 2. Let e = p1 p2 be an edge of the mesh and M1 := M(p1 ), M2 := M(p2 ) the

corresponding metric tensor on the endpoints of the edge. Without loss of generality, assume
that `M1 (e) > `M2 (e), the length of e can then be approximated by:
`M (e) = `M1 (e)

a−1
,
a ln(a)

where a =

`M1 (e)
.
`M2 (e)

(8)

Formally, in a Riemannian space the volume is evaluated using a continuous version of
formula (5). However, in order to avoid the expensive calculations, we interpolate the metric
on the centroid of the element and then use the Euclidean volume formula (5).
Finally, the measures used to report mesh quality also need to be adapted. In this work,
we adopted the mesh quality measures used by the Unstructured Grid Adaptation Working
Group9 . The edge lengths are evaluated using:

Le =




La −Lb
log(La /Lb )

 La +Lb

|La − Lb | > 0.001
,

otherwise

2

1

(9)

1

La = (veT M(a)ve ) 2 , Lb = (veT M(b)ve ) 2
where ve is the vector along edge ab. Since the goal is to create a unit mesh, edges of length
below or above 1 are considered sub-optimal. The Mean Ratio [154] shape measure is also
approximated in the discrete metric,

Qk =

36
31/3

 32
p
|k| det(Mmean )
,
P
T
e∈L ve Mmean ve

(10)

where ve is the vector along the edge e of element k, |k| the isotropic volume of the element,

Mmean is the interpolated metric tensor evaluated at the centroid of element k, and L the

set of all edges of k. The measure is normalized by the volume of an equilateral element
and as such its range is [0, 1] with 1 being the optimal quality for an element.
In this section we presented the Riemannian space merely as a way to compute lengths
within the metric-based adaptation context. However, its usefulness is far beyond this usage.
It has been shown that using the notion of Riemannian spaces in metric-based adaptation,
one can move from the ill-posed problem of generating the “best” mesh that minimizes the
linear interpolation error of a function evaluated on a mesh, to the well-posed problem of
evaluating a continuous metric field that minimizes the interpolation error [166].
9

https://ugawg.github.io/ (Accessed 2021-05-31).
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2.2.3 METRIC OPERATIONS
In the last section of this chapter, we describe a few important operations on metric tensors. In particular, we present a method for intersecting different metric tensors at a given
point. This operation will become especially useful in later chapters where we combine metrics from different sources. We also present the notion of metric complexity which provides
a way to control the level of refinement of a metric-adapted mesh globally. Controlling the
metric complexity enables the creation of successively adapted meshes that will enable us
in Section 4.2 to create an error-based adaptive pipeline. Finally, we describe briefly the
construction of the multiscale metric, the method adopted in this work for constructing
metric fields.
2.2.3.1

Metric Intersection

During adaptation, we may have more than one metric tensor defined at a vertex. An
example is a metric tensor based on the error coming from the CFD solver and the second
being constructed based on the curvature of the geometry. Moreover, the user may need
to impose additional constraints such as a global maximum edge size or, in general, any
other kind of metric limiting [181]. One approach to combine multiple metrics is metric
intersection.
If we visualize the metric tensors as ellipsoids (see Figure 3) then the metric intersection
procedure can be seen as evaluating the largest ellipsoid included in the intersection of the
other two (see Figure 4).

The metric intersection can be evaluated through simultaneous

diagonalization of the two metrics [33]. Formally, the simultaneous diagonalization of two
positive definite matrices A and B produces a basis P that can be used to diagonalize
both matrices simultaneously, i.e., A = P DA P T and B = P DB P T [125]. Using these
decompositions one can define a new positive definite matrix C = P diag(max(ei , di ))P T ,
where ei , di the diagonal elements of DA and DB respectively. C corresponds to the largest
ellipsoid included in the intersection of the ellipsoids of A and B [1]. In practice, we adopt
the approach presented in [20] which we describe here for completeness.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4: Metric Intersection. (a) Two metric tensors to be intersected. (b) The metric
corresponding to the intersection result. (c) The intersection result and the first metric. (d)
The intersection result and the second metric.

Given two metric tensors M1 , M2 , we first transform both matrices by multiplying them
−1/2 10

by (M1

)

:

−1/2

−1/2

M1 = M1

M1 M1

M2 = M1

M2 M1

−1/2

−1/2

=I

Then, we diagonalize M2 , M2 = P DP T . P can be used to diagonalize M1 trivially:

M1 = P IP T . The new metric can then be calculated as:

M1∩2 = P diag(max(di , 1))P T
Finally, we apply the inverse transformation to return to physical space:
1/2

1/2

M1∩2 = M1 M1∩2 M1
10

−1/2

Since √
M is positive
definite, M1
√
√
P diag(1/ λ1 , 1/ λ2 , 1/ λ3 )P T .

−1/2

can be defined by means of spectral decomposition: M1

:=
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−1/2

Geometrically, this process corresponds to transforming both metric tensors using M1

which reduces M1 to a unit circle thus making the rest of the process trivial. For more
algorithms around intersections of ellipses and metric tensors one can refer to [80].
2.2.3.2

Metric Complexity

Traditionally, mesh convergence studies use a parameter h representing the edge length of
a uniform mesh in order to create a series of successively refined meshes that reduce the
approximation error [216]. In the context of metric-based adaptation, a single parameter
based on edge length is not sufficient to capture the sizing requirements since, it depends
on the direction of the element. To resolve this issue, the notion of metric complexity of
a continuous metric is introduced [166]. To demonstrate its practicality, we first rearrange
the spectral decomposition of the metric tensor at a point x, M(x) = P DP T as follows:


2

M(x) = d 3 (x)P (x) 

where,
ri =

r1−2 (x)

0

0

r2−2 (x)

0

0

0




 T
0  P (x)

−2
r3 (x)

p
h3i
1
and d =
= λ1 λ2 λ3
h1 h2 h3
h1 h2 h3

In this representation we introduced d the density of the metric field. Increasing or decreasing d does not affect the orientation or the anisotropic stretching ratio11 . Based on d we
define the complexity C of M:
Z
C(M) =

d(x) dx =
Ω

Z p

det(M(x)) dx

(11)

Ω

In practice, the metric field is known only on mesh vertices so, one can evaluate the metric
complexity of a discrete metric with:
N
X
p
C(M) =
det(Mi )Vi

(12)

i=1

where Vi is the volume of the Voronoi dual surrounding each node. The complexity allows to
quantify the global level of accuracy. In fact, it can be shown that it is equal to approximately
2

One can show that d 3 ri−2 = λi [166] so, a scalar multiple of d results into scaling all eigenvalues by the
same factor.
11
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half the number of vertices of a unit mesh covering the domain [166]. It also allows to define
a series of successively “denser” meshes that can be used in place of the traditional h-refined
series of meshes. The complexity of a metric can be scaled to a target value using:

Mtarget =

Ctarget
C(M)

2/d
M,

(13)

where d is the dimension of the problem which is 3 throughout this work. Since the complexity is defined based on the density, increasing (resp. decreasing) it, will create a uniformly
refined (resp. coarsened) mesh with the same orientation and element shape locally and the
same distribution of elements across the domain.
2.2.3.3

Metric Construction - Multiscale Metric

Having established a way to control the size and orientation of the mesh locally through
metric tensors, it remains to specify how to construct metric tensors at each point of the
mesh. There are several different methods to construct a metric tensor, among others, the
multiscale metric [161], output-based metrics [90] and optimization schemes [259]. For this
work, the multiscale error metric is selected due to its wide use, simplicity and availability
in open-source projects such as the refine adaptation mechanics [198]. This approach has
been confirmed both theoretically [166] and experimentally [167] in a number of applications.
Moreover, it can be shown that the multiscale metric controls the Lp -norm interpolation
error of the scalar field that is constructed from.
The multiscale metric is evaluated as follows [5, 161, 200]: Given a mesh along with the
discrete values of a scalar field evaluated at each mesh vertex, the Hessian is reconstructed
at each vertex. The Hessian H is then factorized into eigenvectors and eigenvalues by means
of spectral decomposition: H = P DP T . The factors are recombined into a metric tensor by
taking the absolute value of the eigenvalues in order to guarantee positive definiteness M1 =
P |D|P T [109]. The metric tensor is then scaled locally based on its determinant M2 =

det(M1 )−1/(2p+d) M1 , where p is the power of the norm used to control the interpolation
error which is L2 and d is the dimension of the problem which is 3 throughout this work.
Finally, the metric is scaled globally to the target complexity using equation (13):

M=

Ctarget
C(M2 )

2/d
M2 .

(14)

The final step in constructing a metric field is the application of gradation. The gradation
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aims at putting constraints over the largest size deduced from a metric and smoothing the
metric transition between edge-connected vertices. In this work we adopt the mixed-spacegradation method presented in [2] and utilize its implementation in refine [198].
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CHAPTER 3
PARALLEL METRIC-BASED ADAPTATION
Our approach to parallel mesh adaptation builds on top of the Telescopic Approach (see Figure 1 in page 7). The Telescopic Approach lays down a design that allows to exploit the
concurrency that exists at multiple levels in parallel and adaptive simulations. The design
spans across the multiple memory hierarchies of an exascale machine and maps different
algorithmic layers to the appropriate level of memory based on the intensity of communication between the meshing kernels. The lowest, closest to the hardware layer, that can
sustain high volume of communication at low cost, is the Parallel Optimistic layer which
is designed to explore concurrency at the CPU level within the memory limits of a shared
memory node, using speculative/optimistic execution. In [85] we presented a fine-grained
speculative scheme for local reconnection for generating isotropic meshes. This chapter
describes implementation details in:
• Extending existing mesh operations by (i) making them metric-aware, and (ii) making
them applicable for boundary adaptation (Section 3.2).
• Introducing initial support for geometrical models (Section 3.3).
• Applying the speculative fine-grained scheme beyond the local reconnection operation
(Section 3.4).
The method presented in this section belongs to the wider class of tightly coupled methods. Tightly Coupled methods are described in detail in Section 2.1.2. To the best of our
knowledge the method presented in this work is the first tightly-coupled speculative finegrain method for parallel 3D anisotropic mesh adaptation. There are however a number of
mesh adaptation methods that utilize data or domain decomposition. The most pertinent to
this work are refine, EPIC , Feflo.a, Pragmatic and Omega h. Their parallel characteristics
and mesh adaptation features are already discussed in Section 2.1.
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3.1 ISOTROPIC MESH GENERATION
The metric-based approach of this thesis builds on top of CDT3D [82]. CDT3D is a
mesh generation toolkit developed at the CRTC lab12 of Old Dominion University. Its
main characteristics are stability, end-user-productivity and modular design. End-userproductivity for isotropic mesh generation was demonstrated in [85] where CDT3D was
compared against a state-of-the-art advancing front mesh generator. Its modular design
allowed in [267] the addition of refinement zones for the isotropic method than enable its
use on Large Eddy Simulations (see Figure 5).

Fig. 5: Refinement Zones for Large Eddy Simulation over Delta wing. Left: Refinement
zones used in [267]. Each polyhedron defines different sizing constrains. Right: Simulation
results.

Figure 6 offers a high-level description of the isotropic mesh generation pipeline. The
isotropic CDT3D accepts a triangulated surface mesh as an input which it kept constrained
throughout the meshing process. In the first stage, the triangulated surface mesh is recovered using methods based on Delaunay tetrahedralization [236]. In practice, recovering the
boundary is accomplished by creating a boundary conforming tetrahedral mesh, i.e., all the
12

https://crtc.cs.odu.edu (Accessed 2021-31-15).
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faces of the input surface appear as a face of some tetrahedron. The robustness of boundary
recovery implementation has been evaluated extensively, and it was found in-par with stateof-the-art boundary recovery methods [82]. Mesh refinement introduces points iteratively
into the mesh using advancing front point creation and direct insertion. The advancing front
method offers great control on point density and especially on the growth of the spacing between the generated points. The spacing of the points is initialized by the spacing (i.e., edge
lengths) of the surface mesh. The growth of the size of the tetrahedra follows an exponential
distribution with parameters controlled by the user. After each point creation iteration, the
connectivity of the mesh is optimized in parallel using a fine-grained topological scheme for
local reconnection [85], optimizing a combined criterion of the Delaunay in-sphere criterion
and the maximization of the minimum edge-weight [22] used. The combined criterion is
evaluated for every set of two/three neighboring tetrahedra that a face/edge flip can be
applied. The configuration that improves the combined criterion is then used. In the last
stage, the mesh quality is improved using a combination of mesh smoothing, parallel local
reconnection, and heuristics to target the improvement of low quality elements. Extensive
evaluation of the effectiveness of the quality improvement step against state-of-the-art local
reconnection methods can be found in [85].

Initial Construction
Delaunay
Tetrahedralization
Boundary Recovery

Mesh Reﬁnement

Quality Improvement

Adv. Front Type
Point Creation

Parallel
Local-Reconnection

Point Insertion

Vertex Smoothing

Parallel
Local-Reconnection

Sliver Removal
with Heuristics

Fig. 6: High-level pipeline of isotropic CDT3D as presented in [85].
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3.2 METRIC-BASED ADAPTATION WITHIN THE CDT3D LIBRARY
As with any software project, the goal is to maximize code reuse while introducing
additional features, which in this case, is the metric-based adaptivity. To achieve this,
one can decompose a mesh operation into topological and geometrical steps. Topological
steps access and modify only the connectivity information (a 2-3 flip, for example, see
Figure 9a) and as such, there is no need for modifications for metric adaptation. On the
other hand, geometrical steps, such as evaluating a predicate that decides whether a flip
should be performed, will need to incorporate the metric information. The rest of this section
presents the most significant modifications required to enable metric adaptation in CDT3D.
Moreover, CDT3D is extended in order to handle CAD-based information. Figure 7 depicts
the metric-adaptive pipeline built and evaluated throughout this work. Its components are
described in the following sections.

Mesh Adaptation
Edge Collapse
Point Creation
Point Insertion (Seq.)
Incremental
CAD Projection

Quality Improvement
Local Reconnection
Vertex Smoothing

Local Reconnection
Vertex Smoothing
Edge Collapse

Fig. 7: Pipeline of the presented approach. Dotted modules are utilized only when CAD
data are available.
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3.2.1 POINT CREATION STRATEGIES FOR ANISOTROPIC MESH ADAPTATION
The isotropic version of CDT3D generates points using an advancing front scheme. In
particular, a collection of faces between active13 and inactive tetrahedra called the front is
first identified and then points are created in a direction perpendicular to each front face [82].
Utilizing metric-based distance evaluations and taking into account the orientation matrix
of the metric can be used to create a metric-adaptive advancing front scheme. This scheme
brings all the benefits of an advancing front method as well as the ability to create metricaligned meshes as presented in [160, 170, 172].
In an earlier attempt, we extended CDT3D with a metric-based advancing front scheme
[252]. In particular, we coupled CDT3D with the open-source MMGS software [70, 183]
which offers 3D surface metric-based adaptation capabilities. The pipeline consisted of
extracting the surface of the input mesh and adapting it using MMGS, then creating a
boundary conforming mesh employing boundary recovery, and finally generating a mesh
using the input mesh as a background mesh that provides the metric field values. This
approach, however, has several issues. First, the sequential nature of the surface adaptation operation quickly becomes a bottleneck. Moreover, this approach requires to recover
the boundary of an anisotropic mesh each time, and although CDT3D’s surface recovery
algorithm has shown to be robust even in low quality triangulations [82], it is expected to
have issues in highly stretched anisotropic meshes. Finally, disregarding the previous mesh
and regenerating one from scratch at each adaptive iteration requires more time especially,
when dealing with larger meshes and targeting a constant metric complexity.
To overcome these issues, we introduced a new centroid-based point creation method.
The centroid-based method will check the edge lengths of an active element in the metric
space, and if any of them does not satisfy the spacing requirements, it will produce its
centroid as a candidate point. If the tetrahedron has a boundary face, or if any of its
edges is a ridge (i.e., it is between two different surface markers) encroachment rules similar
to those used in Constrained Delaunay refinement [233] are utilized. The candidate point
will be checked for encroachment (in the metric space) against the boundary face, and
if encroachment occurs, the candidate is rejected and the centroid of the boundary face
becomes the new candidate. The same procedure is applied for the new point which is
checked for encroachment against any ridge edges, see Figure 8 for more details. Once a
13

A tetrahedron is considered active, if it does not satisfy the spacing or quality requirements.
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Function GenerateCandidatePoints(t)
Input: An active tetrahedron t
Result: Candidate point(s) for element t
candidateP oints = {}
c ← centroid(t)
for boundary face f of t do
if c encroaches upon f then
if all edges of f are long then
p ← centroid(f )
for ridge edge e of f do
candidateP oints.append(midpoint(e))
end for
if candidateP oints is empty then // no ridge was found
candidateP oints.append(c)
end if
else
for long edge e of f do
candidateP oints.append(midpoint(e))
end for
end if
else
candidateP oints.append(c)
end if
end for
if candidateP oints is empty then
/* empty means that either there are no boundary faces or no
encroachment occurs. In either case we keep the original point.
*/
candidateP oints.append(c)
end if
return candidatePoints
1
Fig. 8: Encroachment rules of the centroid-based point-creation method.

candidate is created, the metric is interpolated using formula (6) of page 38. Depending on
its location we use 2, 3 or 4 points if it lies on an edge, face or inside a tetrahedron. Inspired
by [170], we store alongside the metric value at a point M(p) its logarithm log(M(p)).

Although this requires more space, it reduces significantly the time required for metric
interpolation.
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Similarly to the isotropic code, the candidate points are compared to each other for
proximity (in the metric space) and candidates too close to each other are disregarded.
This step minimizes the number of short edges created at each iteration, thus allowing to
employ edge collapse only at the end as a post-processing step (see also Figure 7). A similar
approach called Anisotropic Filtering has been presented in [160].
3.2.2 LOCAL RECONNECTION IN METRIC SPACES
The local reconnection stage of CDT3D iterates over active tetrahedra of the mesh and
optimizes their connectivity. A local reconnection pass consists of four types of flips [146]
depicted in Figure 9. The flip operations are purely topological transformations, however,
the criteria they use are based on geometrical quantities, and as such, they need to be
modified in order to incorporate the metric-based information. The first criterion used in
conjunction with a 2-3/3-2 flip is Delaunay-based: face abc will be replaced with edge ed if
d is in the circumsphere of abce (see Figure 9a). Extensions of the Delaunay criterion for
metric spaces has been suggested in [33] where the authors express the equations that derive
the circumcenter of a tetrahedron using metric-based lengths. However, they mention that
no general solution to these equations was found. To circumvent this issue, they provide
approximations of the criterion based on the Delaunay measure. Let K = (x1 , x2 , x3 , x4 ) be
a tetrahedron, the Delaunay measure of a point p with respect to K is defined as:
αM (p, K) =

dM (OK , p)
dM (OK , x1 )

(15)

where, OK is the circumcenter of K evaluated in metric M. If αM (p, K) < 1 then p is in the
circumsphere of K. Notice that we did not specify M explicitly. In fact, by incorporating
the metric from 1, 2 or even all 4 points of K one can get better approximations of the

Delaunay criterion [33]. In this work, we adopt the criterion presented [79], that uses not
only metric information from K put also from the point p itself:




αMp (p, K) < 1

4
P


αMxi (p, K) + αMp (p, K) < 5

(16)

i=1

In practice, this criterion consists into evaluating the traditional Delaunay criterion in 5
different euclidean metric spaces and averaging the results. Similarly, in order to optimize
the connectivity on the surface of the mesh, a 3D in-circle test (in the metric space) is
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Fig. 9: Topological Flips utilized by CDT3D for local reconnection.

coupled with a 2-2 Flip. In particular, a surface edge ab is flipped for ed if d is in the
circumcircle of abc (see Figure 9c).
The second criterion used is the maximization of the minimum Laplacian edge weight
of an element K [22]. This criterion is combined with the 2-3/3-2 and the 4-4 Flips (see
Figure 9a and 9b). In isotropic mesh generation it consists in evaluating the following
quantity:
hnFi,1 , nFi,2 i
i=1...6
6|K|

Q(K) = max

where Fi,1 , Fi,2 are the two faces attached to the i-th edge of a tetrahedron K and nFi,1 , nFi,2
the respective face normals. The algorithm performs a flip only if the new configuration
maximizes this value. For the anisotropic case, the formula for Q(K) is adapted using
a metric tensor M interpolated on the centroid of K. Moreover, in order to avoid the

numerically expensive evaluation of the normals, the formula is replaced with one that uses
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only inner products [172]:
hei , ej iM · hei , ek iM − hei , ei iM · hej , ek iM
i=1...6
6|K|M

(17)

QM (K) = max

The new 2-2 Flip we added in CDT3D along with the ability to insert points on the
boundary introduces essentially the ability to perform boundary refinement at the same
time with the volume. The lack of this capability in our previous approach [250] resulted in
sub-optimal results. Figure 10 compares the quality of our method prior and after adding
boundary refinement capabilities. The introduction of boundary refinement capabilities
improved the quality of the mesh by an order of magnitude.
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Fig. 10: Effect of boundary refinement to the quality of the final mesh. Left: Mesh quality
of the initial implementation compared to other mesh adaptation methods [250]. Right:
Mesh quality after the introduction of boundary refinement.
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3.2.3 VERTEX SMOOTHING
During the Quality Improvement step of the isotropic mesh generation pipeline of CDT3D
(see Figure 6) the user can enable a combination of Laplacian [38] and optimal point placement smoothing [82] applied upon all mesh vertices not lying on the boundary in order
to further improve the mesh quality. Utilizing these methods for metric-based adaptation
did not yield a substantial improvement in mesh quality while, on the other hand, added
a significant overhead in the running time. As an alternative, a different vertex relocation
strategy was employed. First, only vertices with at least one attached element that has mean
ratio shape measure below 0.1 are considered. This value is based upon common practices
present in the literature [129, 251]. Moreover, a non-smooth optimization method similar
to the one presented in [97] was employed by optimizing the minimum value of the mean
ratio measure among all the elements attached to the vertex. For simplicity, the current
implementation does not utilize the integer programming-based solution presented in [97]
or the computation of the active set of the gradients used in [140] in order to determine the
optimal search direction. Instead, it uses a reduced search space comprised by the segments
that connect the vertex to be relocated with the centroids of the faces of its cavity (see
Figure 11 left). This search space was found to be sufficient for the cases of this study.
Once the search space is determined, the vertex will be moved incrementally along all the
search directions and the position that optimizes the quality will be selected.
For vertices lying on the surface, the search space is constrained to the segments that
connect the moving vertex to the midpoints of the edges of the corresponding surface cavity
(see Figure 11 right). If the vertex lies on a ridge the search directions are only two; towards
either ends on the ridge. Along with the optimization criterion the method always ensures
that no elements are inverted and thus no subsequent untangling step is needed. Figure 12
depicts the effect of the new vertex smoothing algorithm as part of the quality improvement
loop of Figure 7 on top of previous optimizations.
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Fig. 11: Search Space for Smoothing Operation. Left: The search space of the blue point
includes the 10 segments that connect the point to the centroids of the faces of the cavity.
One of these segments is shown here in red. Right: For a point of the surface of the mesh,
the search space consists of the edges that connect the moving point to the midpoints of
the edges of the surface cavity.
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Fig. 12: Effect of the new vertex smoothing method on top of the improvements of the
previous subsection.
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3.2.4 EDGE COLLAPSE
The goal of an edge collapse operation is to remove edges with length smaller than a
target value. It can also be used to make a mesh coarser or even create an empty mesh
with almost no volume points which can serve as a starting point for an advancing front
method [160]. In the context of the isotropic mesh generation, CDT3D utilizes it to improve
quality and spacing in regions of the mesh where colliding fronts of the advancing front
method create edges smaller that the target spacing. Its value is even greater for anisotropic
mesh adaptation especially when the mesher is integrated in an adaptive loop due to the
fact that the optimal mesh spacing is not known a-priori and thus an adaptation iteration
may require to coarsen previously over-refined regions of the mesh.
In this work, the edge collapse operation is utilized as a pre- and post-refinement operation (see Figure 7). The pre-refinement step removes short edges present in the input
√
mesh. By default an edge is considered short if it is smaller than 1/ 2 as measured by the
metric-based length (see equation (1) in page 35). Depending on the input mesh, the user
may increase this value in order to create a coarser initial mesh which can lead to better
quality of the final mesh. This configuration is used later in the blast case presented in section 4.1.3.2, a similar approach appears in [181]. The post-refinement use of the operation
allows to remove any short edges created during refinement. Its configuration is similar to
the pre-refinement step.
The ability to adapt the boundary of the mesh at the same time with the volume,
along with the new smoothing operation and the addition of a metric-based edge collapse
enhanced the quality of the generated mesh by 3 orders of magnitude with respect to our
initial attempt. Figure 13 presents our earlier data along with our new improved approach.
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Fig. 13: Quality improvement adding Vertex Smoothing. Left: Effect of the edge collapse
new vertex smoothing method on top of the improvements of the previous subsection. Right:
Our new improved approach versus our previous results presented in [250].

3.3 HANDLING GEOMETRY THROUGH METRIC SPACES
Up until this point of the chapter, we considered as our input a surface mesh or, in
general, a volume mesh conforming to the surface. Another very important representation
is the geometrical description of the surface of the input model. Industrial applications
as well as several high-quality research-focused workshops such as the High-Lift prediction
workshop14 , the International Workshop on High-Order CFD Methods15 , the Sonic Boom
Prediction Workshop16 , and the Geometry and Mesh Generation workshop17 make extensive
use of geometrical descriptions since many flow quantities of interest depend on the geometry.
Building a mesh based on the geometrical description of the problem is essential for these
studies. Moreover, accessing geometrical information while adapting the mesh leads to a
better domain discretization and thus more accurate solution.
There are many methods that can be used to build this representation but traditionally CFD simulations, and the engineering community in general, leaned towards the use
of the Boundary Representation method (BREP or B-rep) [243]. The B-rep method uses a
combination of topological entities (Faces, Edges and Vertices) along with their geometrical
14

https://hiliftpw.larc.nasa.gov (Accessed 2021-05-31).
https://how5.cenaero.be (Accessed 2021-05-31).
16
https://lbpw.larc.nasa.gov (Accessed 2021-05-31).
17
http://www.gmgworkshop.com (Accessed 2021-05-31).
15
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description as (analytic) surfaces, curves and points. B-rep data can also hold boolean operations such as intersection and union between entities as well as higher-level operations such
as extrusion and sweeping [119]. The topological description holds adjacency information
that allows to find all entities connected to a given one. For example, Figure 14 depicts part
of the topological decomposition of the B-rep of a simple model. The model is composed
out of 7 Faces (green). The right face is further decomposed into its constituent 5 Edges
and 5 Vertices. Similar decomposition is stored for the rest of the faces but it is omitted for brevity. The geometrical information includes a two-variable parametric description
f (u, v), (called uv-parametrization), for each Face, a single variable parametric description
f (t), (called t-parametrization), for each Edge and the coordinates of each Vertex. For the
rest of this chapter we will use the notions Geometrical Face/Edge/Vertex when referring
to the B-rep entities to avoid confusion with entities of the mesh itself.

Fig. 14: Decomposition of the B-rep of the cube-cylinder case18 .

B-rep data are usually handled by a Computer-Aided Design (CAD) kernel which is
responsible both for generating B-rep data and for handling queries to them. More details
18

Acquired from https://github.com/UGAWG/adapt-benchmarks. (Accessed on 2021-05-31).
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about the B-rep method, its advantages and disadvantages as well as how it compares to
other methods can be found in [102, 243]. A detailed description of the importance but also
the challenges that arise by using a CAD system during mesh adaptation appears in [202].
In this section, based on the material of [202], we provide a high-level summary of two
approaches that can be used to incorporate geometrical information to a meshing procedure
and describe in detail our implementation within the CDT3D library.
The B-rep information can be incorporated into a mesh generator in at least two ways.
The first option is to build a surrogate geometry by constructing a discrete, often high order,
surface mesh that captures all the features of the input geometry at a desired resolution.
This approach has the advantage of controlling the fidelity of the constructed representation.
Also, it allows fixing inconsistencies of the continuous representation that can occur due to
different tolerances of each continuous patch. One can construct a surrogate geometry even
when a geometrical description is not available based on the input surface mesh. This
approach is currently utilized by the Feflo.a and EPIC mesh adaptation software [202].
Although quite powerful, this approach is out of the scope of this work due to its complexity
and the fact that our focus is to provide a minimal implementation that can add preliminary
Geometry support to CDT3D.
The second approach, which is used in this work, is to maintain an association between
each boundary vertex of the mesh and its adjacent geometric entities. This approach allows
to query the appropriate Geometrical entity through the CAD kernel. It has the disadvantage of inheriting the issues present in the B-rep model but, it provides access to the
CAD kernel in a simple manner. Moreover, it aligns better with our goals which is to introduce preliminary support for B-rep data to our mesh adaptation method. Currently, this
approach is also favored by the refine mesh mechanics suite [198].
In practice, we introduced in each mesh vertex a pointer to the lowest dimension geometric entity that is adjacent to. This information together with topological and geometrical
queries to the geometry kernel allows to evaluate uv (or t) parameters for any mesh vertex. The current implementation makes use of the EGADS geometry kernel [121] through
a generic API which could be adapted for another CAD kernel in the future.
Geometry information is used throughout the mesh adaptation procedure in several ways.
First, newly introduced boundary points are projected to the surface using a dedicated
module (see Figure 7) right after vertex insertion. Projection is performed by evaluating
the closest point p0 of the B-rep to a given mesh vertex p. This capability is provided by
the CAD kernel. The mesh vertex p is then relocated to p0 only if this operation does not
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create any inverted elements attached to vertex p. If it does, we try to move p to (p + p0 )/2,
i.e., the midpoint between the two points. This procedure is applied recursively until we
find a valid position or reaching a recursion limit which we set to 5. Mesh vertices that were
placed in an intermediate position are recorded and they are included for projection in the
next iteration of the algorithm. The local reconnection that will be applied on the vicinity
of point p may enable to move the point closer to its projection in a subsequent iteration.
Projecting a mesh vertex to the B-rep involves a Newton-Raphson root finding method and
therefore its speed and result depends heavily on the initial guess of the projected point.
To speedup the procedure, we approximate the uv (or t) parameters of a newly created
point during the point creating module based on the values of the vertices belonging to the
triangle or edge being split. This approximate uv (or t) parameters are then cached for this
point and they are used as initial guess during the next projection stage.
Information of the analytic expression of the underlying surface is also used to minimize
the deviation of the discrete surface mesh form its analytic description. In practice, the
deviation is evaluated as the dot product between the normal of a discrete triangle and the
normal of the geometry surface evaluated at the centroid of discrete triangle [202], (see also
Figure 15). The deviation is minimized as part of the local reconnection pass (see Figure 7)
using 2-2 Flips (see Figure 9c). The Edge Collapse operation can also use deviation of the
surface cavity as an extra quality criterion when deciding whether a surface edge should be
collapsed. Controlling the deviation not only produces a mesh that approximates the surface
better, but makes the operations more robust avoiding cases that will lead to tangling the
mesh.
Geometry constrains such as curvature and feature size can be expressed also as lengths
and directional information and can be therefore encapsulated into yet another metric [110]
which is combined with the solution based information via metric intersection (see Section 2.2.3.1). In this work, we follow the approach presented in [202] and its implementation
in the refine mesh mechanics suite [198] in order to build a feature-based metric derived
from the geometry model. When utilizing CAD projection, we also found advantageous to
perform vertex smoothing at the end of the adaptive iteration (see Figure 7) allowing to
improve the quality on the vicinity of the projected vertices.
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Fig. 15: Deviation Improvement. A flip of the edge bd for ac reduces the deviation between
the discrete normals (red solid vectors) and the analytic normals computed at the centroids
of the triangles (blue dashed vectors).

3.4 SPECULATIVE IMPLEMENTATION IN THE CONTEXT OF THE
TELESCOPIC APPROACH
In this section, the speculative fine-grained scheme presented in [85] is extended to the
operations presented in the previous sections. The speculative or optimistic method lies on
the bottom (closer to the CPU) of the Telescopic Approach [61] and it is designed to take
advantage of the low cost of communication inside the chip by utilizing direct memory access
among the threads. In contrast to higher levels of the Telescopic Approach, no explicit data
decomposition is performed. Instead, each thread will attempt to perform an operation
while capturing the necessary dependencies on the fly. Failure to do so results in a rollback
and the method will try again later if the operation is still applicable.
3.4.1 SPECULATIVE LOCAL RECONNECTION KERNEL
The fine-grained speculative scheme for local reconnection employed by CDT3D has been
already presented in detail in [85]. We provide here only a summary. CDT3D maintains
at any time a list of “active” (i.e., eligible for reconnection) elements. This list is split into
“buckets” (i.e., sublists) which are then distributed among the threads. The elements within
a bucket have no geometrical relation and the grouping is performed only for enabling an
efficient and simple work sharing algorithm [85]. After the buckets are formed, each thread
iterates its buckets and attempts to lock the vertices of the cavity of a flip using atomic
operations. For the flips presented in this work (see Figure 9), it boils down to the element
itself and some of its face neighbors. If the attempt is successful, the objective function is
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evaluated before the flip and after for each of the applicable flips. If the new flip improves
the objective function (which can be either of the two mentioned above), then it is applied
otherwise, the element connectivity remains unchanged. The thread will then unlock all the
vertices and proceed to the next element of the bucket. Unsuccessful attempt to lock any
part of a cavity results into unlocking any acquired vertices and moving to the next element
in the bucket. The skipped element will be revisited (if it is not deleted as part of another
flip) in a subsequent iteration. The algorithm iterates until no flip can be applied or if a
maximum limit of iterations is reached.
3.4.2 PARALLEL POINT CREATION KERNEL19
The point creation kernel is structured in a similar fashion to the local reconnection
kernel. After the buckets are formed, they are assigned to different threads and each thread
iterates the elements of its bucket in order to generate candidate points for insertion.
New candidate points are compared against existing mesh vertices and currently candidates for proximity (in the metric space). This check allows to avoid the creation of points
too close to each other that will impact the quality and the local density requirements. A
similar approach named Anisotropic Filtering is presented in [160]. Once a point passes all
proximity tests it is stored in the list of the contained element. Storing the candidate points
in the contained element gives a significant advantage; both the proximity checks and the
subsequent point insertion step (see Figure 7) can be performed in constant time since the
point location step of the direct insertion kernel will only require constant time to execute.
In contrast to local reconnection, the point creation step does not perform any topological
modification and thus no cavity locks are required. Moreover, vertices are allocated into
thread-local memory pools [49] and thus vertex allocation can be performed asynchronously.
The only step that requires synchronization is when it comes to adding the candidate point
to the internal list of the contained element. Our experiments showed that this lock is shortlived and making use of spinlocks is a sufficiently efficient solution to handle concurrency.
3.4.3 SPECULATIVE EDGE COLLAPSE AND VERTEX SMOOTHING
The data structures of CDT3D have been designed for efficiency and low memory consumption and as such only vertices, tetrahedra and surface triangles are stored explicitly
in memory [82]. This however, impedes the creation of an efficient edge collapse operation
19

Parallel implementation was developed in collaboration with Fotis Drakopoulos.
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based on the element-lists described above since the same edge will be visited multiple times
as it can be adjacent to an arbitrary number of elements. Moreover, the lack of a dedicated
edge object does not allow to iterate through the edges and locate those that require collapsing. Although, the edge information could be generated once and maintained throughout the
mesh adaptation procedure, it was found to affect significantly the runtime of the method
since it increases the amount of book-keeping after each topological modification [82].
For these reasons, the edge collapse operation is structured around iterating vertices
instead of tetrahedra. However, CDT3D has no global structure which holds all the vertices
and the actual vertex-based data are managed by thread-local memory pools [49] that make
the operation of iterating the vertices non-trivial. To overcome this issue one should first
observe that the memory pools described in [49] and utilized by CDT3D are designed as a
list of arrays. This implementation detail allowed us to build random-access iterators based
on the C++ API20 by defining the increment ++ operator appropriately so that it can jump
between the different arrays of the list. The new iterators not only offer simple access to
the underlying memory pools but, they do it in a cache-friendly manner. Moreover, this
streamlined design gives the opportunity to experiment with concurrent constructs such as
#pragma omp parallel for of OpenMP to exploit parallelism.
For edge coarsening the algorithm iterates through the vertices of the mesh and exploits
parallelism utilizing a #pragma omp parallel for schedule(guided) OpenMP construct.
Each thread picks and locks (speculatively) the vertex (a in Figure 16) corresponding to the
iterator value. Then it speculatively locks its adjacent vertices (blue in Figure 16). If any
of the locks fails, the thread will release any acquired locks and it will pick the next vertex. Notice that locking the vertices implicitly grants exclusive access to all their adjacent
tetrahedra (red elements of Figure 16). Once the required locks have been acquired, the
edge lengths between the vertex a and the rest of the vertices of its cavity are evaluated. If
√
an edge with length less that a user-defined value is found (default : 1/ 2 in metric space)
then the edge will be collapsed. Additional criteria such as skipping edge collapses that
will increase the surface deviation (see Section 3.3) are also applied for edges on the surface
of the mesh. Finally, the edge is collapsed by moving the second point to the first. The
guided scheduler was selected because it performs on average better for cases that require
different levels of coarsening such as the delta wing case and the blast case described later
in Section 4.1.3.
Vertex smoothing follows a similar pattern. The vertices are iterated in parallel and
20

https://en.cppreference.com/w/cpp/iterator/random_access_iterator (Accessed 2021-06-01).
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Fig. 16: Steps of speculative edge collapse.

the vertex corresponding to the iterator value along with its adjacent vertices are locked
speculatively. Then, if any of the attached tetrahedra has quality below a user-provided
limit, the vertex will be relocated using the method described in Section 3.2.3. The procedure
is repeated for a fixed number of iterations. The quality metric and the limit are userconfigurable, for this study we use the mean ratio (see equation (10) in page 33) and a limit
of 0.1.
3.4.4 PARALLEL IMPLEMENTATION
In this section we discuss the efficiency of our parallel implementation for the metricbased operations presented in the previous section as well as for the end-to-end mesh adaptation process.
As input we use a mesh of a delta wing with planar faces and 800, 000 metric complexity.
The input mesh has 1, 439, 310 vertices and 8, 470, 523 tetrahedra while, the target metric
has complexity 1, 600, 000. The difference in complexity causes the mesh size to double
during adaptation. The experiments were performed on the wahab cluster of Old Dominion
University using dual socket nodes equipped with two Intel® Xeon® Gold 6148 CPU @
2.40GHz (20 slots) and 368 GB of memory. The compiler is gcc 7.5.0 and the compiler
flags -O3 -DNDEBUG -march=native. Each run was repeated 5 times and the results were
averaged using the geometrical mean [91]. For the base case we ran the parallel code using
one core.
Figure 17 depicts the total efficiency of the method as well as its breakdown with respect
to the two main modules of CDT3D (see also Figure 7). The end-to-end efficiency is 92.3% at
40 cores. The efficiency for the Mesh Adaptation and Mesh Quality Improvement modules is
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Fig. 17: Speedup and efficiency of the two main modules of CDT3D (see also Figure 7).
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Fig. 18: Efficiency breakdown of the mesh adaptation and quality improvement modules of
CDT3D (see also Figure 7).

90.5% and 94% respectively. Figure 18a presents a breakdown for the efficiency of the Mesh
Adaptation module. The Local Reconnection operation performs the best with more than
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98% efficiency. The super-linear speedup is caused by the “buckets” described in Section 3.4.
Splitting the list of active elements into buckets and repeatedly performing reconnection over
the same bucket improves the cache locality. Point Creation benefits from the same construct
but its spin-lock implementation for updating the internal list of the contained element (see
Section 3.4.2) results into a lower efficiency. Edge Collapse exhibits a lower speedup in
comparison to the other two operations due to the generic OpenMP implementation that
was used to exploit parallelism. Still, this implementation of Edge Collapse delivers 80−85%
efficiency for up to 20 cores and 75 − 80% efficiency for more cores. At 25 cores the edge

collapse efficiency drops significantly. This is in part attributed to the dual nature of the

host machine. At 25 cores the code is using one and a half sockets and the OpenMP backend of the operation does not have any special treatment for accessing memory from a
different socket. For Quality improvement (see Figure 18b) the super-linear performance of
Local Reconnection is more prominent due to the (approximately) constant size of the mesh
during the Quality improvement phase (no vertices are introduced). The Vertex Smoothing
operation exhibits 93.4% efficiency on 40 threads. Notice also that the efficiency curve
of the Quality Improvement stage (black) follows the trends of the smoothing operation.
This is due to the fact that smoothing is the dominant operation in terms of time and also
because the efficiency of local reconnection is approximately constant. Figure 19 presents a
breakdown of the mesh adaptation module of CDT3D. Local reconnection accounts for more
than 75% of the total mesh adaptation time. The other two major parallel mesh operations
Point Creation and Edge Collapse, are responsible for less than 10% of the mesh adaptation
time. The effect of the sequential point insertion is becoming increasing higher as expected
by Amdahl’s law [8] but still it is less than 4% of the total time.
Figure 20 depicts the percentage of the total time that corresponds to each operation.
The time to smooth the vertices corresponds to about 60% of the total running time while,
mesh adaptation takes about 12% of the total time.
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CHAPTER 4
EVALUATION
The cases we use to evaluate our method are separated in two categories. First, in Section 4.1, we focus on cases that target a fixed complexity and provide (i) quantitative results
with respect to parallel performance and (ii) qualitative with respect to metric conformity
of the adapted mesh. The goal of metric conformity is given a (mesh, metric) pair to create
a unit mesh [166] where the edges are unit-length and the elements are unit-volume with
respect to the given metric. In particular, we use equation (9) of page 39 to measure the
length of an edge and the mean ratio equation (10) of page 39. The parallel performance is
evaluated in terms of traditional metrics such as strong and weak speedup.
For the second group of cases, in Section 4.2, we build an adaptive pipeline with opensource and publicly available tools and utilize our method as the mesh adaptation module.
The adaptive pipeline is an iterative process that creates a (mesh, metric) pair at each
iteration which we provide to our method. To evaluate the effectiveness of our approach as
part of the adaptation pipeline, we compare qualitative data derived from the adaptation
pipeline with results drawn from the literature.
4.1 MESH ADAPTATION AT CONSTANT COMPLEXITY
In this section, we evaluate our method using cases where the metric complexity remains
constant. We use two ways to specify the metric field. First, directly as an analytic function
F (p) = M(p) , p ∈ R3 . This approach allows to study the metric conformity in isolation

to the metric construction method. The second approach uses solution-based metric fields
derived from a CFD solution. In particular, we use metric fields constructed from the

scalar field defined by the local Mach number of a flow The metric construction scheme
is the multiscale metric described in Section 2.2.3.3. The complexity of the geometries we
utilize increases incrementally and includes curved geometries with associated CAD data.
Specifically the cases of this section include:
• Analytic metric field defined over a planar surface (Section 4.1.1).
• Analytic metric fields defined over a curved surface (Section 4.1.2).
• Solution-based metric fields defined over a planar surface (Section 4.1.3).
• Solution-based metric fields defined over a curved surface (Section 4.1.4).
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Before delving into the results, we define the analytic metric fields we use in this study which
are drawn from the first benchmark [129] of the Unstructured Grid Adaptation Working
Group (UGAWG)21 .

h−2
0
0
x
Linear :=  0 h−2
0 
y
0
0 h−2
z


(18)

where: hx = hy = 10−1 , hz = h0 + 2(0.1 − h0 )|z − 0.5|, h0 = 0.001

 2


cos(θ) − sin(θ) 0
hr 0 0
cos(θ) sin(θ) 0
Polar-1 :=  sin(θ) cos(θ) 0  0 h2θ 0  − sin(θ) cos(θ) 0
(19)
2
0
0
1
0 0 hz
0
0
1
p
where: r = x2 + y 2 , θ = atan2(y, x), hr = hθ = 0.1, hz = h0 + 2(0.1 − h0 )|r − 0.5|,
h0 = 0.001
Polar-2 := Polar-1
where: d = 10 (0.6 − r)

and

hθ =




0.1 if d < 0

d/40 + 0.1(1 − d) if d ≥ 0

(20)

Linear represents a shear layer in absence of curvature, while Polar-1 and Polar-2 a
curved shear layer. Polar-2 is derived from Polar-1 using a low gradation so it is possible
to satisfy with high-quality elements by resolving curvature in the tangential direction near
the layer.
Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.3 include also quantitative performance data in terms of speedup
and total running time. The experimental set up for these data is the following: Both refine
and CDT3D were compiled using the intel 19.0.4.243 compiler and data were collected
on Old Dominion University’s wahab cluster using dual socket nodes each one featuring
two Intel® Xeon® Gold 6148 CPU @ 2.40GHz (20 slots) and 368GB of memory. Feflo.a
data for Section 4.1.1 and the strong scaling data of 4.1.3.1 were collected on a dual socket
machine equipped with two Intel® Xeon® E5-2697 v2 @ 2.70GHz (12 slots) CPUs, while
for Section 4.1.3.2 and the weak scaling data of 4.1.3.1 on a dual socket machine with two
Intel® Xeon® E5-2680 v2 @ 2.80GHz (20 slots) CPUs. The execution times and hardware
specifications are omitted for the EPIC results to protect proprietary data.

21

https://ugawg.github.io/ (Accessed 2021-05-31).
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4.1.1 ANALYTIC METRIC OVER PLANAR SURFACE
The first geometry is a unit cube with Polar-2 defined over the domain. The initial
mesh conforms to the Polar-2 metric with a complexity of 7,600 (see Figure 21). The values
of the metric field at the vertices of the mesh are scaled to 500,000 complexity for this test
using formula (13) from page 43. Adapted meshes with approximately 1,000,000 vertices
are expected. For this case we compare our method with EPIC , refine and Feflo.a.

Fig. 21: Cube with polar-2 analytic metric, complexity of 7,600.

Metric conformity results in terms of edge length histograms and mean ratio measure
are shown in Figures 22 and 23. The mean ratio is bounded between one and zero, where
a mean ratio near one indicates better metric conformity than a mean ratio near zero. In
linear scale, all methods appear to exhibit good overall quality with refine generating the
highest number of elements in the range [0.8, 1.0]. The log scale makes the differences more
prevalent. refine produces elements with the highest minimum mean ratio of 0.4, CDT3D
has the second best quality result, while the lowest mean ratio is around 0.01 for EPIC
and Feflo.a. The ideal edge length distribution is clustered tightly around unity. Figure 23
(left) reveals that refine, CDT3D and EPIC generated edges with less variance, while Feflo.a
produced both the shortest edges and the largest edges.
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The small target mesh size makes the strong scaling tests a challenge for a large number
of cores since the computation time per core becomes very small and the communication
overhead dominates the running time. The scaling results obtained using refine, CDT3D
and EPIC to adapt the initial 7,600 complexity grid to conform to the 500,000 complexity
as a function of number of cores is shown in Figure 24. Feflo.a is excluded from the scaling
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results since the speedup gain is too small. This is due to the high startup cost of the
decomposition method which is not amortized for a small mesh. More details for this cost
appear in Section 4.1.3.2. All three methods exhibit linear scaling at low number of cores.
At higher core numbers, the speedup becomes constant for both EPIC and refine.
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Fig. 24: Speedup results for the cube case. Left: Speedup for the cube case adapted from
7,600 complexity to 500,000 complexity. Right: Zoom-in view of the data for up to 40 cores.
(Base case is the sequential time of each software.).

4.1.2 ANALYTIC METRIC FIELDS ON CURVED SURFACES
The next test case introduces CAD data. In particular, we use the cube-cylinder case
described in [129]. The cube-cylinder case contains a cylinder of radius 0.5 oriented along
the z-axis positioned at x = 0, y = 0 and subtracted from a unit cube with its lower corner
positioned at (0, 0, 0). Figure 25 depicts the two solids as well as the end-result. The input
geometry is provided to CDT3D using the .egads file present at the repository22 of the
paper. As metric field we use Linear, Polar-1 and Polar-2.
For these three cases, the metric field is passed to CDT3D as an analytic function, thus
22

https://github.com/UGAWG/adapt-benchmarks (Accessed 2021-06-01).
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giving the ability to obtain an exact value each time we create a new point. A metric field
can be passed with the following API:

Fig. 25: Constituent solids of the cube-cylinder case along with end-result.

1
2
3
4
5
6

/∗ ∗
∗ @ b r i e f API f o r an a n a l y t i c a l l y d e f i n e d m e t r i c f i e l d .
∗ @param x c o o r d i n a t e s o f t he p o i n t
∗ @param M m e t r i c t e n s o r h o l d i n g t h e M( x )
∗/
v o i d MetricTensorOnPoint ( double ∗ x , Met ri cT en sor ∗ M) ;
Listing 4.1: API for providing an analytic metric field.

For all three cases we start with the same mesh containing only 286 vertices (see Figure 26a) and perform three adaptive iterations by supplying each time the mesh of the
previous iteration as input.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 26: Input mesh (a) and adapted result (b) - (d) for the three analytic metrics.

4.1.2.1

Results using Linear

Figure 27 presents a comparison of the quality of the generated mesh in comparison to
the five methods included in the first benchmark of the UGAWG. The comparison data
are drawn from the paper’s repository23 . For this case we compare CDT3D against EPIC ,
refine, Feflo.a, Pragmatic, and Omega h. Descriptions of all the methods appear in Section 2.1.
The linear scale of the edge-lengths reveals that the peak of the distribution for CDT3D
is off-centered, similar to Feflo.a, but still within the limits of the rest of the method. The
log scale reveals that the longest edge produced is closer to the end of the specturm of the
23

https://github.com/UGAWG/adapt-results (Accessed 2021-05-31).
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other methods while the shortest is close to the value produced by refine. In terms of mean
ratio quality, CDT3D produces a value slightly above 0.1 which lies in the middle of the
results of the other methods.
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Fig. 27: Quality comparison of the Linear case.
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4.1.2.2

Results using Polar-1

Figure 28 compares the quality of the generated mesh with the five methods included in the
first benchmark of the UGAWG. For refine we replaced the mesh of the paper’s repository
with one generated using the latest24 version since, the quality evaluation script of the refine
suite detects invalid elements in the original mesh. As discussed in the original paper [129]
the cube-cylinder-polar1 case put a lot of stress to the adaptation methods due to the
fact that the anisotropic layer is positioned exactly on the curved section of the mesh and
has a large tangential spacing. The effect on CDT3D can be seen mainly on the log scale of
the edge-length distribution where CDT3D produces produces few very long edges as well
as several shorter than ideal. Still, the results are within the trends of other methods. In
terms of the mean ratio measure, CDT3D performs better than Feflo.a and Pragmatic but
falls slightly behind the other methods. The latest version of refine performs the best in
both metrics in part due to added features since the publication of the original paper which
include the introduction of pliant smoothing [134] and the use of the cavity operator [159].
4.1.2.3

Results using Polar-2

Finally, Figure 29 presents the results of the evaluation for the Polar-2 case, which reduces
the tangential spacing of the metric at the curved boundary. Similar to the Linear case we
use the meshes provided in the paper’s repository for this evaluation. The trends of CDT3D
are similar to the previous two cases. The log scale of the edge length histogram reveals
that CDT3D produces a few edges smaller than most of the other methods. On the other
end of the spectrum, the longest edge of CDT3D is close to the one produces from Feflo.a
but shorter that refine. In terms of mean ratio measure, CDT3D produces a distribution
similar to the rest of the methods and a minimum value above 0.1, thus producing the third
best value after EPIC and Omega h.

24

As of 2020-10-04.
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Fig. 28: Quality comparison of the Polar-1 case.
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Fig. 29: Quality comparison of the Polar-2 case in the log scale.
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4.1.3 SOLUTION-BASED METRIC FIELDS ON PLANAR SURFACES
This section examines two cases, a delta wing with a solution-based metric field in
laminar flow and a box-shaped domain with a solution-based metric field corresponding to
a spherical blast problem.
4.1.3.1

Laminar flow over Delta wing

The next geometry, Figure 30, is a delta wing constructed of planar facets. A multiscale
metric [5] is constructed based on the Mach field of this subsonic laminar flow. The initial
mesh is adapted to a specified complexity of 50,000. Details of the verification of the
delta wing/mesh adaptation process is provided by [199]. The multiscale metric is scaled
to have a complexity of 500,000. Adapted meshes with approximately 1,000,000 vertices
are expected. In the second set of data, the complexity is scaled to 10,000,000 which
produces approximately 20,000,000 vertices, these mesh sizes are close to the maximum of
the verification study performed in [199].

Fig. 30: Delta wing with multiscale metric in laminar flow, 50,000 complexity.
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Strong Scaling: The speedup of refine, CDT3D, and EPIC when adapting the initial
50,000 complexity mesh to conform to a 500,000 complexity metric field as a function of
the number of cores is shown in Figure 31. Similarly to Section 4.1.1, Feflo.a results are
omitted for the lower complexity case. At high core numbers, both EPIC and refine exhibit
improved scaling over the performance of the cube case due to the larger size of the initial
mesh for the delta wing. At lower core counts, refine exhibits the best scaling while CDT3D
falls between EPIC and refine. The superlinear scaling of refine is a result of the fact
that refine has optimizations such as reordering of the nodes for cache efficiency within
each partition, which have a computational complexity higher that O(n) where n is the
number of vertices in a partition. These optimizations favor configurations of many cores
but cause significant overhead to the sequential performance. However, they allow refine to
be within 10% of simulation time for inviscid simulations and 1% of the time for viscous
simulations when coupled with FUN3D in a distributed memory setting, which is also its
target configuration. Moreover, refine offers an “early termination” detection mechanism,
which is turned off for this case since it produces a lot of noise in the results. The total time
for refine for 1 core is 12,604 seconds and for 120 cores is 90 seconds while on a node of the
same cluster CDT3D requires 794 seconds for 1 core and 29 seconds for 40.
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Fig. 31: Speedup data for the delta wing adapted from 50,000 complexity to 500,000 complexity. Left: Speedup data for up to 128 cores. Right: Zoom-in view of the data for up to
40 cores (Base case is the sequential time of each software.).
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When the complexity of the target mesh is scaled to 10,000,000, EPIC retains the same
scalability with the previous case as shown in Figure 32. CDT3D exhibits minor superlinear
speedup up until 30 cores and linear between 30 and 40. The origin of the superlinear
speedup is in part attributed to the increased throughput achieved by utilizing the cache
memory shared among the hardware threads. Feflo.a’s scaling becomes constant at 8 cores,
which is a result of the high startup cost of the decomposition method. More details for this
cost appear in the weak scaling section below. refine results are omitted from the graphs as
they exhibit the same issue as before with the sequential performance skewing the results
to highly superlinear trends.
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Fig. 32: Speedup data for the delta wing adapted from 50,000 complexity to 10,000,000
complexity. Left: Speedup data for up to 128 cores. Right: Zoom-in view of the data for
up to 40 cores (Base case is the sequential time of each software.).
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Weak Scaling: The presented timing information provides limited insight on the potential behavior of the parallel methods for extreme-scale current and emerging architectures.
Amdahl’s law predicts that the serial fraction of the code reduces the potential for parallel
speedup as the number of cores grows. Traditionally, this issue is resolved by utilizing weak
scaling, also known as scaled speedup, for evaluating the performance of a parallel mesh
generation code by increasing the size of the mesh linearly to the number of cores, see for
example [52]. However, this approach does not reflect the workflow of a simulation utilizing
metric-based adaptation. A typical metric-based adaptation pass involves coarsening that
decreases the number of elements and node movement, which can be crucial to improving
the quality but depending on the algorithm may not affect the topology and thus the number
of elements of the mesh. In an attempt to overcome these issues, we focus on the original
definition of the scaled speedup, which is, that “the problem size scales with the number of
processors” [117].
In this work, we define the problem size to be the complexity of the target metric rather
than the number of elements in the mesh. Moreover, we do not use a constant step for
increasing the complexity, since it is common for metric adaptive simulations to use a larger
step for the first iteration [199]. Performing a fully adaptive simulation is reserved for the
next section. Instead, we simulate each solver → error-estimation → metric-construction
step by artificially scaling up the complexity of the input metric. In particular, we use as the

input to the first “iteration” using 1 core, the 50,000 complexity metric field of this section.
The input of the second iteration is created by increasing the complexity of the output mesh
of the previous step by a constant amount using formula (13) of page 40 at every vertex of
the mesh. The same procedure was applied for the rest of the steps. Table 29 presents the
results.
refine and CDT3D retain an almost constant time of approximately 10,000 seconds
and 1,000 seconds, respectively, as the problem size increases, which indicates a good weak
scaling speedup. Feflo.a is the fastest among the methods even considering the difference
between the machines that they were tested. On the other hand, it does not scale linearly
as the size of the problem increases. Similarly to the previous case, the overhead of domain
decomposition and distribution is a considerable amount for Feflo.a scaling from 6 seconds
at 2 cores to 108 seconds at 40 cores which corresponds to 30% of the total running time.
All three codes approach the expected number of elements with refine being closer. The
difference in number of elements could is attributed in part to the different adaptation
strategies as well as to the nature of the artificially scaled metric.
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cores
1
2
4
8
16
32
40

complexity
50k → 500k
500k → 1m
1m → 2m
2m → 4m
4m → 8m
8m → 16m
16m → 20m

refine
CDT3D
Feflo.a
# vertices
te2e # vertices
te2e # vertices
te2e
927,390 9,256.41
871,402 1,211.51
835,123 64.83
1,853,974 10,136.44 1,633,955
919.39 1,777,724 78.77
3,694,187 10,482.89 3,271,567 1,055.28 3,516,645 101.28
7,358,456 12,188.41 6,477,760 1,080.14 6,980,611 147.43
14,694,593 13,915.35 12,831,874 1,190.72 13,511,085 193.31
29,333,956 14,254.48 25,539,415 1,451.30 26,885,124 288.47
35,767,590 10,469.66 30,539,328 1,509.98 33,498,896 340.82

TABLE 29: Weak scaling performance of refine, CDT3D and Feflo.a for complexities between 50,000 and 20,000,000. te2e corresponds to the end-to-end time in seconds.

Quality data: Returning to the 500,000 complexity target metric, metric conformity
(characterized by element shape measure and edge length histograms of the generated
meshes) is shown in Figures 33 and 34, respectively. On a linear scale, all methods appear to exhibit good overall quality. The log scale makes the differences more prevalent.
refine’s mesh quality exhibits the best lower bound in the mean ratio measure and the
distribution with the smallest deviation in the edge length measure.
Stability: The concepts of Stability and Reproducibility were introduced in Section 1.1.
Adherence to these attributes is measured by evaluating the metric conformity of the same
case with different numbers of cores. Histograms of edge length in the metric are evaluated
for three codes for execution with different numbers of cores in Figure 35. refine, CDT3D,
and EPIC show an almost perfect overlap of the histograms, but they do not produce
the same mesh (i.e., they offer a weak form of the Reproducibility attribute). Producing
metric conformity that is independent of the number of cores satisfies the requirement of
Stability. The mean ratio histograms result in the same conclusion that metric conformity
is independent of the number of cores for these tools and the mean ratio plot is omitted for
brevity.
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Fig. 33: Comparison of the mean ratio of the generated meshes for the delta wing 500,000
complexity case in linear and logarithmic scales.
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EPIC and CDT3D.
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4.1.3.2

Spherical Blast

In order to complement the previous case where mesh refinement is the main operation,
the following case focuses mainly on coarsening operations. It corresponds to the numerical
solution (at one time step) of a spherical blast problem [159]. The target metric complexity
is 49,013, which corresponds to about 98,000 vertices in the final mesh. As initial input,
a uniform tetrahedral mesh of 1,900,000 vertices is provided. The adapted mesh is shown
in Figure 36.

Fig. 36: Adapted mesh of the spherical blast case. Left: Cross-cut of the domain. Right:
Zoom-in of the extracted part of the core.

For refine the number of sweeps was fixed and set to 40. This value was selected because
it allowed all cores to complete the adaptation while creating less noise in the timings since
no case could exit earlier, thus skewing the results. CDT3D was configured with a higher
collapse limit for the mesh preprocessing step (see Figure 7). This configuration was selected
because it gives more flexibility in the subsequent refining step and yields better quality in
the final mesh. A similar approach is used in Ref. [160] for generating an almost empty
mesh and subsequently a metric-orthogonal mesh.
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Figure 37 depicts the strong scaling performance of Feflo.a, CDT3D and refine. refine
exhibits superlinear scalability for low number of cores (< 80) and almost linear for the rest
of the cases. In contrast, the speedup of CDT3D stagnates after 20 cores, which indicates
that there is not enough work to keep the additional cores busy. The same issue arises in
Feflo.a with the speedup stagnating at an earlier stage. Table 30 presents the total time for
this experiment in a shared memory setting (40 cores) and for refine we include distributed
memory results (up to 400 cores).
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Fig. 37: Speedup data for blast case. Left: Speedup data for the blast case for up to 120
cores. Right: Zoom-in view of the data for up to 40 cores (Base case is the sequential time
of each software.).

A direct comparison of the times is not possible because as it is mentioned in the beginning of the chapter the results of refine and CDT3D were collected on the same machine,
while for Feflo.a a different machine was used. Still, the table reveals that Feflo.a is faster
than CDT3D and refine using one core. However, using more than 10 cores CDT3D is 50%
faster and on 40 cores is more than two times faster than Feflo.a. On the other hand, refine
achieves a speedup of 67 on 40 cores and 328 on 400 cores; the superlinear speedup occurs
due to the reasons discussed in the delta wing case. The breakdown of the running time of
Feflo.a in Table 31 reveals that the main inefficiency is the subdomain creation step which
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# cores Feflo.a (s) CDT3D (s) refine (s)
1
62.82
152.41 62574.51
2
50.57
73.76
5311.00
10
30.41
22.02
1814.63
20
26.45
14.49
1252.03
40
27.42
13.46
921.39
200
332.17
400
190.36
TABLE 30: Total running times of Feflo.a, CDT3D and refine for the blast case.

takes a constant amount of time for all five runs. Moreover, Feflo.a utilizes a cavity-based
collapse operation [159] which always results in an edge collapse, whereas the standard collapse algorithm utilized by CDT3D and refine rejects a fair amount of configurations which
revisits in a subsequent step.

# cores Total Time Subdomain creation Mesh Adaptation
1
62.82
62.82
2
50.57
11.32
38.66
10
30.41
11.29
17.13
20
26.45
11.22
12.22
40
27.42
11.26
11.49
TABLE 31: Breakdown of the total running time for Feflo.a.

The quality of the generated meshes is in accordance with the results of the cases discussed earlier. refine achieves the smallest variance in edge lengths and a mean length of
0.9. Feflo.a follows a similar distribution with a tighter lower limit. CDT3D delivers a
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wider distribution and few edges between 2 and 4 as well as a small number of edges below
0.1. For the mean ratio, refine delivers a mesh with minimum mean ratio quality of 0.3, for
Feflo.a the minimum is 0.2, while for CDT3D it is 0.1.
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Fig. 38: Comparison of the edge lengths of the generated meshes for the spherical blast case
in linear and logarithmic scales.
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4.1.4 SOLUTION-BASED METRIC FIELDS ON CURVED SURFACES
In this section, we evaluate our method on two cases that utilize CAD data and fixed
complexity. We compare our method with results presented in [201]. In particular, we
focus on the fixed complexity cases that utilize a hemisphere-cylinder and the onera-m6
geometry. The input B-rep models were drawn from the UGAWG’s Github repository25 .
Figure 40 depicts the input models as well as a decomposition of the B-rep models to its
constituent surfaces. The dataset of [201] contains five mesh adaptation codes EPIC , refine,
Feflo.a, Pragmatic, and Omega h. Descriptions of all the methods appear in Section 2.1. For
EPIC we use only the data generated using EPIC-ICSM ; which corresponds to EPIC with
the widest suite of mesh operations enabled (insertion, collapse, swaps and node movement)
since, it produces the highest quality among the configurations of EPIC presented in [201].

Fig. 40: Decomposition of the the input B-rep models for the hemisphere-cylinder-fixed
and the onera-m6 cases.

It should be noted that the graphs presented here have been generated using the meshes
available at the UGAWG’s Github repository. For the mean ratio measure we used the
definition of equation (10) of page 39 instead of the one presented in [201], so the graphs
we present and the ones in the original paper may differ slightly. This choice was done to
25

https://github.com/UGAWG/solution-adapt-cases (Accessed 2021-05-31).
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conform with the rest of the data in this thesis but also because the UGAWG have since
then switched to the same formula for mean ratio in their latest papers.
4.1.4.1

Hemisphere-Cylinder with fixed target complexity

The hemisphere cylinder case is designed as a model for a turbulent flow over a smooth
body of revolution in three dimensions. It corresponds to earlier wind tunnel studies [127]
and it is part of NASA’s Turbulence Modeling Resource26 . The flow conditions are 0◦ angle
of attack, 0.6 Mach number and 0.35 million Reynolds number based on the diameter of
the cylinder. The metric field used in this case is generated by FUN3D-FV and refine by
applying the multiscale metric construction scheme (see Section 2.2.3.3) on the local Mach
number of the flow. Two target complexities are utilized at 30, 000 and 100, 000. The input
(mesh, metric) pairs were drawn from UGAWG’s Github repository27 . Figure 41 depicts
the adapted meshes for the two metric complexities. The output meshes have 57, 114 and
191, 530 vertices respectively.

Fig. 41: Adapted meshes by CDT3D for the hemisphere-cylinder at 30, 000 and 100, 000
target complexity respectively.

Figure 42 presents quality results for the 30, 000 complexity case. The edge distribution
of CDT3D is centered around 1 and in general follows the trends of the rest of the mesh
26
27

https://turbmodels.larc.nasa.gov (Accessed 2021-05-31).
https://github.com/UGAWG/solution-adapt-results (Accessed 2021-05-31).
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adaptation methods. The use of the log scale for the Edge distribution reveals that CDT3D
generates the shortest edge. On the other hand, the longest edge generated is below that of
EPIC and Feflo.a. In terms of mean ratio CDT3D’s minimum value is around 0.1 which is
higher that the minimum value for Pragmatic and Feflo.a, and very close to the values of
refine and EPIC .
Figure 43 presents quality results for the 100, 000 complexity case. The edge distribution
of CDT3D is slightly skewed to left of the ideal value 1 indicating a small amount of overrefinement. Still, it is within the trends of the rest of the mesh adaptation methods. The
use of the log scale for the edge distribution reveals that CDT3D generates the shortest edge
with refine and Feflo.a being very close. On the other end of the spectrum, it generates
a maximum length smaller than Feflo.a and close to the rest of the methods. In terms of
mean ratio, CDT3D’s minimum value is around 0.1 which is higher that the minimum value
for Pragmatic and Feflo.a and very close to the values of refine and EPIC .
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Fig. 42: Mean ratio and Edge Length quality measures for the hemisphere-cylinder-fixed
case at 30,000 complexity. The Edge Length in linear scale is cropped to the (0, 2) range.
The second row uses a log scale make differences more prevalent.
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Fig. 43: Mean ratio and Edge Length quality measures for the hemisphere-cylinder-fixed
case at 100, 000 complexity. The Edge Length in linear scale is cropped to the (0, 2) range.
The second row uses a log scale make differences more prevalent.
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4.1.4.2

ONERA M6 fixed complexity

The onera-m6 case is derived from the ONERA M6 experiment [224] and it is a well documented case in the CFD literature. It is part of NASA’s Turbulence Modeling Resource28 .
The flow conditions are 3.06◦ angle of attack, 0.84 Mach number and 14.6 million Reynolds
number based on the root chord. The metric field used in this case is generated by FUN3DFV and refine applying the multiscale metric construction scheme (see Section 2.2.3.3) on
the local Mach number of the flow. Two target complexities are utilized at 30, 000 and
100, 000. The input (mesh, metric), pairs were drawn from UGAWG’s Github repository29 .
Figure 44 depicts the adapted meshes for the two metric complexities. The output meshes
have 63, 285 and 191, 089 vertices respectively.

Fig. 44: Adapted meshes by CDT3D for the onera-m6 case at 30, 000 and 100, 000 target
complexity respectively.

Figure 45 depicts the quality of the adapted mesh at 30, 000 metric complexity. In the
Edge Length measure, CDT3D produces a histogram slightly skewed towards the left of 1
but still within the spectrum of the rest of the methods. The log scale reveals that shortest
and longest edge of CDT3D is close to the values produced by Feflo.a. In terms of the
mean ratio measure, the linear scale depicts similar trends. The log scale on the other hand,
reveals that CDT3D produces a mesh with minimum value above 0.1. This comes second
28
29

https://turbmodels.larc.nasa.gov/onerawingnumerics_val.html (Accessed 2021-05-31).
https://github.com/UGAWG/solution-adapt-results (Accessed 2021-05-31).
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Fig. 45: Mean ratio and Edge Length quality measures for the onera-m6 case at 30,000
complexity. The second row uses a log scale to highlight the differences better.

only to Omega h’s result.
Figure 46 depicts the quality of the adapted mesh at 100, 000 metric complexity. The
results are similar to the lower complexity case. The edge length distributions are closer to
each other in both the linear and logarithmic scale. In terms of the mean ratio measure, the
logarithmic scale reveals that CDT3D produces the highest minimum value which is above
0.1.
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Fig. 46: Mean ratio and Edge Length quality measures for the onera-m6 case at 100, 000
complexity. The second row uses a log scale to highlight the differences better.
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4.2 MESH ADAPTATION WITHIN AN ADAPTIVE PIPELINE
Evaluating our approach with fixed target meshes not only simplifies the testing process,
but also gives a straightforward way to compare our method with other approaches based on
quantitative and qualitative metrics. However, as mentioned in the introduction, the goal of
generating meshes is to provide a domain discretization for the Finite-element solver which
is the ultimate consumer of meshes. In this section, we build a software pipeline around our
mesh adaptation method in order to evaluate its effectiveness for adaptive simulations.
In order to meet the ever-evolving and growing demands of the CFD community, a
simulation pipeline should be able to integrate a plethora of different tools. The T-infinity
project [191] demonstrates a series of different use-cases where a high-level Python interface
can be used to build sophisticated pipelines. In this work, we focus on a single pipeline
depicted in Figure 47 which is pertinent to mesh adaptation.

Initial Mesh
G0

Gi,Si
Solver
Gi+1,S'i+1
Solution
Interpolation

Satisﬁes
bound ?

Gi +1
Gi,Si

Gi,Si

Error-Based Metric
Construction

Mesh Adaptation

Gi,�i

Fig. 47: Mesh Adaptation pipeline. Gi denotes the mesh at the i-th iteration. Si , Si0
the solver solution and the interpolated solution at the vertices of Gi , respectively. Mi
corresponds to the metric field associated with the vertices of Gi and derived from Si .

In Figure 47, the process is initialized with a (usually coarse) mesh G0 that captures all
the geometrical features of the input model at some user-defined accuracy. The solver then
evaluates a discrete solution of the problem of interest and stores it in each mesh element.
For simplicity, we assume that the solver in this case is vertex-based and the solution is
stored at each vertex of the mesh Si . The next block captures a user-defined condition that
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controls the exit of the iterative process. It can be based on some target simulation quantity
or on the total number of iterations of the adaptive loop. The Metric Construction step
creates a metric field Mi at each vertex of Gi using Si that drives the adaptation process.

Mesh Adaptation modifies the mesh based on the provided metric field and generates a new
mesh Gi+1 . Optionally, one can interpolate the solution of the previous iteration to the
0
new mesh thus producing Si+1
. This step allows the solver to restart the calculation from

a state closer to the converged solution instead of starting from the freestream conditions
0
which is the default. Finally, the new mesh (and optionally the interpolated solution Si+1
)

are passed to the solver for the next iteration of the loop.

CAD data
ref bootstrap

SU2 developers

initial mesh

CRTC-ODU
NASA/reﬁne

SU2
solution.dat

dat2solb
solution-mach.solb
new_mesh.su2

ref_metric_test
solution-ﬁeld.solb

interpolated_solution.dat

solution-metric.solb

CDT3D

new_mesh.meshb

ref_translate

new_mesh.meshb

ref_intrep_test

interpolated_solution-ﬁeld.solb

solb2dat

Fig. 48: Software pipeline utilized in the adaptive pipelines of this study.

The corresponding software pipeline can be seen in Figure 48. For the cases of this
study, the input volume mesh is either given or created out of a CAD file using ref
bootstrap which is part of the refine mesh mechanics suite [198]. ref bootstrap uses
the EGADS [121] kernel in order to generate an initial surface triangulation of the input
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CAD file. The surface mesh is then adapted based on the curvature and other geometrical features. Adapting the surface in absence of a volume mesh gives greater flexibility
since the software is not constrained by the requirement of conformity to a volume after
each operation. A volume mesh is then generated using an external tool such as TetGen [235] or AFLR [173] and finally the volume mesh is adapted based on a metric field
derived by the geometrical features of the CAD input. SU2 will then produce a solution
file that holds values of the discrete solution at each vertex of the input mesh. dat2solb is
used to convert the solution to a libMeshb-compatible file [174]. The extracted Mach field
(solution-mach.solb) is then passed to ref metric test that creates a multiscale metric
field based on it (solution-metric.solb). The multiscale metric field can be optionally
intersected with a curvature- and feature-based metric built based on the geometrical features of the input model. CDT3D will then use the metric field along with the mesh used by
SU2 to generate an adapted mesh (new mesh.meshb). If solution interpolation is utilized, we
pass the new mesh along with a .solb version of the SU2 solution to ref intrep test which
we then convert using solb2dat to an SU2-compatible file (interpolated solution.dat).
The values of the previous solution are interpolated using linear interpolation. Finally, the
adapted mesh is passed to SU2 after being converted to a .su2 mesh file along with the
interpolated solution if this was generated.
It should be noted that the metric field can be built using any solution variable besides
the local Mach number30 . However, the use of the local Mach number is favored in the
literature, since it provides a “compound” scalar variable that varies in most flow regions,
thus allowing to capture most of the flow features [34, 118].
For the rest of this section, we present results utilizing the above pipeline for four different
cases of increasing difficulty. First, an analytic field where the solver is replaced with an
analytic function in order to verify the rest of the components of the pipeline. Then, in
Section 4.2.2 we apply the pipeline on a flow over a model with planar faces. The goal of
this test case is to verify our implementation in absence of curved surfaces. Section 4.2.3
presents results utilizing a flow over a simple curved model. Finally, in Section 4.2.4 we
present results on one of NASA’s High-lift cases.
Since the solver, a major part of the pipeline, is an external and sophisticated project,
fine-tuning of its parameters and detailed convergence and error-analysis is outside the scope
of this thesis. Instead, the goal of this section is to show capability of our method to function
as part of an adaptive pipeline.
30

The local Mach number is defined as the ratio of the local flow speed over the local speed of sound.
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4.2.1 ANALYTIC SCALAR FIELDS
The adaptation pipeline of Figure 47 consists of many parts and the errors in each
component can have accumulative and unpredictable consequences in the final calculation.
In an effort to mitigate these issues, we first test CDT3D by replacing the CFD solver with
analytic metric fields. In particular, instead of solving a flow problem at each iteration, we
evaluate an analytic function at the vertices of the mesh. The adaptive iterations will create
a mesh that is expected to drive the interpolation error down. For this test, we will be
using the three analytic cases described in [100] and implemented in the refine suite. The
multiscale metric implementation of refine has been combined with several mesh adaptation
tools and verified separately in [100] and thus, we will only focus on the verification of the
adaptation procedure in CDT3D.
For each of the three analytic scalar fields ((21),(22),(23)) the adaptation pipeline starts
with a uniform tetrahedral mesh of the unit cube domain [0, 1]×[0, 1]×[0, 1] with 64 vertices.
In contrast to the analytic metric fields of Section 4.1 that provide the metric value directly,
for the cases of this section, we derive the metric field from a scalar field. In particular,
in each iteration a multiscale metric field is computed using F (x, y, z) as scalar field. The
metric is computed in the 2-norm and the gradation value is set to 3. The metric is then
passed to our method along with the mesh of the previous iteration.

sinfun3

:= F (x, y, z) =


0.1 sin(50xyz) if xyz ≤







tanh3
sinatan3

sin(50xyz) if xyz ≤

2
π
50

−1
π
50

,

0.1 sin(50xyz) else

where xyz = (x − 0.4)(y − 0.4)(z − 0.4)

:= F (x, y, z) = tanh (x + 1.3)20 (y − 0.3)9 z)

:= F (x, y, z) = 0.1 sin(50xz) + tan−1 (0.1/(sin(5y) − 2xz))

(21)
(22)
(23)

For each field, 90 adaptive iterations are performed with the complexity increased at
every 10 iterations. The convergence plots in Figure 49 show the interpolation error of the
last 5 iterations at each complexity with respect to the finest generated mesh. Since, the
multiscale metric approximates linear interpolation error via a Hessian reconstruction, all
results are expected to exhibit second order convergence rate. For comparison, the same
adaptation procedure was performed using refine.
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Fig. 49: Convergence rates for CDT3D and refine for the three scalar fields.

Figure 49 indicates that the convergence rate of CDT3D matches closely the rate of
refine and they both exhibit 2nd-order convergence. Figure 50 presents the adapted meshes.
CDT3D is able to recover the features of the scalar fields at both small and large scales.
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Fig. 50: Adapted meshes for the three fields. Top: sinfun3, tanh3 and sinatan3 fields.
Bottom: Corresponding CDT3D adapted meshes at 256,000 target complexity.
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4.2.2 LAMINAR SUBSONIC FLOW OVER A DELTA WING
For the next case, CDT3D is coupled within an adaptive pipeline that includes a CFD
solver. The input geometry is a delta wing with planar faces. The 3D delta wing simulation
conditions have been set so that they match the case used in the first three High-Order
Workshops [256]. This case is well studied in the literature and it is preferred due its simple
geometry and yet non-trivial flow features. Adaptive results in terms of mutliblock meshes
appear in [148], verification results for the multiscale, MOESS and output-based metrics
appear in [100] and [17].
The freestream conditions are 0.3 Mach, 4000 Reynolds number based on a unit root
chord length and 12.5◦ angle of attack. The wing surface is modeled as an isothermal no-slip
boundary with the freestream temperature equal to 273.15K. The Prandtl number is 0.72
and the viscosity is assumed constant. SU2 is configured with an initial CFL number of 1
and a final value of 5 with a ramping of 1.001. As linear solver FGMRES is used with the
ILU preconditioner. The error for the linear solver is set to 10−10 and the number of the
linear iterations to 10. The Roe convective scheme is used with MUSCL reconstruction and
the Van Albada edge limiter31 .
For each iteration except the first, we also supplied an interpolated solution on the new
mesh based on the solution of the previous iteration. The metric is constructed based on the
local Mach field of the solution and the metric gradation value is set to 2.0. The complexity
of the metric is doubled every 5 iterations. The solution-based metric is intersected also
with a curvature- and feature-based metric built based on the geometrical features of the
wing. Although the geometry in this case is planar, the CAD kernel is utilized to validate
its implementation and coupling with CDT3D. We considered 7 metric complexity values
for this study: [50 000, 100 000, 200 000, 400 000, 800 000, 1 600 000, 3 200 000].
Figure 51 depicts the initial surface mesh of the delta wing as well as adapted meshes at
100, 000 and 800, 000 complexity respectively. The initial mesh has 901 vertices, the middle
corresponds to the 15th iteration with 377, 569 vertices and the last corresponds to the 25th
iteration and has 1, 467, 922 vertices. Figure 52 depicts streamlines and contour slices of the
final solution.

31

We would like to thank Jayant Mukhopadhaya from Stanford University for his help configuring SU2
for this case.
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Fig. 51: Adapted mesh at three different complexities. Left: Initial mesh, Middle: mesh at
100, 000 complexity, Right: mesh at 800, 000 complexity.

To access the quality of the results of the adaptation procedure and its coupling with
CDT3D, drag and lift coefficients are compared against the results presented in [122, 148],
and [100]. Figure 53 presents the results. Both the drag and the lift coefficients are within
less than 0.55% of all the reference values. The final values as evaluated by SU2 on the 35th
iteration are CD = 0.165396 and CL = 0.346937.
Table 32 presents performance data for every 5 iterations of the adaptive pipeline. SU2
is deployed on the ODU’s turing cluster32 that houses nodes with a variety of different
node specifications. The number of cores used by the solver was set so that it corresponds
to about 10,000 vertices per core and it was constrained to 300 to reduce the waiting time
in the job scheduler queue of the cluster. CDT3D is using one of turing’s nodes with two
sockets each one with a Intel® Xeon® CPU E5-2698 v3 @ 2.30GHz (16 cores) for a total of
32 cores.
To ease the comparison that involves different core counts and hardware specifications,
we include a core-hours 33 column. Using core-hours allows to evaluate the performance of
the application with respect to the cost of running it on a shared cluster where charge is
common to take place in terms of core-hours. The running time of CDT3D occupies only a
small fraction of the adaptive pipeline.

32
33

https://wiki.hpc.odu.edu/en/Cluster/Turing (Accessed 2021-04-20).
core-hours = number of cores used by application * hours required for the execution.
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Fig. 52: Streamlines and Contour slices of the Mach number of the solution. (Simulation
performed on the half model).

Fig. 53: Lift and drag coefficients as evaluated by SU2 compared against results presented
in [100](AIAA2020) [148](JCP2010) and [122](ADIGMA2010).
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iter.
0
5
10
15
20
25
30
35

vertices
901
97,896
192,098
377,569
749,290
1,467,922
2,897,903
5,726,724

tetrahedra
3,444
563,930
1,114,412
2,203,660
4,391,974
8,641,694
17,108,219
33,883,975

solver (s)
57.55
2,833.51
3,301.11
2,897.73
3,865.75
3,476.85
2,777.01
3,281.82

solver core-hours
0.16
7.87
18.34
32.20
85.91
154.53
232.96
273.49

CDT3D (s)
62.70
47.43
108.49
198.79
374.51
766.87
1,519.19

CDT3D core-hours
0.56
0.42
0.96
1.77
3.33
6.82
13.50

TABLE 32: Performance data of adaptive iterations.

4.2.3 INVISCID ONERA M6 CASE
The next case introduces CAD data to the adaptation pipeline. We use an inviscid flow
based on the description of a turbulent case included NASA’s Turbulence Modeling Resource
(TMR)34 . As mentioned in NASA’s website35 “The ONERA M6 wing is a classic CFD
validation case for external flows because of its simple geometry combined with complexities
of transonic flow [..] It has almost become a standard for CFD codes because of its inclusion
as a validation case in numerous CFD papers over the years.” The flow conditions for this
study are 3.06◦ angle of attack, 0.84 Mach number and freestream temperature equal to
300K. This case utilizes the ONERA M6 wing geometry (see Figure 40) of the previous
section. Figure 54 depicts the initial mesh generated by ref bootstrap.
SU2 is configured similarly to the previous case but using the JST as convective scheme
which we found to converge faster for this case. For each iteration except the first, we also
supplied an interpolated solution on the new mesh based on the solution of the previous
iteration. The metric is constructed based on the local Mach field of the solution and
the metric gradation value is set to 10. The complexity of the metric is doubled every
5 iterations. The solution-based metric is intersected also with a curvature- and featurebased metric built based on the geometrical features of the wing. We considered 3 metric
complexity values for this study: [50 000, 100 000, 200 000].

34
35

https://turbmodels.larc.nasa.gov/onerawingnumerics_val.html (Accessed 2021-05-31).
https://www.grc.nasa.gov/www/wind/valid/m6wing/m6wing.html (Accessed 2021-05-31).
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Fig. 54: Initial mesh generated by ref bootstrap. The mesh conforms to the geometrical
features of the wing.

Fig. 55: Final iteration of the adaptive loop.

These flow conditions produce the typical “lambda” shock along the upper surface wing.
Figure 55 depicts the mesh as well as the corresponding contour plot of the local Mach
number for the final iteration of the adaptive loop.
To verify our results, we compare the pressure coefficient against two different datasets.
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Fig. 56: Location of pressure cross section.

First, the experimental values of Case 2308 of [224] acquired from the TMR website36
that corresponds to our configuration. Also, we executed SU2 with the same configuration
on a structured grid generated using a customized mesh generation code [190] using the
input parameters suggested by the TMR website37 . In particular, we used the level 2 mesh
(L2) that has 36, 865 points across the surface of the wing. For comparison, the final
mesh of our pipeline has 6, 898 points across the surface of the wing. Figure 56 depicts
the 7 sections along which the experimental and numerical results are compared. The
rest subfigures of Figure 57 compare the results generated using CDT3D and the pipeline
of Figure 48, the structured mesh, and the experimental values. The x axis denotes the
x-coordinate of the cross-section normalized by the local cord-length of the wind. The y
axis represents the local pressure coefficient which measures the pressure at a point relative
to the freestream conditions. The combination of CDT3D with SU2 generates results very
close to the experiment and the numerical solution obtained on the structured mesh. The
differences with the experimental values are in part due to the inviscid method used in this
simulation. We attempted to perform a viscous simulation using the same configuration but
we did not succeed obtaining converged results. Still, these results indicate that the meshes
produced by CDT3D in presence of simple curved geometries supplied as CAD data are
suitable for inviscid calculations and the results are close to the reference values.
36
37

https://turbmodels.larc.nasa.gov/onerawingnumerics_val.html (Accessed 2021-06-01).
https://turbmodels.larc.nasa.gov/onerawingnumerics_grids.html (Accessed 2021-06-01).
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Fig. 57: Values of the pressure coefficient as evaluated by the solver versus the experiment
across the 7 sections of Figure 56.
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4.2.4 INVISCID FLOW OVER THE JAXA STANDARD MODEL
As a final stress-test, we use the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) Standard
Model (JSM). JSM was built as an attempt to study flow effects over a fairly complete
configuration instead of isolated aircraft components that were commonly used. There are
several experimental data available, see for example [131, 261, 262] but, we will focus on the
use of the JSM in the context the 3rd AIAA CFD High-Lift Prediction Workshop38 . A
summary of the workshop’s results appear in [218]. In particular, we will study the case 2b
that excludes the pylon and the nacelle of the original model and uses an angle-of-attack
equal to 4.36◦ and a Mach number of 0.172. The JSM geometry is combined out of 200+
surfaces, modeling details of the aircraft including brackets, flaps and slats (see Figure 58).

Fig. 58: The JSM geometry.

SU2 is configured similarly to the inviscid ONERA M6 case of the previous section.
For each iteration except the first, we also supplied an interpolated solution on the new
mesh based on the solution of the previous iteration. For the first iteration, we used the
coarse mesh of Figure 59 created by ref boostrap of the refine mesh mechanics suite [198].
38

https://hiliftpw.larc.nasa.gov/index-workshop3.html (Accessed 2021-06-01).
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The metric is constructed based on the Mach field of the solution and the metric gradation value is set to 1.5. The complexity of the metric is doubled every 5 iterations. The
solution-based metric is intersected also with a curvature- and feature-based metric built
based on the geometrical features of the model. We considered 8 metric complexity values
for this study: [50 000, 100 000, 200 000, 400 000, 800 000, 1 600 000, 3 200 000, 6 400 000]. The
final mesh contains 13, 227, 952 vertices, 478, 518 triangles and 78, 479, 450 tetrahedra.

Fig. 59: Initial coarse mesh created by ref bootstrap. # vertices 52,265, # triangles
57,240, # tetrahedra : 219,230.

Figure 60 depicts the upper surface of the wing of the final iteration along with the
distribution of the local Mach number around it. Notice that the method inserts more
points around the regions of higher variability of the local Mach number as expected. In
particular, the wakes of the slat brackets are resolved on the upper surface. These wakes
are initiated at the sharp edges of the brackets. Figure 61 depicts the final mesh along with
the final solution colored my the local Mach number. Zoom-in views of one of the generated
vortices are also provided.
To verify our results we compare the pressure coefficient values as evaluated by the solver
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against experimental results acquired from High-lift workshop website39 . Figure 62a depicts
the locations of Cp extraction along the wing of JSM. The rest subfigures of Figure 62
present results generated using our approach and the pipeline of Figure 48. In general,
the obtained results are close to the experimental values. Notice, however, that our results
overpredict the Cp values on the upper surface of the wing with corresponds to the upper
section of the blue datapoints. This is in part attributed to the fact that we used an inviscid
simulation instead of a viscous. Viscous simulations were attempted starting from a coarse
mesh but we didn’t succeed in obtaining a converged solution. Still, this case indicates that
the new functionality of CDT3D allows the method to handle fairly complicated CAD data
in combination with solution-based metric derived from inviscid calculations.

39

https://hiliftpw.larc.nasa.gov/Workshop3/pressures.html (Accessed 2021-06-17).
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Fig. 60: Final mesh and coloring of the wing by the local Mach number.
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Fig. 61: Simulation results. Top: Final mesh alongside the corresponding solution. Bottom:
Zoom-in of the blue regions of the top figure.
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Fig. 62: Values of the pressure coefficient as evaluated by the solver versus the experiment
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CHAPTER 5
A TASKING FRAMEWORK FOR PARALLEL MESH
OPERATIONS
So far, we have presented significant advances in terms of both functionality and performance. As the complexity of the methods and subsequently of the codes increases, the
need for abstracting logical parts of the method into separate modules becomes paramount.
Handling the ever-increasing complexity of mesh generation codes along with the intricacies of newer hardware often results in codes that are both difficult to comprehend and
maintain. Different facets of codes such as thread management and load balancing are often intertwined, resulting in efficient but highly complex codes. Although platform-specific
and/or application-specific optimizations will always perform better than generic solutions,
abstract interfaces can last longer and allow for better interoperability between applications.
Choosing the right abstractions allows applications to build upon a generic framework while
enabling low-level software substrates to offer implementations that take advantage of the
underlying hardware. Moreover, abstractions provide space for future explorations; as newer
hardware (e.g., in the form of accelerators) becomes available, the application developer may
need to perform minimal to no changes while the underlying runtime system can add new
features opaquely.
The goal of this chapter is to present an approach for separating the concerns of functionality and performance, specifically for mesh operations. Figure 63 depicts the pseudocode
of two fine-grained speculative meshing operations. Note that the application developer
must manage and account for the meshing kernel, parallel correctness, and load balancing,
all within a single algorithm. Developing and maintaining such an application becomes
challenging since the developer has to keep all three parts in mind while modifying the
code. Moreover, re-using hardware-specific optimizations among different applications can
only be achieved by abstracting them outside of specific applications. Examples include
affinity-aware work schedulers, cache-optimized data structures, etc.
To demonstrate this method we will use two case studies, the parallel meshing operations
of CDT3D described in Section 3 that are common in most metric-based mesh adaptation
codes [250] and the Delaunay-based kernel of PODM [95]. For these two applications, we
explore how a tasking environment can be used to express speculative mesh operations
and how it allows to abstract the load balancing aspects of both case studies with small
(for PODM ) to no (for CDT3D) impact to functionality. The results in Sections 5.3.1
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(a) PODM pseudocode as presented in [95].

(b) CDT3D pseudocode as presented in [85].

Fig. 63: Pseudocodes of the speculative approach applied on a Delaunay-based algorithm
(left) and a local reconnection operation (right). Colored regions indicate the primal function
of the enclosed steps.

and 5.3.2 indicate not only low overhead, but even speedup with respect to the baseline
hand-optimized applications for some of the mesh operations. In summary, this chapter:
• Presents a high-level front-end that abstracts and unifies task management for adaptive
and irregular applications.
• Describes the design and implementation of the front-end for three major back-ends:
Intel® ’s TBB, OpenMP, and Argobots.
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• Illustrates how this front-end can be applied to two different speculative parallel unstructured mesh generation codes.
• Provides an in-depth analysis of the effect of task granularity for each back-end and
the advantages and disadvantages of different task creation strategies.
5.1 RELATED WORK
A complete review of the current state-of-the-art tasking environments is outside the
scope of this section. A comprehensive taxonomy based on architectural characteristics
and user APIs appears in [245]. In the rest of this section, we focus on methods that
exploit concurrency through speculative execution. As mentioned in Section 2.1, Speculative
execution (also known as optimistic) is a technique that allows for the exploitation of more
concurrency out of a problem by executing steps of a procedure ahead of time, prior to
resolving data dependencies between the steps themselves.
There several efforts in the literature that facilitate speculative execution utilizing higher
level constructs. Among the many we list a few pertinent to this study such as the use of
transactional memory at the software level [209], compiler-assisted methods [7, 40, 210] and
libraries such as Galois [142], ParlayLib [28] and SPETABARU [36].
The Galois system [142] provides abstract set iterators, giving to the application developer the ability to extract parallelism out of the work-lists of a sequential application.
Custom data structures and a runtime scheduler are responsible for detecting and recovering
unsafe accesses to shared memory. The elegance of this approach is appealing but, for our
use-case, it would require extensive modifications of the worklists maintained by each application. Also, to the best of our knowledge, its effectiveness for mesh generation has been
demonstrated only on simple sequential mesh triangulation codes. In contrast, in this work,
both use-cases build on top of an already-parallelized application that have demonstrated
comparable performance to state-of-the-art methods [95, 251].
In [28, 29] the authors revisit the idea of expressing speculative execution as a combination of nested parallelism and commutative operations suggested in [240] and propose the
use of deterministic reservations for dealing with a class of greedy algorithms. The main
idea is to split the operation into two phases. One that attempts to reserve the data dependencies for a number of tasks speculatively, and then a commit phase that executes the
tasks that successfully reserved all their dependencies. The two-phase approach is similar
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to the inspector-executor model [221]. However, an inspector-executor model is not suitable for our case due to the data-intensive nature of the targeted use-cases. In contrast,
our approach re-uses the speculative approach step already present in both use-cases and
merges the two steps in one. This approach acts directly upon touched data which improves
cache utilization and allows tolerating more than 80% of system latencies [187]. Moreover,
it avoids the synchronization required by a two-phase approach.
The SPETABARU tasking runtime system introduced in [36] can exploit concurrency
of task graphs through speculation. The task graph is built based on the user-defined data
dependencies between the tasks. The system manages the execution of tasks as well as
disregarding data from failed speculative attempts upon runtime. The library was originally created for Parallel Monte Carlo Simulations and it is primarily designed for parallel
applications that utilize graphs of tasks. This tasking system generates the graph utilizing
a single thread in a pre-processing step that generates all the tasks and evaluates the data
dependencies among them. This approach is inadequate for our target data-intensive applications for two reasons. First, dependency discovery and resolution is the most expensive
step, thus rendering the pre-processing step to a major bottleneck. Moreover, the continuous
generation of new elements (and therefore tasks) would require additional synchronization
points which would degrade performance significantly.
In [7] the authors incorporate Thread-Level Speculation in OpenMP. OpenMP is extended with the speculative directive which annotates a variable as the target of speculative execution. A thread-local version of such variables is created for each thread. The
respective runtime monitors such variables and guarantees that all read accesses will return
the most up-to-date value. When a thread consumes an outdated version of a speculative
variable, it is stopped and restarted in order to consume the correct value of the variable.
For both of our applications the speculative execution is already part of the application code
and modifying it is outside the scope of this work. Moreover, the abstract front-end of our
approach gives access to additional back-ends beyond OpenMP.
Although many of the above approaches are close to our goals, most of them will require
nontrivial changes to the code required for the Parallel Correctness steps (see Figure 63) of
the algorithm which for this study we chose to keep as part of the meshing task. Moreover,
in contrast to all the presented approaches the starting point in this work is applications that
are already parallel instead of sequential. This comes with the benefit of having thread-safe
mechanisms in place for memory allocation and speculative locking, but also with higher
complexity due to their legacy nature. Also, the proposed approach can utilize a number
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of different back-ends, including Argobots [227]. Argobots provides lightweight User Level
Threads (ULTs), capable of context switching with low overhead. Among others, ULTs are
employed to tolerate latencies in cases such as failing to acquire a lock or calling synchronous
MPI operations where regular tasks would block, along with the underlying hardware thread.
Instead, a ULT will implicitly release the hardware thread it runs on, allowing other ULTs
to use it. Argobots is an integral part of the PREMA runtime system [244] which in turn
is a building block of the Telescopic Approach [61].
In the context of mesh generation, speculative execution was introduced in [187] where
the authors execute the same meshing kernel across multiple processes without restricting
them on their local data. Instead, the meshing kernel is launched optimistically and the
data dependencies are discovered and captured on the fly. If some dependency cannot be
satisfied, the operation releases any captured dependencies, aborts its execution (rollback),
and reenters the scheduler’s pool. The speculative approach has already been utilized in
Delaunay triangulation methods [23,27,93], Delaunay Refinement [95] and Advancing-Front
[85] methods. However, in each case the approach was application- and method-specific. In
contrast, in this work we provide an abstract interface allowing the framework to be applied
not only across different mesh operations but also between different mesh applications.
Moreover, the approach in this work is method-agnostic, thus rendering the framework
extremely useful not only for other meshing methods but also for adaptive and irregular
applications in general.
5.2 METHOD
The proposed approach builds upon the observation that the speculative meshing operations of the two case studies can be decomposed into three components: Meshing, Parallel
Correctness and Load Balancing (see Figure 63). The Load Balancing part is handled by
the generic tasking framework presented in the following sections. Parallel Correctness is
expressed through the use of atomic locks upon the cavity (data dependencies) of each operation. For this study, the parallel correctness steps will remain part of the meshing task. The
implementation of generic tasking framework is composed of an application-facing front-end
which is agnostic to target hardware, and a back-end, which provides custom implementations for individual substrates.
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5.2.1 FRONT-END: A GENERIC TASKING FRAMEWORK
The general approach used in this work is to decompose any given operation into noninterruptible tasks that execute to completion. The framework supports both blocking calls
for creating many tasks (see Listing 5.1) and a fine-grained API for single task creation (see
Listing 5.2). This allows for the utilization of a range of tasking paradigms, from simple
fork-join models to hierarchical or recursive task creation (see Figure 64).

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

/∗ ∗
∗ @ b r i e f launch t a s k s and wai t u n t i l they a l l f i n i s h
∗ @param u s e r t a s k a r g s v e c t o r o f t a s k arguments
∗ @param u s e r f u n c th e u s e r f u n c t i o n t o be executed ,
∗ type s h o u l d be v o i d f u n c ( UserTaskArgs &) ,
∗ @param g r a i n s i z e number o f e l e m e n t s o f u s e r t a s k a r g s t o group
∗ into a s i n g l e task
∗/

9
10
11
12
13

1
2
3
4
5
6

template <typename UserTaskArgs , typename FunctionType>
v o i d t a s k f o r ( s t d : : v e c t o r <UserTaskArgs>& u s e r t a s k a r g s ,
FunctionType u s e r f u n c ,
i n t g r a i n s i z e = 1 0)
Listing 5.1: Interface for launching several tasks at once.
/∗ ∗
∗ @ b r i e f add a t a s k t o t h e i n t e r n a l queue
∗ @param u s e r t a s k a r g s arguments o f th e t a s k
∗ @param u s e r f u n c th e u s e r f u n c t i o n t o be executed ,
∗ type s h o u l d be v o i d f u n c ( UserTaskArgs&)
∗/

7
8
9
10

template <typename UserTaskArgs , typename FunctionType>
v o i d c r e a t e a n d s c h e d u l e ( UserTaskArgs& u s e r t a s k a r g s ,
FunctionType u s e r f u n c )

11
12
13
14
15

/∗ ∗
∗ @ b r i e f wait u n t i l a l l g e n e r a t e d t a s k s have completed .
∗/
void w a i t f o r a l l ( )
Listing 5.2: Interface for creating a single task.
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task for in Listing 5.1 is similar to the parallel-for paradigm.

It accepts a func-

tion user func that implements the task operation as well as a vector user task args
of the different arguments for each task.

Optionally, it can accept a grainsize which

controls the number of terminal tasks that will be generated. The number of terminal
tasks is user task args.size()/grainsize. Similar to std::for each, task for will apply user func on each element of the user task args vector. However, in contrast to
std::for each not all invocations of user func will be completed successfully. Some will
abort due to rollbacks. In this study, re-applying the operation on aborted tasks is handled by the application logic since it was already present before the introduction of this
framework.
create and schedule in Listing 5.2 is a simple wrapper around the corresponding backend that generates a task and places it in the internal queue of the framework. This call
is not blocking and the execution of the task may start immediately on a different thread.
Finally, wait for all suspends the calling thread until the internal task queues are empty.

Fig. 64: Different tasking paradigms employed in this work. Left: flat model, Middle:
two-level task creation, Right: hierarchical task creation.

The tasking framework also provides the user with a unique thread id ∈ [0, nthreads).

This id is not pinned to any hardware thread, but it is guaranteed to stay fixed and unique
for the duration of the task execution. The thread id is required by both applications
of this study for two main operations. First, data dependency acquisition is implemented
utilizing atomic locks that hold the id of the owning thread [85, 95]. Also, both pieces of
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software utilize the thread-aware memory management method described in [13] that uses a
thread id in order to access the appropriate thread-local memory pools that allow for the
allocation and deallocation of elements in a thread-safe manner.
5.2.2 TASK GENERATION STRATEGIES
One of the considerations of explicitly creating tasks is the overhead of task creation.
In the current implementation of task for, there is support for all three task creation
strategies of Figure 64. The flat model implements a basic fork-join paradigm [66]. It
creates all tasks sequentially and waits for them to complete. As a first attempt to reduce
the overhead, a 2-level task creation strategy was introduced. For this strategy, the
application thread will spawn sequentially 2 · nthreads tasks that partition the range of the

user task args vector in equal parts. Each level 2 task will then iterate the assigned range
of the task vector and spawn a task for each task-argument. Finally, the hierarchical
model employs a divide-and-conquer scheme; it creates tasks recursively by creating two
child tasks that bisect the task range up to the point where the assigned range is smaller or
equal to the target grainsize. When the framework is used sequentially, no tasks are created
independently of the chosen strategy. Instead, the application thread will apply user func
sequentially on each item of the user task args vector.
5.2.3 IMPLEMENTATION
The above framework is implemented with three different back-ends: the Argobots runtime system [227], Intel’s TBB framework [258] and OpenMP [69]. For each of the three
implementations we have incorporated the three task creation strategies of Figure 64 as
well as high level constructs specific to each back-end such as tbb::parallel for, #pragma
omp parallel for and #pragma omp taskloop for a total of 12 different execution backends. We will use the notation backend-strategy to refer to tasking strategy strategy
implemented on top of the back-end backend.
5.2.3.1

Argobots back-end implementation details

Argobots is a low-level tasking framework developed to support higher level runtime systems,
so it does not provide optimized schedulers for fork-join parallelism out of the box. To
implement an optimized tasking framework for our needs, we developed custom scheduling
mechanisms using the interfaces provided. Each thread (execution stream in Argobots’
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terminology) in the parallel environment is associated with a circular double-ended queue
(deque) which is thread-safe and lock-free [46]. Every new task is pushed to the top of the
deque of the thread that created it. When a thread finishes with the execution of a task, it
first checks its own deque; if there are tasks available, it pops the one residing at the top of
the deque and executes it. If its deque is empty, it will randomly pick one of the remaining
threads and try to steal the task at the bottom of its deque. By picking the task at the
top of the owned deque first, tasks that are hot in the cache are given priority. On the
other hand, stealing the task at the bottom of other threads’ deques: increases the chance
of picking tasks that will create more child tasks, allows more work to become available for
the stealing thread and results in a decreased number of steal attempts. We provide two
tasking flavors for this implementation - User Level Threads (ULTs) that can yield explicitly
and Tasklets that run to completion and can only block waiting for another tasklet created
using this framework. In this work, both case studies use tasklets as we only need to wait
for other tasks to complete and no other blocking operation is performed. Each task is
created using a abt::task create function call that asynchronously schedules a new task
and immediately returns a task handle. The task handle can then be used to check or wait
for the completion of the respective task’s execution. Internally, the call to wait for a task
completion will result in calling the scheduler and popping/stealing some other task.
5.2.3.2

TBB back-end implementation details

Intel® Thread Building Blocks (TBB)40 is a library that enables parallel programming
across different applications and architectures. It provides high level constructs such as
tbb::parallel for but also gives access to the lower level tasking queues. TBB uses tasks
to express parallelism thus making it a good candidate for this study. Tasks are expected to
be non-preemptive which is the case for both applications of this study and for speculative
operations in general. The scheduler switches the running thread only when a task is waiting
for its spawned children. For the hierarchical and the 2-level task creation strategy,
each level is enclosed in a tbb::task group that allows to wait until all tasks of the group
are completed. When using the lower level create and schedule, all generated tasks are
added to the same global tbb::task group thus allowing termination to be detected in a
convenient manner while still enabling work stealing among all threads. For comparison, we
also implemented a wrapper that passes the arguments of task for directly to the higher
40
Recently Intel® Threading Building Blocks was renamed to Intel® oneAPI Threading Building Blocks
(oneTBB) to highlight that the tool is part of the oneAPI ecosystem.
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level tbb::parallel for function.
5.2.3.3

OpenMP back-end implementation details

OpenMP is an API that enables parallel shared-memory programming with the use of
#pragmas making it easily accessible directly through the compiler. It is included in this
study since it is often the first step towards introducing parallelism for many scientific applications. Tasks are created using #pragma omp task and they are declared as untied which
gives them the opportunity to be scheduled on any available thread. For the hierarchical
strategy, it was also advantageous to prepend #pragma omp taskyield right before the
recursive step. This created an extra scheduling opportunity for the back-end. Without
it, it was noticed that a single thread would tend to run all the tasks it created, affecting
performance and greatly increasing the recursion tree size. For comparison, we also implemented two more wrappers using higher level constructs. The first passes the arguments of
task for directly to #pragma omp for while the second passes to #pragma omp taskloop.
For the #pragma omp for, we chose the dynamic scheduler because it performs on average
better across the different mesh operations covered in this work.
5.3 CASE STUDIES
As case studies we use the parallel meshing operations present in CDT3D [82,85] and the
Delaunay-based kernel of PODM [95]. These two applications share a lot of common ideas
when it comes to parallel execution, but they also have some differences. As mentioned in
Figure 63, both applications utilize speculative execution for their meshing operations which
they implement similarly; the meshing kernel (blue sections) uses atomic locks speculatively
to guarantee correctness (green sections). This feature fits well with our approach since we
assume that each task should be non-interruptible and should execute to completion. Also,
they both integrate load balancing and thread management with the mesh application (red
sections), that our framework can abstract away.
PODM is built around a single mesh operation for modifying the mesh, thus reducing the
amount of code changes required. On the other hand, when it comes to parallel execution,
it has a number of optimizations that complicate the use of the tasking framework. In
particular, it uses a Hierarchical Load Balancing that ties worklists to specific threads in
order to improve data affinity and takes into account the cost of memory access when
moving load between threads. These optimizations result in a tight coupling between the
mesh operations and the load balancing parts of the code.
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In contrast, in CDT3D the coupling between the threads and their data is lower. At a
high level it follows a fork-join pattern where sequential steps prepare global data structures
for parallel execution. This structure matches well with the task for API and reduces the
places where the code needs to be modified. Moreover, it utilizes a set of different mesh
operations that use both hand-optimized and generic work sharing methods which results
in varying impact on performance when transitioning to the tasking framework.
5.3.1

CASE STUDY I : PARALLEL MESH ADAPTATION SOFTWARE

(CDT3D)
CDT3D is composed of many modules depicted in Figure 65. With proper re-arrangement
of the modules one could implement different meshing applications as described in [253].
The configuration chosen for this study is optimized for metric-based adaptation and has
been already compared against state-of-the-art mesh adaptation codes in [251].

Mesh Adaptation
Edge Collapse
Point Creation
Point Insertion (Seq.)
Local Reconnection

Quality Improvement
Local Reconnection
Vertex Smoothing

Edge Collapse

Fig. 65: Mesh operations in CDT3D.

For this case-study, the focus will be: Point Creation, Local Reconnection, Edge Collapse,
and Vertex Smoothing. The common first step for porting the operations is to express
them in a way that is compatible with the API of the front-end presented in Figure 5.1.
The most natural choice is as an operation applied to an element. However, the baseline
implementation of CDT3D already uses “buckets” (i.e, lists of elements) for some of its
operations (see, for example, Figure 63b and references [82, 85]). In the context of the
presented mesh operations, “buckets” are used as simple strip partitioning method similar
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Operation
Local Reconnection

Workunit
“Bucket”

Point Creation

“Bucket”

Edge Collapse

Vertex

Vertex Smoothing

Vertex

Operator

Baseline implementation

Apply local reconnection between an element and its face
neighbors for each element of
a bucket
Generate candidate points for
each element of the bucket
Collapse small edges attached
to a mesh vertex
Improve the quality of the elements attached to a mesh vertex by smoothing

custom scheduling ( [85])

custom scheduling ( [85])
omp for schedule(guided)
omp for schedule(static)

TABLE 33: Characteristics of the baseline implementation of the parallel mesh operations
ported to the tasking framework.

to the chunk-size parameter of the #pragma omp parallel for scheduler. In an effort to
maximize code re-use of the application, we opted for the conventions of Table 33.
One important feature of the Operator in each case, is that it is built using the speculative/optimistic approach. In practice, it means that no data or domain decomposition
is applied to the mesh, but the operator will attempt to acquire its dependencies through
some exclusive locking mechanism upon execution. Failure to do so will result in unlocking
any acquired resources and exiting.
5.3.1.1

Performance Evaluation

For this evaluation, the code was recompiled picking the appropriate back-end implementation each time. The experiments were performed on the wahab cluster of Old Dominion University using dual socket nodes equipped with two Intel® Xeon® Gold 6148 CPU @
2.40GHz (20 slots) and 368 GB of memory. The compiler is gcc 7.5.0 and the compiler
flags -O3 -DNDEBUG -march=native. gcc 7.5.0 comes with support of OpenMP version
4.5. For TBB, version 2021.1.1 was used. Each configuration was executed 10 times. All
times are normalized based on the performance of the baseline application unless otherwise stated. The graphs below use the geometric mean [91] to summarize the results for
each configuration. The evaluation in the following paragraphs proceeds as follows: First,
we compare higher-level constructs (#pragma omp parallel for, #pragma omp taskloop
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and tbb::parallel for) to the -flat strategy implemented using the three back-ends.
Next, we compare the -flat, -2-level, and -hierarchical strategies as implemented in
our framework. We then analyze and optimize the grainsize for each back-end and strategy in order to derive the optimal grainsize for each operation. Finally, we compare our
framework using the optimal grasinsizes with the baseline application.
Higher-level parallel constructs and the flat model: For the first benchmark,
the flat tasking creation model is employed for each back-end and compared against
higher-level constructs such as #pragma omp parallel for, #pragma omp taskloop and
tbb::parallel for. As expected, all back-ends exhibit an overhead when using the flat
strategy compared to higher-level constructs due to the cost of sequentially creating all the
tasks. Figure 66 presents the running time normalized with respect to the baseline implementation. omp-flat back-end suffers from the highest overhead especially when more
than 20 cores are used, which is the size of the socket for this machine. This trend is in
part attributed to the fact that the naive creation of tasks in the flat model along with the
untied specification allows any task to run on any core without any consideration about the
affinity of data with respect to the cores. The higher level constructs perform better than
their -flat counterparts. #pragma omp taskloop improves significantly over omp-flat by
merging multiple loop iterations into a single task, thus, decreasing the number of tasks
that need to be created and scheduled. Moreover, by creating and scheduling fewer tasks,
the number of context switches and cache-line invalidations is also reduced. #pragma omp
parallel for equipped with the dynamic scheduler performs even better thanks to the
absence of the overhead of task creation. tbb::parallel for outperforms the rest by dynamically adjusting the loop ranges assigned to each task, based on the number of threads,
the time for each task execution, and hardware occupancy.
Comparison between the flat, 2-level and hierarchical task creation strategies:
In Figure 67, the three task creation strategies are compared with each other. Both the
2-level and the hierarchical strategies reduce significantly the overhead in comparison
to the flat strategy. In the 2-level strategy, 2 · nthreads level 1 tasks that partition the

user task args vector are created sequentially. Then, each level 1 task generates tasks that

apply Operator to the appropriate unit of work based on Table 33. For this dataset, the
grainsize is set to 1, which results in creating a level 2 task for each unit of work. Both the
2-level and the hierarchical strategies exhibit higher overhead at 2 cores due to the fact
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Fig. 66: Comparison of high level constructs and the flat model. Left: Normalized total
running time of high level constructs and the flat model. Right: zoom-in at the range
0.5-2.0.

that more tasks are created in total. However, this overhead is amortized at a higher number
of cores. The dual socket nature of the machine affects the system by a smaller amount, in
comparison to the flat strategy, with the omp back-end suffering from the highest overhead
at about 7% on 40 cores. On the other hand, the abt and tbb back-ends achieve a small
improvement when using 40 cores.
The hierarchical task creation strategy creates tasks recursively by bisecting the
user task args vector and creating two child tasks each time. The algorithm continues up
until the target range reaches the grainsize, which is 1 in this dataset. abt-hierarchical
and tbb-hierarchical exhibit a higher overhead at 2 cores possibly due to the larger number of generated tasks. For more than 2 cores, the hierarchical strategy performs slightly
better than the 2-level. This is attributed, in part, to the fact that the hierarchical strategy gives more flexibility in scheduling by having many smaller tasks running concurrently
(versus the 2-level which combines them in larger ones). This also creates more work-steal
opportunities for idle threads, while at the same time avoids the overhead of creating tasks
sequentially (contrary to the flat strategy). Results of applying the hierarchical strategy
with a grainsize of 1 using the omp back-end are omitted due to their high overhead which
reaches up to a 160x slowdown on 40 threads.
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Fig. 67: Comparison of the three task creation strategies. Left: Normalized total running
time of the three task creation strategies implemented across the three different back-ends.
The grainsize is fixed to 1. Right: zoom-in at the range 0.6-2.0.

Effect of grainsize for each task creation strategy: In the next dataset, we demonstrate that the tasking framework in addition contributes towards automating the process
of performance tuning. Since the tasking framework uses the same scheduler across the four
different operations of this case-study, running the application repeatedly while scanning
through a set of different grainsize values and the available back-ends, we can obtain
optimal values for each operation.
The grainsize controls how many applications of Operator will be bundled into a single
task. In general, creating a high number of tasks (smaller grainsize) gives more flexibility
for load balancing by the scheduler. However, a high number of small tasks increases the
cost of load balancing. Previous studies on CDT3D [85] revealed a significant dependence
of the running time on the number of buckets created during local reconnection. In this
study, instead of targeting a fixed number of buckets, we fix the size of each bucket to 150
tetrahedra which was found to be ideal for the baseline application. Figures 68, 69 and 70
compare the effect of different grainsizes for each operation using the 2-level task creation
strategy.
The running time in each case is normalized based on the time achieved using a fixed
grainsize of 1. Overall, there are similar trends among the different back-ends. Point
Creation and Local Reconnection perform better with a smaller grainsize. This is due to
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Fig. 68: Effect of grainsize for each operation for omp-2-level. Times are normalized based
on the time taken using grainsize = 1.

the fact that these operations already decompose their data into “buckets” (see Table 33)
and each “bucket” offers enough workload to amortize the cost of creating and handling
tasks. Using a higher grainsize creates fewer tasks, thus constraining the load balancer and
causes a loss in performance. On the other hand, Edge Collapse and Vertex Smoothing,
where the Operator is designed to accept a single vertex, benefit significantly from increasing
the grainsize. In particular, a grainsize of 128 for the Edge Collapse offers more than 30%
speedup in comparison to a value of 1 for the omp back-end and about 20% for the other two
back-ends. The gains for Vertex Smoothing are lower, but they also appear in the middle
of the range which we experimented.
The same analysis was also performed for the hierarchical strategy. abt-hierarchical
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Fig. 69: Effect of grainsize for each operation for tbb-2-level. Times are normalized based
on the time taken using grainsize = 1.

and tbb-hierarchical obtain optimal performance for the same grainsize values, while for
omp-hierarchical the optimal values are 8192 for Edge Collapse and Vertex Smoothing,
32 for Vertex Creation and 1 for Local Reconnection. The graphs for the hierarchical
strategy are omitted for brevity. It should be noted that these values may not be the ideal
for a different configuration (hardware, meshing problem, etc.).
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Fig. 70: Effect of grainsize for each operation for abt-2-level. Times are normalized based
on the time taken using grainsize = 1.

Performance of 2-level and hierarchical task creation strategies utilizing optimal grainsize: Finally, we compare the 2-level and hierarchical task creation strategies utilizing the three different back-ends and the optimal grainsize values derived in the
previous paragraph. The performance data indicate significant improvements for some backends especially for the least optimized mesh operations (Edge Collapse, Vertex Smoothing).
Figure 71 depicts the performance gains replacing the baseline implementation with the
tasking framework for each of the operations.
The grainsize is set to 1 for the Vertex Creation and Local Reconnection, 128 for Edge
Collapse and 64 for Vertex Smoothing when utilizing *-2-level, abt-hierarchical or
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Fig. 71: Performance improvements over the baseline implementation for using the 2-level
and hierarchical strategies and optimal grainsizes.
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tbb-hierachical. For omp-hierarchical, we used the grainsizes mentioned in the previous paragraph. Tables 34 and 35 present the percent (%) improvement over the baseline
implementation.

Point Creation
Cores
2
10
40
abt-2level
tbb-2level
omp-2level
abt-hierarchical
tbb-hierarchical
omp-hierarchical
tbb-parallel-for
omp-taskloop
omp-parallel-for

5.03
0.68
1.16
2.69
-2.22
-4.24
-1.58
-6.64
-3.39

0.82
-0.85
-0.81
-3.54
-5.30
-97.11
-3.79
-16.30
-3.65

1.47
-1.69
-26.42
-2.47
-6.65
-127.64
-10.29
-38.80
1.01

Local Reconnection
Cores
2
10
40
1.45
-0.13
0.25
-0.02
-0.40
-2.19
-0.59
-4.07
-0.22

0.79
-0.66
-0.49
0.67
-1.20
-73.31
-1.07
-7.35
-0.27

2.01
-0.35
-4.11
2.04
-0.32
-89.30
-2.78
-12.67
0.53

TABLE 34: Percent (%) improvement of running time with respect to the baseline implementation for the Point Creation and Local Reconnection operations.

The Point Creation and Local Reconnection operations benefit the least. The difference
in performance gains between the two pairs of operations is related to the fact that not
all operations use the same back-end in the baseline implementation (see Table 33). In
particular, the Point Creation and Local Reconnection operations utilize a custom worksharing approach described in [85] which has been optimized for the these operations. On
the other hand, the Edge Collapse and Vertex Smoothing operation were parallelized using
simple OpenMP primitives. Also, the first two operations operate on “buckets” (i.e., lists
of elements) instead of single elements thus introducing a-priori data decomposition which
may limit the effect of using different scheduling techniques.
abt-2level performs the best, offering up to 1.47% and 2.01% improvement on 40
cores for the Point Creation and Local Reconnection operations respectively. The Edge
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Edge Collapse
Cores
2
10
abt-2level
tbb-2level
omp-2level
abt-hierarchical
tbb-hierarchical
omp-hierarchical
tbb-parallel-for
omp-taskloop
omp-parallel-for

-0.46
7.74
8.69
-5.44
3.02
-13.43
2.28
-6.53
-238.23

10.88
10.60
8.87
5.75
5.26
-76.16
3.86
-8.32
-469.65

40

12.05
13.42
5.88
9.67
10.58
-101.07
6.86
-11.44
-550.96

Smoothing
Cores
2
10
-9.18
-0.07
0.98
-12.32
-3.17
-17.42
-3.31
-14.47
-3.16

3.98
3.68
3.26
0.77
0.49
-80.47
0.54
-15.59
1.89

40
12.04
11.60
11.45
8.92
8.62
-96.60
8.49
-21.59
10.67

TABLE 35: Percent (%) improvement of running time with respect to the baseline implementation of the Edge Collapse and Smoothing operations.

Collapse and Smoothing operations benefit more. tbb-2level performs the best for the
Edge Collapse operation delivering more than 13% improvement on 40 cores while for
Smoothing the best performing is abt-2level with up to 12% improvement over the
baseline implementation. For comparison, we also append data from the higher-level constructs (tbb::parallel for, #pragma omp parallel for, #pragma omp taskloop) (i.e.,
from Figure 66) which should serve as a reference point, since they provide the simplest way
to introduce tasks within an application. The higher-level constructs fail to improve the
performance for the operations that use custom scheduling and only some of them deliver
small gains for Edge Collapse and Vertex Smoothing. In particular, tbb::parallel for
delivers improvements for Edge Collapse and Smoothing and #pragma omp parallel for
exhibits some gains for Smoothing. However, the gains using the same back-ends within the
proposed approach are higher.
Figure 72 and Table 36 depict the overall results while utilizing the optimal grainsize
for each back-end and task creation strategy. Overall, abt-2level performs the best with
up to 5.81% improvement on 40 cores. tbb-2level offers a slightly smaller improvement
(4.72%) while omp-2level adds a small overhead (−0.52%) on 40 cores. Although, the
hierarchical strategy is able to exploit concurrency at an earlier stage, it does not perform
as well as the 2-level strategy. This is attributed, in part, to the fact that the 2-level
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strategy generates almost half the number of tasks in comparison to the hierarchical
strategy. In particular, the 2-level strategy generates 2 · nthreads + n/grainsize tasks

while the hierarchical generates 2log2 (n/grainsize)+1 − 1 = 2(n/grainsize) − 1 tasks where,
n number of work-units passed to task for (i.e., the length of vector user task args in

Listing 5.1)41 . Since, in general, 2 · nthreads  n and grainsize  n, the 2-level strategy
produces about half the number of tasks.

Total Time
Cores
2
10
abt-2level
tbb-2level
omp-2level
abt-hierarchical
tbb-hierarchical
omp-hierarchical
tbb-parallel-for
omp-taskloop
omp-parallel-for

-2.81
-0.31
0.62
-15.86
-1.62
-21.0
-1.81
-19.17
-5.48

2.31
1.25
0.91
0.91
-0.31
-83.01
-0.30
-42.88
-8.57

40

5.81
4.72
-0.52
4.39
2.79
-99.71
1.40
-49.97
-8.73

TABLE 36: Percent (%) improvement of total running time with respect to the baseline
implementation.

41

h = log2 (n/grainsize) is the depth of a perfect binary tree with n/grainsize terminal nodes. 2h+1 − 1
is the number of nodes for a perfect binary tree with depth h.

Normalized time w.r.t. baseline
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Fig. 72: Total running time with optimal grainsizes for each back-end and task creation
strategy.
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5.3.1.2

Stability of the Tasking Approach

Among the requirements for a parallel mesh generation code as presented in Section 2.1 is
the one of stability which requires that a mesh generated in parallel has comparable quality
with one generated sequentially by the same application. The stability of the baseline
application has been already demonstrated in [251]. In Figure 73a, we compare a mesh
quality measure among the different back-ends and task creation strategies of the previous
section. In particular, the histograms are built using the meshes generated at 40 cores in
Figure 71 and averaging the data over the 10 runs of the experiment. Even when using a
logarithmic scale there is no significant difference between the different back-ends with the
exception of the omp-2level back-end that produced slightly lower minimum value. Still,
the results are within the range (> 0.01) produced by other state-of-the-art approaches as
presented in [251].

Normalized count
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Fig. 73: Stability data and visualization of the generated mesh of the CDT3D case-study.
Left: Comparison of the mean-ratio quality metric for the different back-ends. Right: Visualization of the mesh generated by the experiments in this section: Metric-adapted mesh
to a laminar flow over a delta wing.
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5.3.2 CASE STUDY II: PARALLEL OPTIMISTIC DELAUNAY MESHING
(PODM )
The Parallel Optimistic Delaunay Meshing (PODM ) method presented in [95] delivers
good parallel performance on DSM machines and high mesh quality along with provable
fidelity guarantees. In terms of meshing operations, PODM initializes the meshing procedure with only 6 elements that decompose the bounding box of the input image. The mesh
is incrementally refined by inserting points generated based on rules that guarantee the
quality and fidelity of the mesh with respect to the input image. For more details, see Figure 63a. The point insertion procedure is built around the Bowyer-Watson kernel [35, 257]
which introduces new points in the mesh while simultaneously preserving the invariant that
after each point insertion, the mesh retains the Delaunay property. There are many ways
to decompose the Bowyer-Watson kernel into tasks. In the past, it has been decomposed
into compute data dependencies (cavity), collect data dependencies and update connectivity
tasks [60]. In higher dimensions (> 3), it is advantageous to decompose the data dependency evaluation (i.e., cavity expansion) into many tasks [94]. Other approaches [93, 176],
transform the problem of Delaunay Mesh Refinement into two tasks: one of generating the
vertices to be added and one that updates the current triangulation by inserting the vertices.
In this study, in an effort to keep the problem complexity low and introduce only a small
amount of code changes, only two types of tasks will be used; one for scheduling an element
and one for refining it.
PODM caries many years of optimization for DSM machines [92]. However, as it happens with highly optimized codes, viewing them from a new perspective may reveal new
challenges. The optimizations and design decisions that made PODM very efficient put
constraints on the tasking implementation. The most important one, is that threading
is managed explicitly by the application and the Load Balancing section of Figure 63a is
responsible for populating the work-queue of each thread. In other words, the workload
distribution is explicit and tightly integrated with the application.
To overcome this issue, we use the thread id obtained by the threading environment
in order to access the appropriate queue in a thread-safe manner. Listing 5.3 presents a
high level pseudocode of the tasking version of PODM . It implements the flat model of
Figure 64 by decomposing the algorithm of Figure 63a into two tasks. ScheduleTask creates
tasks for a number of elements from a thread queue. Notice that the task created on line 19
can run with any thread id which implicitly enables work distribution between different
threads. Moreover, each thread will push the newly created elements into its private queue in
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line 31. RefineBadElement encapsulates the blue section of Figure 63a and it will generate
the point to be inserted, calculate and lock its cavity (i.e., data dependencies) and apply
the Bowyer-Watson kernel as well as release any acquired locks in the end.
Figure 74 depicts a high level view of the execution flow of the tasking version. Initially,
ScheduleTask will span a task for each of the 6 elements of the initial mesh. Since the
initial mesh is very small, only some of the initial 6 tasks will be completed successfully due
to rollbacks. In the second round, ScheduleTask will create a task for each of the newly
created elements and the process continues until all thread Queues are empty. Notice that
this simple implementation has two major issues: Possibility of livelocks, occurring when
two tasks lock themselves in an infinite cycle trying to acquire different parts of overlapping
cavities, and the algorithm termination depending on empty thread-local queues. Threadlocal queues are accessed based on the thread id acquired from the tasking environment
which is, in general, random. Thus, there is a possibility that a non-empty thread Queue
may never get accessed. In these experiments, we didn’t notice any of the aforementioned
issues but there is still a chance that they might occur. In a follow-up study, we could
integrate our previous work on contention managers [95] that can treat both issues efficiently.
Line 16 of Listing 5.3 includes a limit on the number of elements to be scheduled at a
time. This is necessary since many of the generated tasks will be invalid by the time they run
because their corresponding element will have been deleted as part of an operation executed
on another cavity. Therefore, scheduling all available elements at once will generate a high
number of aborted tasks.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

main ( )
{
w h i l e ( not a l l t hrea d Qu eues a r e empty ){
// Launch enough ScheduleTasks t o keep a l l c o r e s
// busy
for ( tid : thread ids )
t a s k : : c r e a t e a n d s c h e d u l e t a s k ( ScheduleTask ) ;
task : : w a i t f o r a l l ( ) ;
}
}
ScheduleTask ( )
{
int tid = task : : get thread id ( ) ;
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14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

}

int scheduled = 0;
w h i l e ( s c h e d u l e d < s c h e d u l e l i m i t &&
! ( thread Queue [ t i d ] . empty ( ) ) )
{
e l = thread Queue [ t i d ] . pop ( ) ;
t a s k : : c r e a t e a n d s c h e d u l e t a s k ( e l , RefineTask ) ;
s c h e d u l e d ++;
}

RefineTask ( e l )
{
int tid = task : : get thread id ( ) ;
success = el . lock vertices ()
i f ( success ) {
RefineBadElement ( e l ) ;
for ( el : newly created elements )
thread Queue [ t i d ] . push ( e l )
}
Listing 5.3: High level tasking-based pseudocode of PODM .

ScheduleTask

ReneTask

Fig. 74: Flowchart of the tasking version of PODM .
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5.3.2.1

Performance Evaluation

The hardware and compiler configuration is the same as in Section 5.3.1.1. Figure 75
depicts the effect of the different values of schedule limit to the runtime with respect to
the baseline application. Notice that for 1 thread the ideal value is low. Any limit below
128 performs equally well, while for 40 a value of 512 performs better since it provides the
system with more concurrency, albeit at the expense of more aborted tasks.
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Fig. 75: Effect of scheduling limit using the tbb back-end. Right zoom-in in range 0.5-2.0.

Finally, Figure 76 presents the best values among our experiments. The use of the tasking
framework adds only between 5% − 14% overhead with respect to the highly optimized

baseline application across the different number of cores. Of course, these results come with

the shortcomings mentioned above; but based on our previous experience, resolving them
should not negatively impact the performance.
The abt and omp back-ends exhibit much higher overheads in this case. Scheduling
decisions and the internal optimizations of tbb could be one of the reasons. Investigating
the cause of this overhead and optimizing the abt and omp back-end implementations of the
generalized framework could be investigated in the future.
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Fig. 76: Normalized meshing time of the tasking version of PODM for two different values
of the schedule limit.

5.3.2.2

Stability of the Tasking Approach

Similar to Section 5.3.1.2, Figure 77a compares a mesh quality measure (minimum dihedral
angle in this case) among the different tasking approaches of this case-study. In order to
satisfy the stability requirement the quality among the different execution back-ends should
be comparable. The histograms of Figure 77a are built using the meshes generated at 40
cores in the previous section and averaging the data over the 10 runs of the experiment. The
difference between the tasking approach and the baseline is marginal. The deviation from
the baseline is lower that of the previous case-study due to the different meshing method
used.
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Fig. 77: Stability data and visualization of the generated mesh of the PODM case-study.
(a): Comparison of the minimum dihedral angle between the different back-ends. (b):
Visualization of the generated mesh along with contours of the dataset.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION
In this work, we introduced a new parallel metric-based mesh adaptation method that can
serve as the parallel optimistic mesh adaptation module of the Telescopic Approach in the
context of CFD simulations. In particular, we extended the CDT3D library by adding new
parallel mesh operations, incorporating metric adaptivity (Section 3.2) and the ability to interface with a CAD kernel (Section 3.3). The data of Section 3.4.4 indicate a well-optimized
implementation attaining more than 92% end-to-end efficiency on a single node. Our implementation scales well within the shared node in comparison to state-of-the-art methods
as it is indicated by Section 4.1.3.1. Although, it falls behind in pure speed when compared
to well-optimized industrial codes such as Feflo.a from INRIA (see for example Table 29),
it exhibits better performance in terms of weak scalability. Moreover, it has a faster sequential and shared-memory implementation than the distributed-memory-optimized refine. In
terms of quality, our results indicate that our method produces meshes of comparable quality to state-of-the-art methods for a variety of configurations covering: (i) analytically prescribed metric fields over both planar (Section 4.1.1) and curved (Section 4.1.2) domains,
(ii) solution-derived metric fields specified over planar geometries (Section 4.1.3) and in
the presence of CAD data (Section 4.1.4). Moreover, our data in Section 4.2 suggest that
CDT3D can be used in metric-based adaptive pipelines effectively.
Finally, our tasking framework presented in Chapter 5 was successfully applied to a
number of different meshing operations employing a speculative approach. The results of
Section 5.3.1 indicate performance improvements for CDT3D. These improvements are significantly higher when compared to the straight-forward use of tasks which can lead up to
1200% slowdown for omp-flat in Figure 67 and higher than higher-level constructs that
are already present in some of the back-ends (#pragma omp parallel for, #pragma omp
taskloop, tbb::parallel for). In particular, Tables 34 and 35 indicate performance improvements of up to 13% for some meshing operations while, the results in Table 36 suggest
an improvement of up to 5.81% over the entire end-to-end application without any compromise over the correctness and quality of the result. Moreover, the abstract front-end gives
a platform to explore multiple execution back-ends; Figures 66 and 67 show results over 12
different strategy-backend combinations which are accessible to the application developer
through a compile-time parameter. More importantly, it manages to separate functionality
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and performance; a crucial step to the implementation of the Telescopic Approach. The generalized tasking framework facilitates the integration with the PREMA runtime system [244]
at the shared memory level by handing control of thread management and load balancing
from the application to the runtime system. This decoupling is expected to speedup the
implementation due to the improved encapsulation of the different methods and PREMA’s
more efficient management of hardware resources.
Revisiting the attributes we set in the introduction we have:
1. Stability: The stability of the parallel metric-adaptive method is studied and compared to state-of-the-art methods in Section 4.1.3 and is summarized in Figure 35.
The quality of the generated mesh in parallel is comparable to the one generated
sequentially. Moreover, the stability holds even within the tasking framework as Section 5.3.1.2 suggests.
2. Reproducibility: Our method offers weak reproducibility which is sufficient for most
flow solvers and adaptive processes. Indeed, the adaptive pipeline of Section 4.2
restarts the computation at each iteration and CDT3D is forced to reconstruct its
internal data-structures.
3. Robustness: Interfacing with a CAD kernel allows to accept a new class of inputs that
was impossible before. We cannot assert that our method offers industrial strength
robustness for CAD data, we have however introduced a flexible interface that can
handle inputs of varying complexity as Sections 4.1.4, 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 indicate.
4. Scalability: The strong and weak scaling data of Section 4.1.3 indicate that the
performance of our implementation for a single node is comparable to state-of-the-art
methods. Moreover, the parallel efficiency results of Section 3.4.4 indicate promising
scalability at higher number of cores in the context of the Telescopic Approach. Also,
based on the data of Table 32 the time required by CDT3D is only fraction of the
time of an adaptive iteration.
5. Code Reuse: Our tasking framework improves the encapsulation by hiding thread
management and load balancing away from the developer. Moreover, it offers easy
access and in a portable manner to a plethora of back-end and tasking strategies.
In summary, the goal of this dissertation was to create a new parallel anisotropic mesh
adaptation method that can serve as building block for scalable parallel mesh generation.
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Our method is designed to be the speculative tightly-coupled parallel mesh adaptation
component of the Telescopic Approach, that exploits concurrency at the chip level. In this
dissertation we have demonstrated the following contributions:
(C1 ) A parallel mesh adaptation method with high parallel efficiency on a single multi-core
node (Sections 3.4.4 and 4.1.3).
(C2 ) The method exhibits comparable quality and performance against state-of-the-art
methods (Section 4.1).
(C3 ) The parallel mesh adaptation method can interface with a CAD kernel allowing to
accept a wider variety of inputs (Sections 4.1.4, 4.2.3 and 4.2.4).
(C4 ) Validation of the method within an adaptive pipeline (Section 4.2).
(C5 ) A General Tasking Framework that aids towards separating the concerns of functionality from performance for speculative parallel mesh generation methods (Section 5).
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CHAPTER 7
FUTURE WORK
CDT3D is a shared memory software and it is designed to be a building block of the Telescopic Approach for scalable parallel mesh generation and adaptivity. The next layer is the
Parallel Data Refinement layer which has been already implemented with both Delaunaybased [89] and Advancing-front based methods [106]. Based on our group’s previous experience it is expected to achieve good scalability by combining the two approaches. There are
however challenges towards this direction related to minimizing the amount data movement
as identified by [88] and reducing the effect of the constrained faces to the final mesh quality
as discussed in [105]. An alternative approach would be to revisit the distributed speculative
approach presented in [187] and adapt it for CDT3D. In [187] a cavity could expand across
many subdomains due to the unconstrained nature of the method. In CDT3D however,
a cavity of a vertex (for smoothing and edge collapse) contains only elements attached to
the vertex itself, and a cavity of a flip or a point insertion operation contains face/edge
neighbors of a tetrahedron. In other words, all types of cavities include only immediate
neighbors derived by vertex/edge/face adjacency. This observation with the appropriate
software modifications could be used to create a pre-processing step that locks the interface vertices of a subdomain and implicitly the elements attached to them (see for example
Figure 16). Such a pre-processing should cause CDT3D to avoid these elements and thus
artificially constrain the modifications within the subdomain. Interface elements could then
be exchanged using one of the element migration techniques utilized by the partially coupled
methods that employ discrete domain decomposition discussed in Section 2.1.3.2.
The generalized tasking framework facilitates the integration with the PREMA runtime
system [244] at the shared memory level by handing control of thread management and
load balancing from the application to the runtime system. This decoupling is expected to
speedup the implementation due to the improved encapsulation of the different methods and
PREMA’s more efficient management of hardware resources. For example, the application
independent tasking pools that the tasking framework offers can provide load balancing
across different instances of the same application occupying a common shared memory
space. This scenario fits well with our previous work [89] and the Parallel Data Refinement
layer of the Telescopic Approach.
The vertex smoothing operation can be further improved by incorporating a more complete search space for the optimal node position such as the methods presented in [97, 140].
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Moreover, it could be extended to all vertices and not just the ones attached to low quality
elements providing an overall smoothed result which may provide better convergence rates
for the solver. Also, CAD information such as local curvature and local feature size could
be incorporated in order to optimize the quality of curved surfaces.
GPUs (Graphic Processing Units) are common in today’s supercomputers however, currently, CDT3D make no use of them. Extending the presented meshing operations so that
they can take advantage of the accelerators is expected to improve the running speed of
certain operations significantly. Figure 18 reveals that almost 95% of the total time is spent
on just two operations: the local reconnection and the vertex smoothing operation. Although they both exhibit more than 90% efficiency, they can still be improved by the use
of accelerators. In particular, porting the inner floating-point-heavy kernels such as the
predicates of the Delaunay criterion and the min-max edge-weight measure to GPUs could
potentially reduce the running time significantly. Such a transition is not straightforward
since most of the data-structures of CDT3D are pointer-based. However, extracting the
combinatorial steps of the flip operations and the line search of the vertex smoothing into
asynchronous tasks that can be executed on the GPU could offer a compromise between
keeping the current data structures and taking advantage of the GPUs. Also, in the context of the tasking framework there is a number of back-end systems that can utilize both
homogeneous and heterogeneous platforms including GPUs. Generic heterogeneous frameworks such as SYCL42 and Kokkos43 provide already support for launching and managing
tasks on GPUs. Combining them with the tasking framework is expected to assist in hiding
latencies related to data transfers to and from the device as well as delays launching kernels.
Evaluating such a framework would also require the addition or extension of current mesh
operations for heterogeneous architectures.
Boundary layer mesh generation: As mentioned in Section 4.2 we didn’t succeed in
obtaining viscous results with our pipeline. This is in part attributed to the absence of
boundary layer mesh that many numerical methods expect. Although, fully unstructured
results have been reported with other solvers (see for example [201]), to the best of our
knowledge, SU2 has not been tested thoroughly within this context. Boundary layer can
be provided as an external procedure and integrated similarly to our work in [267]. A
similar approach that combines state-of-the-art boundary layer generation with adaptive
42
43

https://www.khronos.org/sycl (Accessed 2021-05-27).
https://kokkos.org (Accessed 2021-05-27).
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anisotropic method appears in [171]. Another path to explore is the generation of metricaligned meshes such as the ones presented in [160, 170]. Moreover, the use of specialized
metrics may also be suitable. For example, in [242] the authors report success by combining
wall-distance to their metric creation while, in [90] the authors review various output-based
metric construction schemes that could be evaluated.
Regarding our tasking approach, both case studies introduce a parameter (grainsize for
CDT3D and schedule limit for PODM) that controls the number of tasks created. Analyzing the effect of this parameter in an application-independent manner allows to optimize
the parallel execution with no deep knowledge of the application. Still, in this study the
mesh size was constant and thus a more thorough study is needed in order to identify the
optimal values. As with any parameter optimization study, this could be performed utilizing
machine learning on pre-generated data. Moreover, the underlying tasking framework could
be equipped with an online machine learning method [124] that can choose the optimal
parameters based on runtime data.
Utilizing tasks in conjunction with the speculative approach could be further improved
by abstracting the Parallel Correctness sections of Figure 63. This could be achieved with
high level (but still application-specific) abstractions that lock and unlock the cavity of an
operation automatically. Also, aborted (due to rollbacks) tasks could be captured by the
framework and rescheduled (if they are still applicable).
The back-end of the task for front-end of Listing 5.1 is currently a compile-time parameter. However, there is no technical constrain that would prevent it from being an extra
argument of the front-end API. Providing the back-end as a parameter would allow to combine the benefits of each back-end based on the operation being parallelized. For example,
although the accumulative gains of abt back-end in Table 36 are higher that the rest of the
back-ends, the data of Table 35 suggest that for certain operations (Edge Collapse) the tbb
back-end performs better. Giving the user the ability to select the appropriate back-end at
each task for invocation would allow to get the best performance at each operation.
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APPENDIX A
MESH ADAPTATION FOR OTHER DISCIPLINES

A.1 FEMTOGRAPHY DATA
In this work, meshes are utilized as an enabling technology that allows the creation of
look-up tables that enhance Monte-Carlo simulations used in Nuclear Femtography. The
problem at hand can be described as follows: Given a two- or three-dimensional probability
matrix of some non-spatial variables, we attempt to create an unstructured mesh that
tessellates its data while capturing all of its features.
A.1.1 TYPES OF TESSELLATIONS
The plethora of applications that utilize meshes have different requirements and restrictions, thus creating a wide variety of meshing methods [247]. Early approaches used structured tessellations that arise naturally from the matrix formulation of many problems [247].
Most problems have rarely uniform characteristics throughout the computational space and
the ability to concentrate more points, and thus reduce the discretization error at regions
of interest becomes a necessity. Figure 78 presents some of the most common methods of
discretization.

(a) Input dataset.

(b) Multiblock.

(c) Quad-tree.

(d) Unstructured mesh.

Fig. 78: Different types of tessellations applied on a dataset.
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Elliptic and hyperbolic methods [44] provide a solution to this problem by tweaking the
point density at regions of interest. Still, they are bound to the initial point distribution and
they are limited by the complexity of the domain. Multi-block methods (see Figure 78b) [15]
provide another way to capture features of the problem by overlaying uniform tessellations of
different density. Octree methods [260] utilize quad-trees (2D) and oct-trees (3D) structures
(see Figure 78c) that can capture the features of the input using a lower count of elements
while at the same time providing a data structure that favor queries. Yet another method is
the use of unstructured simplices (see Figure 78d) that not only further reduce the number
of points and elements, but are able to scale into higher dimensions at low cost. Figure 78a
depicts an example point dataset. The point density corresponds to the features we need
to capture. Figures 78b-78d present different methods to create a mesh that captures the
features of the input. Table 37 presents the required number of vertices for each approach.

# vertices

Uniform Mutliblock Quad-tree Unstructured
62,000
59,000
14,500
7,500

TABLE 37: Number of vertices for each of the representations of Figure 78.

Clearly, unstructured meshes are the most efficient approach in terms of number of vertices to capture point-sets that exhibit non-uniform density. Moreover, Table 38 summarizes
the number of lower dimensional elements contained in each element at different dimensions.
Notice that the number of vertices scales linearly for simplices while for box-based elements
the growth rate is exponential. This characteristic is crucial for the approach of this work
since it enables the generalization of the method to areas of interest to the Nuclear Femtography such as Deeply Virtual Compton Scattering calculations and Deep Virtual phi-meson
Production calculations which utilize 5 and up to 7 dimensions respectively.
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0-face (vertex)
1-face (edge)
2-face
3-face
4-face
5-face

2-cube
4
4
1

3-cube
8
12
6
1

4-cube
16
32
24
8
1

5-cube
32
80
80
40
10
1

2-simplex
3
3
1

3-simplex
4
6
4
1

4-simplex
5
10
10
5
1

5-simplex
6
15
20
15
16
1

TABLE 38: Number of lower dimensional faces of n-dimensional cube and simplex elements.

A.1.2 METHOD
In this section we describe a pipeline designed at the CRTC lab for generating adaptive
meshes for Monte-Carlo simulations. The pipeline is depicted in Figure 79.

Probability
Matrix (.nrrd)

Segmentation

Adaptive
Mesh Generation

Data
Interpolation

Monte Carlo
Simlation

Fig. 79: Pipeline of our approach.

The input to the procedure is a probability matrix created with PARtonic Tomography
Of Nucleon Software (PATRONS) [26]. For the purposes of our approach, the two- and threedimensional probability matrices of PATRONS are treated as a 2D (3D resp.) image. The
Nearly Raw Raster Data .nrrd format44 was selected due to its simplicity. The segmentation
filter is then applied on the image. Segmentation is the process of generating a labeled image
(often called mask) that assigns to all pixels of the input a label based on a discrete number
of values. These values are then used to identify regions of interest within the image. It is
a requirement for the mesh generation method we use for 3D images PODM [95]. Since in
44

http://teem.sourceforge.net/nrrd/format.html (Accessed 2021-07-02)
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this case we are interested for the entire image the segmentation results in a trivial mask
that has the same value everywhere. The adaptive mesh generation process will then create
a mesh based on the segmented image. The spacing will be guided by the values of the
probability matrix. Details on the adaptation process are described below. Once the mesh
is generated, the original values of the probability matrix are interpolated onto the new
mesh. Finally, the mesh with its interpolated values which we call “weights” can be used
for the Monte-Carlo procedure.
A.1.3 ADAPTATION APPROACH
Central requirement for the meshes generated by this effort is the adaptation of the mesh
to the features of the input. More specifically, in order to allow speedup for the subsequent
step of Monte-Carlo simulations, the size of the elements of the generated mesh needs to
be based on the rate of change of the values of the probability matrix. For our application
this requirement translates into adding rules for splitting elements. The current method
operates based on two user-defined criteria. First, a relative limit between the difference of
the weights for a sample of points within the element. This is designed to give some control
over the discretization error with respect to the input data. The second is a limit on the
size of the smallest element which is used to control the size of the mesh and to guarantee
termination in cases where the weight limit cannot be achieved. This sizing function has been
implemented both in two and three dimensions. In 2D we use Triangle [231] while for 3D
inputs we take advantage of PODM [95]. Figure 80 depicts two examples of the adaptation
approach applied on synthetic 2D data representing a binomial Gaussian distribution and
3D data produced by PATRONS45 . For the 2D case, the 1,000,000 values of the image are
decimated to 3, 805 vertices and 7, 509 triangles. The 3D input has 1,000,000 values while
the generated mesh 42, 217 vertices and 257, 041 tetrahedra. Figure 81 presents a different
view of the 2D problem. The 3D histogram that corresponds to the values of a binomial
Gaussian distribution (left) is reconstructed by linearly extruding the mesh triangles to
prisms based on the interpolated weights.
The adaptation approach allows to decimate probability matrices given as 2D/3D array
while capturing the features of the distribution efficiently. More importantly, the resulting
mesh can aid towards speeding up significantly event generation for Physics calculations.
Quoting from [107]: “Generating grids using PARTONS took 4 days (1M computations, per
45
We would like to thank Gagik Gavalian and Pawel Sznajder for proving the input probability
distributions.
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Fig. 80: Two- and three-dimensional demonstration of the approach.

Fig. 81: Decimation of a 2d histogram that corresponds to a binomial Gaussian distribution.

grid point), [However] Event generation (10M events) takes 2̃0 minutes”.
A.1.4 ADAPTIVE PIPELINE
The ability to generate adaptive meshes based on the probability distributions of PARTONS, enables also to build an adaptive pipeline similar to the one presented in Figure 47
in page 98. In particular, since the PARTONS evaluations are computationally expensive,
one could start the procedure with only a few events and a coarse mesh. The generated
mesh can then be utilized to speedup the process. Instead of generating events (Monte
Carlo trials) within the whole subdomain, one can guide PARTONS to generate events only
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within few elements of interest based on some user-defined criterion. If this criterion is
derived from an error-based estimator one can build an error-based adaptive pipeline, see
for example Figure 82.

“Initial Mesh”
N0

PARTONS

Tesselator
(PODM)

V0

F0: Interpolate N0 at V0

V 0 , F0

“Solver”

“Error Estimator”

Gi,Fi

ǁE(Gi,Fi)ǁp

Gi : Evaluate PARTONS functional at V i
Vi+1 ,Fi+1
Tesselator
(PODM)

Vi+1

, p ∊{1,2,+∞}

Ei
“Mesh Adaptation”

Ei

Fi+1: Interpolate Ni at Vi

Ei > Threshold

Fig. 82: An error-based adaptive pipeline based for Nuclear Femptography data. Ni : image
values, Vi : mesh , Fi : interpolated values on mesh Vi , Gi : “ground-truth” values.

The initial mesh can be constructed based on a (coarse) probability matrix of PARTONS
similar to the approach presented so far. PARTONS can then be used as a solver estimating
its functional on the vertices of the mesh. Based on a norm defined on the ground-truth and
the interpolated values one could extract an error-indicator that drives the interpolation
procedure that will generate a new mesh for the next iteration of the pipeline. Notice that
this pipeline can also be implemented based on metric-based adaptation approaches. If E
is the interpolation error, one could construct a multi-scale metric and adapt the mesh in a
similar manner with our approach in Section 4.2.
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A.2 ADAPTIVE MESH GENERATION FOR MEDICAL DATA
In this section, we attempt to apply mesh adaptation techniques in the context of Medical
Imaging. In particular, we focus on generating adapted meshes for non-rigid registration
(NRR) of pre- and intra-operative images. NRR is used in image-guided neurosurgery and
aids towards “matching” sections of pre-operative medical data (e.g., Magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI), ultrasound, etc.) to intra-operative. This step is crucial to neurosurgical
operations since it allows for the identification of tissues in the intra-operative image that
need to be removed (e.g., tumor volumes). The registration is called non-rigid because the
underlying model treats the brain as a non-rigid object susceptible to deformation and shift
during the surgical operation. We evaluate our approach within the Adaptive Physics-Based
Non-Rigid Registration (A-PBNRR) method [83]. Figure 83 depicts a high-level view of the
A-PBNRR pipeline. For a complete description see [83].

Input
•pre-op Image
•pre-op segmentation
•intra-op image
registered
pre-op image

Feature
Selection

Block
Matching

Mesh
Generation
Mesh
Adaptation

Satisﬁes
Criteria ?

pre-op Image
Warping

Solver

Fig. 83: High-level A-PBNRR pipeline. Solids boxes correspond to the original approach.
The Mesh Adaptation module represents our attempt in the context of the A-PBNRR
pipeline.

The method accepts as input the pre- and intra-operate images along with a segmentation
of the pre-operative image. The pre-operative segmentation is a labeled copy of the preoperative image where each pixel is labeled based on the tissues of interest. In the first
step, the method identifies features of the pre-operative image based on computer vision
techniques that identify regions of high intensity variance. The Block Matching step will then
search for pairs of blocks in the pre- and intra-operative image that maximize a similarity
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measure. Mesh generation creates a mesh based on the segmented image. The outputs of
the three steps are then combined in the solver stage that evaluates displacements at each
vertex of the mesh based on information of the other two steps. The displacements are then
applied to the pre-operative data by warping the image. Based on user-defined criteria,
the method may apply more iterations by using as input a warped pre-operative image and
segmentation.
In the current evolution of A-PBNRR, the mesh generation steps use the Parallel Optimistic Delaunay Meshing (PODM ) method [95] that can generate a mesh that faithfully
captures (with geometric guarantees) the surface of the input image and the interface between different tissues. However, it does not consider any information about the registration
points (landmarks) recovered by the Block Matching step. In [86] the authors incorporate
the distribution of landmarks over the mesh into the mesh generation step using custom
sizing functions for two different mesh generation methods (Delaunay refinement and Advancing Front). The goal of these modifications is to equi-distribute the landmarks among
the mesh elements which is expected to improve the registration error. The evaluation
presented in [86] was based on synthetic deformation fields and showed that indeed these
modifications reduce the registration error. Our approach focuses on applying the same
sizing function in order to validate the effectiveness of the method. Moreover, preliminary
results on applying mesh adaptation methods that originate from the Computational Fluid
Dynamics field are presented. For completeness, a summary of the method employed in [86]
is presented along with the modifications that can turn it into an anisotropic metric-based
method.
The equi-distribution of the registration points can be formulated as assigning approximately the same number of registration points at each mesh vertex cell complex, where
a mesh vertex cell complex is defined as the set of all the elements attached to a vertex.
See, for example, Figure 84. On the left, the vertex cells of p1 , p2 , p3 have 3, 7 and 5 landmarks, respectively. While on the right, by collapsing edge p2 p1 one can equi-distribute the
landmarks. Both the vertex cells of p1 and p2 have now 7 landmarks.
The crux of the method is to set the local spacing at each vertex equal to the distance
to the k-th closest registration point. Assuming an ideal spacing, the mesh vertex cell
complex of each vertex will contain k registration points. An illustration for k = 5 is given
in Figure 85 left. Notice that another way to interpret the sizing constrain at each vertex is
using a sphere centered at each mesh vertex with a radius equal to the distance to the k-th
registration point. This method creates adaptive meshes but, it does not capture the local
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mesh point
landmark
vertex-cell of p1
vertex-cell of p2
vertex-cell of p3

d
c

e

c

e
p3

f

p3

f

p2
b
p1

b
p1

a

a

Fig. 84: Optimizing landmark distribution.

density of the landmarks efficiently due to the fact that only the k-th point is used and the
relative locations of the rest k −1 landmarks are ignored. Building upon this observation one

can replace the spheres at each vertex, with the smallest bounding ellipsoid that contains
the k closest registration points and is centered at the given vertex. Describing the local
spacing as an ellipsoid gives the ability to capture the local distribution of the landmarks
better due to the increased degrees of freedom of an ellipsoid in comparison to a sphere (see
for example Figure 85 right).
Creating the minimum volume ellipsoid that encloses a given point-set is a well-studied
problem in the optimization literature [248]. The constructed ellipsoid has a natural mapping to a 3x3 positive definite matrix [80] that can be used as a metric that guides the
anisotropic mesh adaptation procedure. In order to give to the mesh adaptation procedure
more flexibility, an additional “inflation” parameter a is introduced that is common for all
the points and allows to enlarge all ellipsoids by a constant factor. The goal of this parameter is to allow the mesh generation procedure to perform operations that may not conform
to the strict size but improve the overall result (see for example Figure 85 right).
Generating an adapted mesh begins by initially creating a uniform isotropic mesh
PODM . The generated mesh along with the landmarks identified by the Block-Matching
step are used to build a metric field. The metric field is constructed by iterating, in parallel,
the mesh vertices and evaluating the k-closest registration points using a k-nn search from
the Visualization Toolkit (VTK) library [225]. The minimum volume bounding ellipsoid
is constructed using the Khachiyan algorithm [139] which we implemented in the Eigen
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mesh point
landmark
ideal edge-length

a=1.0
a=1.2
a=1.5

Fig. 85: Visualization of the metric construction for mesh adaptation. Left: Isotropic
metric that set the spacing equal to the distance of the 5th closest registration point. Right:
Anisotropic metric based on the five registration points for different values of the inflation
parameter a.

library [116] based on publicly available implementations of the algorithm46 . Directly using
the landmarks (Figure 86 (b)) will not yield an ellipse centered at a mesh point. Including
the mesh point into the input of the minimum ellipsoid algorithm does not fix the issue
either (see Figure 86 (c)). Instead, we generate reflections of the k-closest landmarks by
the mesh point and include them in the input of the minimum ellipsoid algorithm. Due to
symmetry, the mesh point will always be in the center of the constructed ellipsoid. Finally,
the mesh is adapted using MMG3D [70, 183].
The results of augmenting mesh adaptation to the A-PBNRR method for two of the cases
described in [84] are presented in Table 39. The accuracy of the registration is evaluated
using two quantitative metrics. The first described in [104] and expressed in the first column,
uses the Hausdorff distance [65] between point-sets extracted from the transformed preoperative image and the intra-operative image. The second method uses six anatomical
landmarks selected by a neurosurgeon and located into both the pre- and intra-operative
image. Statistics (min, max and mean) related to the distance between the transformed
pre-operative points as evaluated by A-PBNRR and the neurosurgeon’s suggested points
are expressed in the corresponding columns.
46

Nima Moshtagh (2021).
Minimum Volume Enclosing Ellipsoid (https://www.mathworks.com/
matlabcentral/fileexchange/9542-minimum-volume-enclosing-ellipsoid) MATLAB Central File
Exchange, (Accessed 2021-06-28).
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a)

c)

b)

d)
Fig. 86: Different approaches to constructing a metric utilizing the minimum ellipsoid
method.

Method

HD
(mm)

Min error
(mm)

Baseline
Isotropic
Anisotropic (a = 1.0)
Anisotropic (a = 1.2)
Anisotropic (a = 1.5)

2.24
1.95
2.22
2.00
2.64

1.07
1.22
0.55
1.01
0.93

Baseline
Isotropic
Anisotropic (a = 1.0)
Anisotropic (a = 1.2)
Anisotropic (a = 1.5)

4.06
3.42
3.71
4.05
4.05

2.06
2.29
2.12
2.06
1.92

Max error
(mm)
case 9
5.90
7.53
7.85
7.10
6.15
case 18
5.37
5.76
5.50
5.05
5.17

Mean error
(mm)

# vertices

# elements

3.51
3.71
3.99
3.70
3.25

3,264
4,177
4,520
3,629
2,838

13,210
19,893
22,383
17,593
13,291

3.65
3.92
3.96
3.61
3.65

2,833
4,008
4,460
3,766
2,983

11,040
19,466
22,342
18,077
13,812

TABLE 39: Results applying mesh adaptation to the A-PBNRR pipeline.

The number of registration points per mesh cell vertex is set to k = 500. This value was
selected since it produces meshes with a vertex count close to the baseline meshes. The first
row of each dataset corresponds to the base case of using A-PBNRR with no adaptation.
The isotropic rows indicate the application of the method described in [86]. In practice, we
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build an isotropic metric composed out of spheres with radii corresponding to the distance of
the k-th closest landmark at each mesh vertex. Isotropic adaptation reduces the Hausdorff
distance by almost 13% for case 9 and almost 16% for case 18. However, it comes with
the price of generating a mesh twice as big for both cases. The rest of the rows correspond
to applying anisotropic mesh adaptation. Anisotropic mesh adaptation produces a higher
Hausdorff distance error. However, it decreases the landmark-based error when compared
to the isotropic method and in some cases, performs better than the baseline. Moreover, by
using an inflation parameter of 1.5 we were able to produce meshes with a size comparable
to the baseline.
Although these results are preliminary, they indicate that the problem of generating
an “ideal” mesh for image registration purposes includes competing evaluation criteria like
the minimum mesh size, Hausdorff distance, and the landmark-based error above. The
Hausdorff distance could be improved by tweaking the -hausd parameter of the MMG3D
code that controls the distance between the surface of the input and the output meshes.
Moreover, one could attempt to intersect the generated metric field with one constructed
based on the features of the input mesh which has fidelity and quality guarantees on the
surface since it was produced by PODM . Such a mesh could be created using the implied
metric of the surface mesh or a feature-based metric similar to the approach we used fpr
curved domains in Section 3.3. Introducing mesh adaptation to A-PBNRR has the potential
to improve its effectiveness, but further investigation is needed to optimize its parameters.
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APPENDIX B
PARALLEL MESH GENERATION CHALLENGES

B.1 POWER CONSUMPTION ASPECTS OF MESH GENERATION
The Top50047 is an online list maintained by the supercomputing community that first
published in 1993 [178] and reports the top 500 supercomputers over the world based on
their speed in terms of floating-point operations per second (Flops) for the LINPACK benchmark [81]. Since its conception, another important characteristic of the performance of a
supercomputer has emerged and that is its energy consumption. In [230] the authors presented data on the high amount of power required to operate and regulate the temperature of
supercomputers in the Top500 list and advocated for the creation of the Green50048 list that
compares supercomputers based on their energy efficiency in terms of Flops/Watt. Since
then, the energy efficiency of the top supercomputers in the list has improved by three orders of magnitude from 0.147 GFlops/Watt for Blue-Gene\L in 2007 to 26.195 GFlops/Watt
for NVIDIA DGX SuperPOD in 202049 . Still, the there are very few efforts optimizing a
parallel mesh generation application for energy consumption [213].
In this section, we discuss our attempt to optimize the energy aspects of mesh generation
of PODM [95] and present some preliminary results. At the time of contacting this analysis
the available profilers were not ready yet for fine-grained power measurements of highly
complex applications such as mesh generation codes. So, as a first step we attempted to
optimize the performance of the code and as a consequence its power consumption. For this
study we used the Abstraction-Level Energy Accounting (ALEA) [185] energy profiler50 .
ALEA allows to measure energy consumption at a fine-grain level that goes lower than the
sampling rate by combining physical power measurements with a probabilistic model that
distributes energy among code blocks. Based on instruction-level information of the profiler,
we identified the most energy-consuming functions of the code which corresponded to the
rollback treatment code of the Load balancing sections of Figure 63a and the most expensive
floating-point operations which were the circumcenter evaluation and the predicate-based
orientation tests. Then, we applied the following optimizations to the code:
47

https://www.top500.org/lists/top500/ (Accessed in 2021-06-27).
https://www.top500.org/lists/green500/ (Accessed in 2021-06-27).
49
https://www.top500.org/lists/green500/2020/11 (Accessed in 2021-06-27).
50
We would like to thank Lev Mukhanov for sharing the ALEA code and assisting towards performing
the analysis of this section.
48
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• Enforcing “-ffast-math” and “-O3” to the above functions by using gcc ’s attributes
(gcc version version 4.9 was used) __attribute__((optimize ("fast-math")) and
__attribute__((optimize(3)))
• Enabling Advanced Vector extensions (AVX) during compilation ( -mavx for gcc)
• Using of static inline instead of inline on the most expensive floating point functions.
To study the effect of these optimizations we employed Dynamic Voltage and Frequency
Scaling (DVFS) by modifying the frequency of the CPU’s cores before running each experiment. To alter the frequency we utilized cpufreq51 . Figure 87 presents our results on two
different nodes: A two-socket Intel® Xeon E5-2697 v2 @ 2.70GHz with 24 cores in total, and
a 4-socket Intel® Xeon E5-4610 v2 @ 2.30GHz with 32 cores in total. The original and the
optimized code were executed 5 times and the median values are reported in the figures.
The results indicate that the mesh generation code behaves differently when running
on these machines and the optimization affects it in different ways. On the older machine,
(2nd generation Xeon) in Figure 87a, scaling the frequency affects the running time by a
small amount. The optimizations yielded an 4% improvement on the energy when using
all the cores. The performance on the newer 4th generation Xeon in Figure 87b increases
linearly with the frequency. Moreover, by comparing the energy consumption between the
two models, one can see that the newer generation processor uses less than half the energy
although it runs for a longer time. On the other hand, it is affected less by the optimizations.
The energy gain is only 0.3% on average.
In conclusion, these preliminary data indicate that currently, the power gains for a
complex mesh generation application are limited and require low-level optimizations. Also,
any optimizations may diminish once the application is executed on newer hardware.
An alternative approach to the one presented could be to lower power-aware optimizations into the tasking framework. Models [150] and methods [179] for optimizing tasking
schedulers for power consumption already exist and they could be combined with our tasking
approach presented in Chapter 5.

51

https://www.kernel.org/doc/Documentation/cpu-freq/index.txt (Accessed 2021-06-27).
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(a) Time and energy data for 2nd Generation Intel® processor.

(b) Time and energy data for 4th Generation Intel® processor.

Fig. 87: Data of power-aware analysis.
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B.2 PARALLEL CONSTRAINED MESH REFINEMENT IN THREE
DIMENSIONS
One of the layers of the Telescopic Approach (see Figure 1 on page 7) is the Parallel
Constrained layer. This section summarizes our effort and findings towards creating a
three-dimensional parallel Constrained Delaunay mesh refinement method.
To the best of our knowledge, the first two-dimensional Parallel Constrained Delaunay algorithm was presented in [55]. Although the scalability was limited, it introduced the idea of
Parallel Constrained Delaunay Meshing: Each subdomain will be treated as an independent
mesh which will be refined in parallel. Conformity along the shared edges is accomplished
by sending split messages to the neighbor subdomain. Later in [52], the authors presented a
new implementation, called Parallel Constrained Delaunay Mesh (PCDM), with many improvements that enable the method to scale up to 100 processors efficiently. PCDM uses the
Medial Axis Domain Decomposition software (MADD) presented in [152] to over-decompose
the input geometry into several subdomains. MADD, in contrast to generic graph-based decomposition methods, produces separators that do not introduce low quality features in the
subdomains. Subdomains are then mapped to the processors using METIS [138] and distributed using MPI similar to the previous method. The high quality of separators allowed
to apply a custom mesh generation implementation employing the Constrained Delaunay
Algorithm in each subdomain. Shared boundary conformity is achieved by sending split
messages which encode the fractions that the split should create with respect to the initial
segment avoid thus any round-off errors.
In this section, based on ideas and methods presented in the two-dimensional implementation, we present preliminary results related to a token-based communication scheme for
parallel mesh generation. Using this scheme, we implement and evaluate a three-dimensional
parallel constrained Delaunay mesh generator that introduces minor overheads but depends
on a good initial domain decomposition. Table 40 presents the classification of the method
based on the criteria of Section 2.1.

Coupling

Sync.

Gran.

Method

P. Model

Decomp.

Prog.

Partially

Asynchronous

Coarse

Constrained Delaunay

MPI

D. Domain

No

TABLE 40: Classification of the method of this section.
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Figure 88 depicts the steps of the method when updating a constrained face between
two subdomains. Initially, the interface between the two subdomains is conforming and
points can be inserted independently as long as they do not encroach upon any shared face
(see Figure 88a). Encroachment for a point p with respect to a face is defined using the
circumscribed sphere of the triangular face. If p is inside this sphere, it is rejected and its
projection on the face q is inserted instead (see Figure 88b). The cavity of q is then evaluated
(highlighted green elements in Figure 88c) and the elements are removed (see Figure 88d).
The cavity will then be triangulated and the point will be sent to the neighboring subdomain
(see Figure 88e). Finally, the subdomain on the receiving side will repeat the steps resulting
in a conforming interface (see Figure 88f).
B.2.1 IMPLEMENTATION
In this section, we present an implementation of the proposed algorithm using TetGen
[235] as the underlying mesher. Our method decomposes the initial mesh and then refines
it in parallel. Every subdomain is treated as a separate mesh and conformity across the
shared boundaries of the subdomains is achieved by exchanging information for every point
introduced on the shared boundary. The procedure is composed of three steps: Mesh
Decomposition, Subdomain Distribution, and Parallel Refinement.
B.2.1.1

Mesh Decomposition

The lack of a proper domain decomposition method for three-dimensional geometries restricted the options to a general-purpose mesh decomposition scheme like the PxQxR
method [58] and the Graph-based METIS library [138]. The input can be either a surface
mesh or a coarse tetrahedral or hexahedral volume mesh that conforms to the boundary
of the object of interest. In the case of a surface mesh, TetGen is used sequentially in a
prepossessing step and produces a coarse Constrained Delaunay volume mesh. Using either
of the decomposition methods, a map between all the elements and n subdomains is constructed sequentially, where n > P and P is the available number of processors. Once the
map is evaluated, the boundary of each subdomain is extracted along with the adjacency
information between them.
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(a)
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(b)

q
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(d)

q

(e)
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Fig. 88: Steps of the PCDM method in three dimensions.

B.2.1.2

Subdomain Distribution

Creating more subdomains than processes gives the method a better chance to equidistribute the load. The proposed method uses information acquired from the previous step
and distributes the subdomains across the processes in a configuration that reduces the
communication among them. Similarly to [52] we utilize the dual graph of the subdomains.
In particular, we create a graph G with its nodes representing the subdomains and its
edges the interfaces between them. The weight of a vertex corresponds to the volume
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of the subdomain. The weight of an edge corresponds to the size of the interface. We
define the size to be the sum of the areas of all constrained triangles and the lengths of
all the constrained edges on the interface. METIS is then used to partition G into n parts
by minimizing the cost of cutting graph-edges and equi-distributing the graph vertices
among the partitions taking into account their weights. The resulting mapping between
the subdomains and the processes is then used to distribute the subdomains from the root
process.
B.2.1.3

Parallel Refinement

In the parallel refinement stage, each subdomain is unpacked, and an instance of TetGen
is initialized, having as input the boundary of the subdomain. If the boundary is not
composed solely out of triangles, it is triangulated, and then using the Boundary Recovery
algorithm of TetGen, an initial volume mesh satisfying the constrained Delaunay property
is created. We have chosen this approach instead of using the built-in capabilities for
reconstructing the mesh out of the tetrahedra of the subdomain because we have found
that the reconstruction function is prone to round-off errors and very often cannot detect
constrained edges. This limitation created the need for the Reproducibility criterion, which
we describe in Section 1. We have presented a more detailed example of this issue in [62].
Since the initial coarse mesh of the subdomain was derived out of a constrained Delaunay
mesh, it is a constrained Delaunay mesh itself. Our expectation is that TetGen can recover
its boundary without adding additional points on the surface. No extra points on the
boundary, imply that the shared interfaces remain untouched and, thus no communication
is needed at this stage. TetGen has met our expectation in the cases we studied, however
more research and experimentation is required in order to have a guarantee that this will
always be the case for TetGen.
The algorithm proceeds by refining the subdomains in parallel in each subdomain while
sending any modifications performed on shared boundaries following a predefined communication scheme. More details about the scheme are presented in the next section.
The version of TetGen we utilized (1.5.0) performs the mesh refinement in three stages
as follows: Let a be the user-defined upper volume bound for the tetrahedra in the mesh.
In the first stage, TetGen splits all the encroached segments as well as all the edges that
√
have a length larger than 3 a. In the second stage, all the faces that are encroached or have
√
3
an area larger than a2 are split. Finally, all the tetrahedra are split until the requested
quality and volume constrains are met for all the elements except those near small input
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angles.
Following the same approach within our method would create a problem since all the
shared boundaries are split up-front, thus accumulating all the communication in the first
two stages. Moreover, this approach causes almost every point insertion to trigger a message which creates network congestion. Since the Constrained Delaunay Mesh refinement
rules [234] do not require splitting the edges or the faces according to some quality metric,
we restructured the refinement operation by removing the first two stages. This modification
increased the running time of TetGen up to 5% in some cases, but it spread the communication across the entire run of the algorithm, thus distributing the load on the network more
equally throughout the execution of the algorithm. It should be noted, that removing these
steps did not affect the robustness of the algorithm, and the difference in quality measured
both by dihedral angles, and the radius-to-shortest-edge ratio was negligible.
The final modification performed on the TetGen code was to replace the predicates with
the ones provided by the Predicate Construction Kit (PCK) [169]. The reason for this switch
was that in order to guarantee conformity in the presence of co-circular point we need a
robust predicate for the 3D in-circle test with support of symbolic perturbation.
B.2.2 CHALLENGES OF CREATING A RELIABLE COMMUNICATION
SCHEME
Since the subdomains are refined in parallel, there is a need of synchronizing the changes
on the shared boundary while keeping the overhead low and maintaining the constrained
Delaunay property within each subdomain. The communication scheme needs to be flexible
enough to cover the needs of Constrained Delaunay refinement in three dimensions. As
it is shown in [234], the constrained Delaunay refinement of domains with small angles
requires more advanced rules than the traditional ones [232]. In particular, the split of a
single tetrahedron may require the insertion of multiple points to restore the constrained
Delaunay property of the domain. For the communication scheme, this means that some
point insertions should be bundled together, and the receiver should perform the same steps
and in the same order.
A further requirement of the communication scheme is to avoid the rounding errors that
will unavoidably appear between different subdomains since, in general, the order of the
floating-point operations performed on the interface between two subdomains is not the
same. Also, in contrast to the two-dimensional case, in our case, we may have to establish
communication between more than two subdomains since a segment may belong to the
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shared interface of more than two subdomains.
The proposed communication scheme could resolve the first issue by packing together
all the points required to split an edge/face and restore the constrained Delaunay property.
Although this approach should work in theory, in practice, we discovered that quite often,
the receiving subdomain would declare a cavity as invalid and reject the incoming point.
This case seems to appear when the shared segment is an edge of a sliver as in Figure 89.
Since the decomposition method we use has no control over the quality of the interfaces in
terms of angles, we created synthetic data for our experiments. In particular, we used as an
initial mesh the structured grid52 composed of cubes shown in Figure 90. Any decomposition
for this input would result in right angles which do not create the aforementioned problems.

p5
p1

q

p4

p2

p3

Fig. 89: A configuration where a remote point was rejected by TetGen. A sliver p1 p2 p3 p4
shares the face p1 p3 p4 with the tetrahedron p1 p3 p4 p5 . In this case q was rejected by TetGen
because its cavity was classified as invalid.

Floating-point issues are handled by including the points of the to-be-split edge/face in
the message. Conformity along the three-dimensional interfaces cannot be achieved just by
utilizing the asynchronous point insertions described in the two-dimensional implementation
of this approach [52] since a point can now be inserted anywhere on the interface and
not just at the midpoint of a shared edge. Also, interfaces can be shared by more than
two subdomains, while in two dimensions the subdomains around a shared interface are
52
The grid is constructed out of a 3D image by converting each voxel (3D pixel) to a cube. We would like
to thank Fotis Drakopoulos for providing the software that performs the conversion.
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Fig. 90: Double torus, the initial mesh of our experiments 67,000 hexahedra, 80,600 points.

always two. In our approach, conformity enforced by serializing the modifications on the
interface utilizing distributed locks in the form of tokens. The next section presents two
communication models created to handle the updates on the interfaces.
B.2.3 COMMUNICATION MODELS
This section presents two communication models that can be used with the meshing
approach presented so far. Their main difference is in the way interfaces are defined. The
first approach generates interfaces that cannot intersect, and thus a unique token for each
interface is enough to handle the communication. For example, in Figure 91 the first model
would define five interfaces; four on the outer section of the torus and one in the center.
One the other hand, the second model introduces two types of interfaces: face interfaces
that are defined between a pair of two subdomains and segment interface that are defined
at the intersection of face interfaces. Based on the second model, Figure 91 contains 15 face
interfaces and 6 segment interfaces.
Both methods utilize asynchronous messages and thus termination cannot be trivially
detected. Even if all subdomains have been refined, messages may still be in transit. To
resolve this issue, we use a circular token transmission scheme described in [78] and used
in [52].
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Fig. 91: Double torus with interfaces highlighted.

B.2.3.1

First approach: Unique token per interface

The union of segments and faces shared between two subdomains, S1 , S2 is called Interface
and will be denoted by I(S1 , S2 ) or just I whenever the subdomains can be inferred form
the context. Interfaces should not intersect. To achieve this requirement, we utilize a

region-grow approach. In particular, starting from interface triangles, we create interfaces
by appending neighboring interface triangles and edges. If two interfaces meet, we merge
them into one. The algorithm operates under the following rules:
1. Each interface I is equipped with a (unique) token t(I) and a global interface Id (iid).
2. For each group of subdomains that share an interface a cyclic order (ring) R(I) is
defined resulting in a unique id for each subdomain relative to the group that belongs.
3. Interface I can be modified by Si only if Si holds t(I).
4. If t(I) is required but missing from Si it can be requested from the owner of the token.
5. The token has two states: empty or it holds a pair of (point, the to-be-split
segment/face) and the id of the subdomain that initiated the transmission.
6. When a non-empty token t(I) is received, if the target segment/face belongs to the
receiver it is split with the provided point. If the next subdomain Sj on R(I) is not
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the one that initiated the token transmission then t(I) is sent to Sj .
Additionally, each subdomain is equipped with four maps indexed by the global interface
Id:
1. tokenIsHere[iid] indicates whether the token for interface iid is present.
2. tokenOwner[iid] holds the current owner (or the next owner in case there is an
on-going transmission53 ) of the token of the interface idd.
3. requestSent[iid] indicates whether a token request has been sent since the last
synchronization. This map prevents the algorithm from sending an excessive number
of messages.
4. requestReceived[iid] indicates whether any request has been received since the last
synchronization for interface iid.
Initially the tokens are distributed arbitrarily among the neighbors of the interfaces. The
locations of the tokens are broadcasted among the subdomains.
Main refinement procedure: Each subdomain Si is being refined by processing elements

from a queue Q. When the steiner point p of an element belongs to an interface a check for
token ownership is performed.
• If the token is present, a token transmission is initiated: p is inserted in the mesh
and copied into the token together with the segment/face that was split and the id of
the subdomain. The subdomain then sends the token to the next subdomain in R(I)
updates the value of the owner of the t(I) to the previous subdomain in R(I) and
sets requestSent for t(I) to false.
• If the token is not present, then the element that caused the creation of p is pushed
into a pending queue P Q, a token request is sent to the owner of the token as indicated
by tokenOwner and requestSent is set to true. The reason of the last step is to avoid
sending unnecessary many requests.
53

The next owner is the last in R(I) with respect to the Subdomain that initiated the token transit.
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Incoming Messages: During the course of the above steps a message may be received.
This can be a token, a token request or an empty token.
• If it is a token request, and Si holds currently the token. It sends the token to the
sender of the request. If Si does not hold the token it sets requestReceived to

(true,source). The value of requestReceived will be used as hint: when Si no
longer uses the token it will send it to Ssource .

• If the token contains a point p, then the to-be-split segment/face g is checked: If g
belongs to the boundary of the subdomain, p is inserted and the token is sent as-is to
the next on R(I). On the other hand, if g does not belong to the subdomain boundary,
the token is just forwarded to the next subdomain on R(I).
• In the case that the token is empty, it means that it is a response to a token request
so the corresponding pending queue is checked for elements that still need refinement.
If this check results in a point of the interface, it is being treated similarly with the
main procedure above: insertion, token initialization, and token transmission.
Figure 92 depicts the method using three separate “threads”. In practice the code is
sequential but the use of threads simplifies the diagram.
Evaluation:

To evaluate the first communication model we conducted a series of exper-

iments on the turing High Performance Computing cluster at Old Dominion University54 .
In particular, we employed two nodes equipped with 2xIntel® Xeon E5-2698 v3 2.30GHz
and 125Gb of memory each, for a total of 64 cores and 250Gb of memory.
We performed a weak scalability [117] study by increasing the number of elements linearly with respect to the number of processes while keeping an average load of 10 million
elements per process. To avoid creating interfaces between multiple subdomains, we use a
P decomposition and sorted the elements along the x-axis. Figure 93 presents the speedup
and efficiency of the approach. For this dataset the number of subdomains matches the
number of processes. The results indicate that this approach cannot maintain efficiency for
more than a few cores.
Table 41 provides more insight into the data. The total cost of the communication for
our method is quite low, less than 4% of the total running time. The time spent waiting
for termination is due to the load imbalance between the processes. The imbalance does
54

https://wiki.hpc.odu.edu/en/Cluster/Turing (Accessed 2021-07-01).
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def next(i):
return (i+1)mod number_of_subdomains_sharing_interface
def prev(i):
return (i-1) mod number_of_subdomains_sharing_interface
struct token{
initID /* id of subdomain that initialized the token transmission*/
point
};

Reﬁnement_thread
token.initID = myID
token.point = steiner(element)

Emit(Sender_thread,"forward_token")

tokenOwner = prev(myID)

Emit(Sender_thread,"token_request")

Insert( steiner(element))
true

push(element,PQ)

false

test(tokenIsHere)
true

element

test(steiner(element)

Start: CheckQ

∈

false

I)

CheckPQ

Insert(steiner(element))

true

test(tokeIsHere)

false

not-empty

false

test(requestReceived)emptycheckReceiveBuﬀer()
true

Emit(Sender_thread,
"respond_token_request",
requestReceived.source)

Emit(Sender_thread,"forward_token")

Insert(token.point)

Sender_thread
forward_token

waitOnSignal()

S e n dTo(next(myId),token)

respond_token_request, source
to
ke
n_
re
qu
es
t
test(requestSent)

S e n dTo(source,token)
e

s
al

f

tru

SendTokenRequestTo(tokenOwner )

requestSent = true
requestReceived = {-1,false}

e

Receiver_thread

local variables:
myID
tokenOwner
tokenIsHere
requestSent
requestReceived { source, bool}

test( token.point in Subdomain)

false

Emit(Sender_thread,"forward_token")

true

token

CopyToReceiveBuﬀer(token.point)

test(token == empty_token)
true

BlockingReceive(source,msg)
token_request

token = empy_token
tokenOwner = source
tokenIsHere = false

true

test(tokenIsHere)

tokeIsHere = true
requestSent = false

false

Emit(Sender_thread,
"respond_token_request",
source)

requestReceived = (true,source)

Fig. 92: Flowchart of the method. The algorithm can be visualized as three threads sharing
data using the token structure, the variable tokenOwner, the boolean flags tokenIsHere,
requestSent, requestReceived and the ReceiveBuffer. Q is the queue of bad elements
while PQ contains (possibly deleted) elements that could not be processed due to the
absence of the token.
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Fig. 93: Scalability results running on the double torus and generating 10 million elements
per process.

Processes
Communication Overhead
Handle Message
Waiting to terminate
In comparison to no comm

8
2.44%
1.78%
2.37%
+9.89%

16
2.62%
2.72%
7.55%
+21.61%

32
2.94%
3.37%
14.47%
+34.15%

40
3.20%
3.87%
12.94%
+41.51%

48
3.06%
3.70%
24.10%
+50.82%

56
2.76%
3.24%
36.23%
+98.74%

64
1.61%
1.84%
63.82%
+250.38%

TABLE 41: Overhead introduced by our method as percentage of the total running time.

not come from differences in the volume of the subdomains. The number of elements in
each subdomain differs by less than 1%. The source of imbalance is that, as the number
of processors grows, the ratio between volume and surface of a subdomain becomes smaller
introducing thus more communication and deteriorating the performance. A solution would
be to use a different decomposition such as PQ or PQR. Such a decomposition however creates interfaces between more than two subdomains and which requires more communication.
For reference, using PQ across the X and Y axis instead of P decomposition increased the
ruining time by more than 6 times due to the increased time spend for the tokens shared
by more than two subdomains. The last row of Table 41 compares our method with a
version of the code that uses no communication among the subdomains. Of course, the
interfaces are not conforming anymore but, on the other hand, the lack of communication
reveals the total overhead of the method. Notice that even at a low number of processes
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Processes
Point Messages
Token Requests
Empty Tokens

8
16
24
32
40
48
56
64
28.5% 26.6% 25.5% 24.7% 24.0% 23.5% 23.3% 23.3%
38.5% 40.8% 42.2% 43.2% 44.0% 44.6% 45.2% 46.2%
33.0% 32.6% 32.3% 32.1% 32.0% 31.9% 31.5% 30.5%

TABLE 42: Percentage of different types of messages.

(< 16) where the efficiency of the method is high, the overhead is not negligible. Still, the
method performs well due to the overlap between communication and computation that
the asynchronous approach offers. Table 42 offers a breakdown of the types of messages
used during the execution. Only 23 − 28% of the messages contain points and the rest

is the bookkeeping that the communication model performs, thus indicating the need to
improve it. The negative effect of a single token among many multiple subdomains of our
first approach pushed our efforts towards redefining the notion of interface and resulted in
the second approach described in the next section.
B.2.3.2

Second approach: Compound Tokens

Based on the observation that the main source of inefficiency of our initial approach is
the interfaces that are shared among more than two subdomains, we revised our model
introducing compound tokens. This model is an extension of the previous but we repeat
the common rules and definitions for completeness.
Interface is a set of (connected) faces and segments. There are two type of interfaces:
• Segment Interfaces Contain only segments shared by more than two subdomains.
• Face Interfaces Contain segments and faces that are shared by exactly two subdomains.
The rules of this model are the following:
(D1 ) Only interfaces of different types can intersect.
(D2 ) For each group of subdomains sharing I, a cyclic order (ring) is defined R(I).
(D3 ) For each segment interface I, the set of ids of the intersecting face interfaces is denoted
by D(I).
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(D4 ) Each interface I is equipped with a (unique) token t(I) and a global interface Id (iid).
(D5 ) For each segment interface Is , we define the compound token to be the union between
the segment token and the tokens of all intersecting faces i.e.,
[

compound token(Is ) =

j∈D(Is )

t(Ij ) ∪ t(Is )

To distinguish compound from non compound tokens we refer to the latter as proper
tokens.
(D6 ) A proper token has four states:
(a) empty and unlocked
(b) empty and locked
(c) in transit together with a point (token.point) and the id of the subdomain that
initiated the transmission (token.initID)
(d) in transit and empty
(D7 ) Each subdomain S is equipped with five arrays:
(a) tokenIsHere[iid] indicates whether the proper token for interface with global id
iid is present.
(b) tokenOwner[iid] holds the current owner (or the future owner if there is an ongoing transmission) of the proper token of the interface with global id iid.
(c) tokenIsLocked[iid] indicates whether a proper token is locked and therefore cannot be sent as a response to a request or used for splitting a segment/face.
(d) requestF orT oken[iid] = priority queue{source} collects the token requests received while the token was missing. Token requests that arise from compound
token assemblies, have higher priority than the rest. Ties on priorities are resolved
based on process ids.
(e) requestSent[iid] a boolean array, indicates whether a request has been sent for
the interface with id iid. The purpose of this array is to avoid excessive number
of messages.
In the following rules the compound token is excluded unless it is explicitly stated:
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(R1 ) A face interface I with id iid can be modified only if t(I) is present and not locked
i.e.,

tokenIsHere[iid] ∧ ¬ tokenIsLocked[iid]
(R2 ) To construct the compound token of I, a subdomain must first acquire and lock the

segment token t(I), and then acquire and lock one at a time and in ascending order
the tokens in D(I).

(R3 ) A segment interface I can be modified only if the compound token(I) is present.
(R4 ) If a proper token of an interface with id iid is missing and has not been requested yet
(i.e. requestSent[iid] = f alse) it will be requested from the owner as indicated by the
tokenOwner[iid] value. As soon as a request is made, requestSent[iid] is set to true.
(R5 ) After inserting a point p on a shared interface I, the token t(I) is sent together with
p to the next subdomain on R(I) if the next is not token.initId.

(R6 ) When a compound token compound token(I) completes a circle around R(I) each
of its components in D(I) are sent to the subdomain with the lowest id among the
neighbors of I. At this point compound token(I) is destroyed.

(R7 ) If a token of an interface with id iid is empty and unlocked it will be sent to the first
subdomain in requestF orT oken[iid]. If the entry is empty, the token will remain idle.
The requests for assembling the segment interface could cause a deadlock whenever
two segment interfaces share more than one face interface. To avoid it, we always request
the tokens in a predefined order and one at a time (R2 ). See for example Figure 94. If
subdomains D and F begin acquiring tokens to assemble I8 and I9 respectively at the same
time, they will be competing for I4 and I5 . If D acquires {I8 , I1 , I2 , I3 , I4 } and waits for I5

and E acquires {I9 , I10 , I7 , I6 , I5 } and waits for I4 a deadlock will occur. Livelock can also
occur if both D and E release and re-acquire the tokens. On the other hand, if we collect

them one by one and in ascending order the first one who receives I4 will continue and
the second will wait until the missing token is available. Notice also that by (D7 ) pending
requests tokens have higher priority.
Finally, Figures 95-100 present a pseudocode of the proposed approach. Although, it
satisfies all our requirements and it is expected to perform better than the initial approach,
implementing this method may be unnecessary complex. Moreover, looking through the
algorithm we see a mix of mesh-, communication- and correctness-related steps. A direct
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Fig. 94: A configuration of subdomains and interfaces that could lead to a deadlock.

implementation of this approach would be against the notions of separation of concerns
we mentioned in Chapter 5, and it would limit significantly the code-reuse aspects of the
project.
This approach could be implemented and greatly simplified if the communication scheme
is approached having the capabilities of the PREMA runtime system [244] in mind. Subdomains are the obvious candidate for mobile objects [56] and together with the Implicit
Load Balancing (ILB) layer [19] of PREMA they aid towards writing reusable code for
packing/unpacking and load balancing the workload related to refining the subdomains.
We have already demonstrated this capability in [244].
Tokens can be yet another mobile object. Since PREMA keeps track of the location of
mobile objects, token requests and request forwarding can be taken care of by the runtime
system, thus offloading a great complexity out of this method. Dependencies between a
compound token and its constituent tokens can be achieved through Mobile object dependencies which we demonstrated in [106]. Such an approach is expected not only to speed
up the implementation but will also offer better performance since PREMA offers dynamic
load balancing, which is absent in this approach.
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Function RefineSubdomain(S)
/* This is the usual Delaunay Refinement loop with the exception that
a segment or a face may not be split due to a missing token. In
this case the tetrahedron that caused the need for a segment/face
split is pushed back into the refinement queue and the face or
segment to the appropriate pending queue in order to be processed
as soon as the missing token arrives
*/
fi pendingQ ← ∅ /* Queue of faces/segments on face interfaces that need
to be split
*/
si pendingQ ← ∅ /* Queue of segments on segment interfaces that need to
be split
*/
counter ← 0
// Let Q be the list of tetrahedra that need refinement
while Q 6= ∅
do
t ← Q.pop front()
p ← steiner (t)
if ( p encroaches upon a segment e ) then
split ← splitSegment(e)
if ( split != true ) then
Q.push back(t)
endif
elif ( p encroaches upon a face f ) then
split ← splitFace(e)
if ( split != true ) then
Q.push back(t)
endif
else
insert(p)
endif
counter++
// control how often we check for new messages
if ( counter > pollFrequency ) then
if ( checkForMessage(msg) ) then
handleMessage(msg)
endif
counter ← 0
endif
end while
1

Fig. 95: Refinement procedure.
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Function splitSegment(e)
/* Split an interface segment only if the subdomain holds the token and the token
is not locked. Otherwise, a request is sent and the segment is pushed either
into the fi pendingQ or si pendingQ if it lies on a face or segment interface
respectively.
*/
input: segment e
return true if e was split
false otherwise
if ( e is on face interface ) then
iid ← getInterfaceId(e)
// rule (R1)
if ( tokenIsHere[iid] and not tokenIsLocked[iid] ) then
q ← steiner(e)
insert(q)
sendToken(iid,e,q) // rule (R5)
return true
else
// rule (R4)
if ( requestSent[iid] == false ) then
sendTokenRequest(tokenOwner[iid],iid)
requestSent[iid] ← true
endif
fi pendingQ.push back(e)
return false
endif
elif ( e is on segment interface ) then
iid ← getInterfaceId(e)
// rule (R1)
if ( tokenIsHere[iid] and not tokenIsLocked[iid] ) then
/* Holding the token is not enough see rule (R3) assemble the compound token
as rule (R4) suggests
*/
tokenIsLocked[iid] ← true
all acquired ← acquireAdjacent(iid)
if ( all acquired == true ) then
/* if it happens that all the required tokens are present we can split the
segment
*/
q ← steiner(e)
insert(q)
sendToken(iid,e,q) // rule (R5)
return true
endif
else
// rule (R4)
if ( requestSent[iid] == false ) then
sendTokenRequest(tokenOwner[iid],iid)
requestSent[iid] ← true
endif
endif
si pendingQ.push back(e)
return false
else
q ← steiner(e)
insert(q)
return true
endif
1

Fig. 96: Splitting a segment.
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Function splitFace(f)
/* Split an interface face only if the subdomain holds the token and
the token is not locked. Otherwise, a request is sent and the face
is pushed into the fi pendingQ.
*/
input: face f
return true if f was split
false otherwise
q ← steiner(f)
if ( q is encroached by a segment e ) then
return splitSegment(e)
elif ( f is on a face interface ) then
iid ← getInterfaceId(f)
// rule (R1)
if ( tokenIsHere[iid] and not tokenIsLocked[iid] ) then
q ← steiner(f)
insert(q)
sendToken(iid,f,q) // rule (R5)
return true
else
// rule (R4)
if ( requestSent[iid] == false ) then
sendTokenRequest(tokenOwner[iid],iid)
requestSent[iid] ← true
endif
fi pendingQ.push back(f)
return false
endif
else
q ← steiner(f)
insert(q)
return true
endif
1

Fig. 97: Splitting a face.
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Function handleMessage(msg)
switch msg.tag do
case TOKEN REQUEST do
// a subdomain requested a token
iid ← msg.interfaceId
if ( tokenIsHere[iid] and not tokenIsLocked[iid] ) then
sendEmptyToken(msg.source,iid)
else
// rule D7(e)
requestForToken[iid].push(msg.source)
endif
break
end case
case EMPTY TOKEN do
/* this is a response to a request that we sent. Use the token to process
faces that were previously pushed due to missing token. In case of a
segment interface token we cannot use it yet
*/
iid ← msg.interfaceId
tokenIsHere[iid] ← true
if ( iid is segment interface OR a compound token which requires iid is under assembly
) then
tokenIsHere[iid] ← true
tokenIsLocked[iid] ← true
all acquired ← acquireAdjacent(iid)
if ( all acquired ) then
split the segment(s) belonging to the interface that initiated the assembly
compose a message msg containing the new point(s), the tokens and the tag
POINT ON SEGMENT INTERFACE
send msg to the next on the ring of the segment token
endif
else //iid is a face interface
processQ(fi pendingQ)
/* we can now forward the token to the subdomains that requested it
while it was missing (rule (R7))
*/
if ( requestForToken[iid] != ∅ ) then
send token to requestForToken[iid].top()
requestForToken[iid].pop();
endif
endif
break
end case
case POINT ON FACE INTERFACE do
/* a subdomain sent a point for insertion
*/
iid ← msg.interfaceId
tokenIsHere[iid] ← true
insertRemotePoint(msg.data)
/* we can now forward the token to the subdomains that requested it while
it was missing (rule (R7))
*/
if ( requestForToken[iid] != ∅ ) then
send token to requestForToken[iid].top()
requestForToken[iid].pop();
endif
break
end case
case POINT ON SEGMENT INTERFACE do
/* similar with previous case but now the token has to be advanced to the
next subdomain on the ring
*/
siid ← msg.interfaceId
tokenIsHere[siid] ← true
if ( msg.initId == myId ) then
/* the segment token completed a circle, so we can release the
associated face interface tokens
*/
destroy the compound token and sent its components to the lowest id subdomain of
each interface
else
insertRemotePoint(msg.data)
send the token to the next on the ring
endif
break
end case
end switch

1

Fig. 98: Handling an incoming message.
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Function processQ(pendingQ)
/* iterate pendingQ ( which can be either si pendingQ or fi pendingQ )
and split all the segments & faces that can be split
*/
input: Queue pendingQ
foreach g in pendingQ do
if ( g does not exist in the mesh ) then
pendingQ.remove(g)
else
giid ← getInterfaceId(g)
// rule (R1)
if ( tokenIsHere[giid] and not tokenIsLocked[giid] ) then
if ( g is a segment ) then
splitSegment(g)
else
splitFace(g)
endif
pendingQ.remove(g)
endif
endif
end foreach
1

Fig. 99: Processing pending points.

Function acquireAdjacent(siid)
/* this function implements rule
all the face interface tokens
siid. Each time it is called
token adjacent to siid
input: Segment Interface Id : siid
return true if all required tokens are
false otherwise

(R2): assembles a compound token of
adjacent to the segment interface
it requests the next face interface
*/
here

sent ← f alse
foreach iid in sorted( intersecting face interfaces of siid) do
if ( tokenIsHere[iid] == false ) then
send an TOKEN REQUEST for iid to tokenOwner[iid]
sent ← true
break
else
/* in case the token was already here we need to lock it to
prevent both using and sending it
tokenIsLocked[iid] = true
endif
end foreach
if ( sent == false ) then
/* no messages sent, all required tokens are present
unlock all required tokens
return true
endif
return false
1

Fig. 100: Assembling a compound token.
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